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The electronic skin (e-skin) technology is an exciting frontier to drive next generation of wearable 
electronics owing to its high level of wearability to curved human body, enabling high accuracy to 
harvest information of users and their surroundings. Altough various types of e-skins, based on several 
signal-transduction modes, including piezoresistive, capacitive, piezoelectric, triboelectric modes, have 
been developed, their performances (i.e. sensitivity, working range, linearity, multifunctionality, etc.) 
should be improved for the wearable applications. Recently, biomimicry of the human and biological 
skins has become a great inspiration for realizing novel wearable e-skin systems with exceptional 
multifunctionality as well as advanced sensory functions. As an ideal sensory organ, tactile sensing 
capabilities of human skin was emulated for the development of e-skins with enhanced sensor 
performances. In particular, the unique geometry and systematic sensory system of human skin have 
driven new opportunities in multifunctional and highly sensitive e-skin applications. In addition, 
extraordinary architectures for protection, locomotion, risk indication, and camouflage in biological 
systems provide great possibilities for second skin applications on user-interactive, skin-attachable, and 
ultrasensitive e-skins, as well as soft robots. Benefitting from their superior perceptive functions and 
multifunctionality, human and biological skins-inspired e-skins can be considered to be promising 
candidates for wearable device applications, such as body motion tracking, healthcare devices, acoustic 
sensor, and human machine interfaces (HMI). 
This thesis covers our recent studies about human and biological skin-inspired e-skins for 
advanced sensory functions and multifunctionality. First, chapter 1 highlights various types of e-skins 
and recent research trends in bioinspired e-skins mimicking perceptive features of human and biological 
skins. In chapter 2, we demonstrate highly sensitive and tactile-direction-sensitive e-skin based on 
human skin-inspired interlocked microdome structures. Owing to the stress concentration effect, the 
interlocked e-skin experiences significant change of contact area between the interlocked microdomes, 
resulting in high pressure sensitivity. In addition, because of the different deformation trends between 
microstructures in mutual contact, the interlocked e-skin can differentiate and decouple sensor signals 
under different directional forces, such as pressure, tensile strain, shear, and bending. In chapter 3, 
interlocked e-skins were designed with multilayered geometry. Although interlocked e-skin shows 
highly sensitive pressure sensing performances, their pressure sensing range is narrow and pressure 
sensitivity continuously decreases with increasing pressure level. The multilayer interlocked 
microdome geometry can enhance the pressure-sensing performances of e-skins, such as sensitivity, 
working range, and linearity. As another approach of e-skin with multilayered geometry, we 
demonstrate multilayered e-skin based on conductivity-gradient conductive materials in chapter 4. The 
conducive polymer composites with different conductivity were coated on the microdome pattern and 
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designed as interlocked e-skin with coplanar electrode design, resulting in exceptionally high pressure-
sensing performances compared with previous literatures. In chapter 5, inspired by responsive color 
change in biological skins, we developed mechanochromic e-skin with a hierarchical nanoparticle-in-
micropore architecture. The novel design of hierarchical structure enables effective stress concentration 
at the interface between nanoparticle and porous structure, resulting in impressive color change under 
mechanical stimuli. In chapter 6, we emulate ultrahigh temperature sensitivity of human and snake skin 
for temperature-sensitive e-skin. The thermoresponsive composite based on semi-crystalline polymer, 
temperature sensor shows ultrahigh temperature sensitivity near the melting point of semi-crystalline 
polymer. In addition, integration of thermochromic composite, mimicking biological skins, enables 
dual-mode temperature sensors by electrical and colorimetric sensing capabilities. Finally, in chapter 7, 
we summarize this thesis along with future perspective that should be considered for next-generation e-
skin electronics. Our e-skins, inspired by human and biological skin, can provide a new paradigm for 
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Figure 1.1. Personalized healthcare monitoring system based on Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) 
techonology. 
Figure 1.2. Wearable devices and sensors with self-powered systems and multifunctional abilities. 
(left) Self-powered wearable electronic skins based on piezoelectric, triboelectric, and thermoelectric 
harvest mechanical and thermal energy from the human body. Through the physical movements of 
various body parts and the heat dissipation from the body, high power of several to tens of watts are 
generated. (right) Multifunctional electronic skins based on resistive, capacitive, triboelectric, 
piezoelectric accurately monitor the user’s biological signals, including the EEG, EMG, and various 
physiological signals as well as physical movements and motions. (bottom) Ubiquitous healthcare 
systems through wireless network and feedback system (J. Park et al. J. Mater. Chem. B 2016, 4, 2999). 
Figure 1.3. Transduction modes for mechanical stimuli-senitive e-skins. (a) Piezoresistive e-skins 
based on PSR. (b) Capacitive e-skins of a parallel-plate capacitor. (c) Piezoelectricity generated in single 
film-based e-skins. (d) Triboelectricity generated in e-skins during contact/separation cycles. 
Figure 1.4. Conventional e-skins with planar sensor design. (a-c) E-skins combined with PSR and 
field-effect transistors. (K. Takei et al. Nat. Mater. 2010, 9, 821, C. Wang et al. Nat. Mater. 2013, 12, 
899, T. Someya et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 2014, 111, 12998). (d) Piezoresistive e-skin based 
on planar structure. (B. C.-K. Tee et al. Nat. Nanotech. 2012, 7, 825). 
Figure 1.5. Bioinspired e-skin systems for wearable devices. Human skin: Dermal-epidermal 
structure (K. J. Busam, Dermatopathology E-Book: A Volume in the Series: Foundations in Diagnostic 
Pathology 2014, 1, M. Ha et al. ACS Nano 2018, 12, 3964) Mechanoreceptor. (M. L. Jin et al. Adv. 
Mater. 2017, 29, 1605973) Fingerprint. (J. Park et al. Sci. Adv. 2015, 1, e1500661). Nerve. (C. Wan et 
al. Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, e1801291). Self-healing. (J. Kang et al. Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, e1706846). 
Smart biological skin: Visualization. (C. Wang et al. Nat. Mater. 2013, 12, 899). Adhesion. (Y. Park et 
al. Adv. Mater. 2017, 29, 1606453). Crack. (D. Kang et al. Nature 2014, 516, 222). Environmental 
adaption. (S.A. Morin et al. Science 2012, 337, 828).  
Figure 1.6. Human tactile perception system. The mechanoreceptors in human skin encode the 
applied tactile stimuli into action potentials, which are sent along the chain of afferent axons to synapse. 
The action potentials from multiple presynaptic neurons are processed in the biological synapses to 
obtain multilevel features of tactile perception. 
Figure 1.7. Human skin-inspired e-skins. (a) Detection of multiple stimuli with e-skins composed of 
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interlocking nanofibers (C. Pang et al. Nat. Mater. 2012, 11, 795). (b) Hierarchical and interlocked e-
skins with gradient stiffness (M. Ha et al. ACS Nano 2018, 12, 3964). (c) Skin-inspired multifunctional 
e-skins based on ferroelectric and conductive composite with interlocked geometry (J. Park et al. Sci. 
Adv. 2015, 1, e1500661). (d) Multifunctional e-skins with interlocked and hierarchical geometry (M. 
Ha et al. Adv. Funct. Mater. 2015, 25, 2841). (e) Fingerprint-inspired texture sensors with MEMS 
microforce sensors (J. Scheibert et al. Science 2009, 323, 1503). (f) 3D, reconfigurable and multimodal 
e-whiskers for high-fidelity surface mapping (J. T. Reeder et al. Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1706733). 
Figure 1.8. Biological skin-inspired e-skins. (a) Visualized e-skin combined with electrochromic 
materials and piezoresistive sensor (H.-H Chou et al. Nat. Commun. 2015, 6, 8011). (b) Smart medical 
patch based on octopus sucker inspired dry adhesive pad (M. K. Choi et al. Adv. Healthcare Mater. 2016, 
5, 80). (c) Spider-inspired strain sensors based on nanoscale crack junction (D. Kang et al. Nature 2014, 
516, 222). 
Figure 1.9. Applications for wearable motion sensor. (a) Differentiation of various motions using e-
skins with interlocked microdome structure (J. Park et al. NPG Asia Mater. 2018, 10, 163). (b) 
Monitoring of finger movement using dual-mode wearable motion sensors (H. Park et al. Nanoscale 
2017, 9, 7631). (c) Wireless-controlled interactive system with crack-inspired e-skins for HMI 
technology (S. Han et al. NPJ Flexible Electron. 2018, 2, 16.).  
Figure 1.10. Applications for healthcare device. (a) Microtopography-guided conductive e-skins for 
skin conformal sensors (Y. Park et al. Adv. Mater. 2017, 29, 1606453). (b) Temperature-dependent 
evaluation of vascular health based on pulse signals from multifunctional interlocked e-skins (J. Park 
et al. Sci. Adv. 2015, 1, e1500661). (c) Gecko-inspired conductive dry adhesives for reliable monitoring 
of ECG under extreme human motions T. Kim et al. ACS Nano 2016, 10, 4770). (d) Metal-based 
temperature sensor (D.-H. Kim et al. Science 2011, 333, 838). (e) Pyroresistive flexible temperature 
sensor for wearable e-skins (J. Park et al. Sci. Adv. 2015, 1, e1500661). 
Figure 1.11. E-skins for prosthesis. (a) Robotic hands with pressure, strain, and pressure sensor arrays 
for perception of hand gestures (H.-J. Kim et al. Sci. Adv. 2017, 3, e1701114). (b) Dual-mode smart 
prosthesis based on triboelectric-photonic skins (T. Bu et al. Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1800066). (c) Human 
skin-like prosthetic hands with multidirectional e-skins (C. M. Boutry et al. Sci. Robot. 2018, 3, 
eaau6914). (d) Prosthetics for sensory feedback and a pain reflex feedback control system (L. E. Osborn 
et al. Sci. Robot. 2018, 3, eaat3818). 
Figure 2.1. Electronic skin based on carbon nanotube–poly(dimethylsiloxane) (CNT–PDMS) 
composite films with interlocked microdome arrays. (a) Schematic of human skin structure showing 
interlocked epidermal–dermal layers and mechanoreceptors (MD: Merkel disk; MC: Meissner 
corpuscle; PC: Pacinian corpuscle; RE: Ruffini ending). (b) Schematic of an interlocked microdome 
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array. (c) Tilted SEM image of a composite film with microdome arrays (diameter: ~3 m; height: ~3.5 
m; pitch: 6 m). Scale bar: 5 μm. (d) Cross-sectional SEM image of an interlocked composite film. 
Scale bar: 5 μm. (e) Schematic of a stress-direction-sensitive electronic skin for the detection and 
differentiation of various mechanical stimuli including normal, shear, stretch, bending, and twisting 
forces. 
Figure 2.2. Schematic illustration of the micromoulding process for the fabrication of CNT–PDMS 
composite elastomers with microdome arrays. 
Figure 2.3. Lateral-stretch-sensing capability of electronic skins. (a) Schematic of the stretch-
sensing mechanism of interlocked microdome arrays. (b) SEM images of microdome arrays showing 
the deformation of the array pattern from hexagons to elongated hexagons under different stretch ratios 
(0, 30, 60, and 120%). Scale bar: 5 μm. (c) Finite-element analysis showing the contact pressure and 
the contact points between interlocked microdome arrays with the increase of uniaxial stretch. (d) FEA 
calculated results of the change of contact area between interlocked microdome arrays as a function of 
stretch. (e) Comparison of stretch-sensing capabilities of interlocked microdome arrays (black) and 
planar films (red). (f) Comparison of response and relaxation times of interlocked microdome arrays 
(black) and planar films (red) exposed to a stretching ratio of 50% and stretching speed of 3 mm s–1. 
The CNT concentration in the composite was 7 wt% and curing temperature was 60 °C. CNT 
concentration is 7 wt% for all the results. 
Figure 2.4. Variation in resistance of the interlocked microdome arrays as a function of lateral stretch 
for (a) different CNT concentrations (6–8 wt%) and (b) different curing temperatures (60, 70, and 
80 °C). 
Figure 2.5. Change in piezoresistance of interlocked microdome arrays with lateral stretch for the 
loading and unloading cycles at 130% lateral strain. The interlocked microdome arrays were prepared 
with a CNT concentration of 7 wt% and curing temperature of 60 °C. 
Figure 2.6. Normal- and shear-force-sensing capabilities of electronic skins. (a) Schematic of the 
deformation of interlocked microdomes during successive applications of normal and shear forces. (b) 
Relative electrical resistance of electronic skin sample as a function of normal force. (c) Comparison of 
shear-force sensitivities of interlocked microdomes (black) and planar (red) films under a normal 
pressure of 58.8 kPa. (d) Comparison of shear-force sensitivities of interlocked microdome arrays under 
different normal pressures. (e) Finite-element analysis (FEA) showing the deformation and local stress 
distribution of interlocked microdome arrays with increasing shear force at a normal pressure of 45 kPa. 
(f) Calculated FEA results of the inverse contact area as a function of shear force under different normal 
pressures. The CNT concentration was 7 wt% in all electronic skins used for the measurements. 
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Figure 2.7. (a) Variation in normalized resistance for the pulling and retracting cycles under different 
shear forces (0.196, 0.392, 0.588 N). (b) Reliability of interlocked microdome composite films through 
cycles of repeated pulling and retraction under a shear force of 1.96 N. 
Figure 2.8. Change in relative resistance of interlocked microdome arrays as a function of shear force 
for electron skins with different CNT concentrations. 
Figure 2.9. Stress-direction-sensitive electronic skins for the detection and differentiation of 
multiple mechanical stimuli. (a) Real-time monitoring of changes in the relative resistance of 
interlocked microdome arrays subjected to different normal and shear forces. (b–d) Change in relative 
electrical resistance of an electronic skin attached on the front of a human wrist under different types of 
wrist movements: (b) forward bending; (c) backward bending; (d) torsion. The electronic skin showed 
different signal patterns in response to different wrist movements. (e–j) Change in relative electrical 
resistance of electronic skins in response to different mechanical stimuli: (e) normal force; (f) shear 
force; (g) lateral stretch; (h) forward bending; (i) backward bending; (j) torsion. 
Figure 2.10. (a) Photographic images of bending tests of electronic skins with interlocked microdome 
arrays. (b) Variation in relative resistance of interlocked microdome arrays as a function of radius of 
curvature for electronic skins with different CNT concentrations (6–8 wt%) and cured at 80 °C. (c) 
Variation in relative resistance of interlocked microdome arrays as a function of radius of curvature for 
electronic skins prepared with 7 wt% CNTs at different curing temperature (60, 70, 80 °C). The decrease 
of curing temperature results in the decrease of elastic modulus and thus the increased deformability in 
response to mechanical stress, resulting in the increased sensitivity. 
Figure 2.11. Stress-direction-sensitive electronic skins for directional sensing of mechanical 
stimuli applied in three axial directions. (a) Schematic of sensor arrays, where interlocked microdome 
arrays are sandwiched between the electrodes and PDMS protection layers. (b) Spatial pressure 
mapping capability of electronic skin for the detection of finger touch on two different pixels (R1-C3, 
R3-C1). (c) Detection of different finger-pushing directions: left (L), right (R), up (U), down (D). (d) 
Detection of different directions of fluid flow (left, right, diagonal). (e) Detection of the location of 
applied vibration and the gradual damping of vibration. 
Figure 3.1. Various applications to show highly sensitive and large range pressure sensing of 
multilayered e-skins. (b) Schematic illustration of multilayered e-skins. (c) Cross-sectional scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) image of microdome-patterned rGO/PVDF composite film with multilayer 
stacked structures. (d) Cross-sectional SEM image of interlocked microdome geometry of rGO/PVDF 
composite film. (e) Tilted SEM image of microdome array of rGO/PVDF composite film. 
Figure 3.2. X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy of (a) a pure PVDF film, 2 wt% GO/PVDF, 
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and 2 wt% rGO/PVDF composite films; and (b) pure PVDF and 0.3, 0.5, and 1 wt% 
rGO/PVDF composite films. 
Figure 3.3. Sheet resistance of rGO/PVDF composite films as a function of the loading 
concentration of rGO. 
Figure 3.4. Circuit diagram of triple multilayer e-skins. piezoresistive properties of multilayer 
e-skins mainly depend on the bulk film resistance (Rf) and contact resistance between 
neighboring interlocked microdomes (Rc), which are connected in series. 
Figure 3.5. Piezoresistive static pressure-sensing performances of multilayer interlocked microdome e-
skins. (a) Relative current of e-skins with multilayer geometry with different numbers of stacked layers 
and planar geometry in response to the applied pressure. (b) Pressure sensitivity of e-skins converted 
from Figure 2a. (c) Comparison of the sensitivity and linear sensing performances based on this work 
and previous reports. (d) Finite element calculation of the contact area change as a function of pressure 
for different numbers of stacked layers. (e) Finite element calculations of the local stress distribution 
for different numbers of interlocked layers showing the concentrated and amplified stress at the small 
spot between interlocked microdomes under a pressure of 355 kPa. (f) Real-time pressure monitoring 
of e-skins at an applied pressure of 54, 108, 163, 217, 272, and 326 kPa. (g) Response and relaxation 
times for multilayer e-skins under different pressures of 10 and 200 kPa. (h) Cyclic stability test of 
multilayer e-skins under repetitive high-pressure loading of 272 kPa at a frequency of 0.5 Hz. 
Figure 3.6. Static pressure-sensing performances of multilayer e-skins over three layers. 
Figure 3.7. Finite-element calculation showing the stress distribution in multilayer e-skins with single, 
double, and triple layers. (a) Model systems with different number of interlocked layers. (b) Stress 
distribution of multilayer e-skins with single, double, and triple layers under different applied pressure. 
Figure 3.8. (a) Static pressure-sensing performances of single-interlocked e-skins with different rGO 
loading concentrations. (b) Static pressure-sensing performances of triple-interlocked e-skins with 
different rGO loading concentrations. (c) Initial resistance of single- and triple-interlocked e-skins using 
1 and 2 wt% rGO/PVDF composite films. 
Figure 3.9. Pressure-sensing performances of multilayer e-skins based on different size of microdomes. 
Cross-sectional SEM images of microdome arrays with (a) 10, 15, and 4 μm, (b) 25, 30, and 10 μm, (c) 
50, 60, 20 μm in diameter, pitch, and height, respectively. Relative current of multilayer e-skins based 
on microdomes with (d) different pitch size and (e) different diameter. 
Figure 3.10. Application of weak pressure on multilayer e-skins. (a) Schematic illustration showing the 
detection of weak air flow by multilayer e-skins. (b) Relative current change of multilayer e-skins as a 
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function of gas flow rate. (c) Real-time monitoring of gas flow by multilayer e-skins. (d) Piezoelectric 
dynamic pressure-sensing performances of e-skins with different multilayer structure geometries with 
different stacked layers and planar structures. (e) Schematic of sound wave detection by multilayer e-
skins. (f) Detection of the sound wave with single frequency for planar, single-interlocked, and 
multilayer interlocked microdome e-skins. (g) Sound waveforms and corresponding spectrograms 
converted by STFT from the original sound source (black), signals recorded from multilayer e-skins 
(red), and planar e-skins (blue). (h) Expanded frequency spectrograms in Figure 3g. 
Figure 3.11. Applied pressure due to weak gas flow with a flow rate of 3 L/min. Considering the size 
of the multilayer e-skins, the applied pressure due to gas flow with a flow rate of 3 L/min is ≈1.3 Pa. 
Figure 3.12. (a) Dynamic pressure-sensing performances of single-interlocked e-skins with 1 and 2 wt% 
rGO/PVDF composite films. (b) Dynamic pressure-sensing performances of triple-interlocked e-skins 
with 1 and 2 wt% rGO/PVDF composite films. 
Figure 3.13. Piezoelectric single sound frequency detection performances of (a) multilayer e-skins and 
(b) planar e-skins. 
Figure 3.14. (a) Sound waveforms and corresponding spectrograms converted by STFT of the original 
sound from a piano, guitar, and electric guitar (black). (b) Recorded piezoelectric waveforms and 
corresponding spectrograms from multilayer e-skins, converted by STFT of sound from a piano, guitar, 
and electric guitar (red). 
Figure 3.15. Application of medium pressure on multilayer e-skins. (a) Photograph showing the 
detection of human breath by attaching multilayer e-skins to the nostril of a volunteer. (b) Monitored 
real-time signals of weak and deep breathing detected by multilayer e-skins. (c) Photograph showing 
the pulse pressure detection after attaching multilayer e-skins to wrist skin. (d) Real-time monitoring of 
the pulse signals and expanded pulse wave containing three peaks, i.e., P1 (incident wave), P2 (tidal 
wave), and P3 (diastolic wave), recorded by multilayer e-skins. (e) Schematic of the 3  3 sensor array 
for the multilayer e-skins with an ability to perceive the magnitude and spatial distribution of the applied 
pressure. (f–h) Schematics of the detection of applied pressure from different shapes and weights of 
loads and their corresponding pressure maps. 
Figure 3.16. Application of high pressure to multilayer e-skins. (a) Schematic of the smart insole 
consisting of 4  8 pixel arrays of multilayer e-skins, patterned electrodes, and supporting PET layers. 
(b) Photograph of 4  8 pixel arrays of multilayer e-skins with pressure applied by an upside-down petri 
dish. (c) Corresponding pressure map. (d) Schematics of five walking motions on the smart insole to 
monitor the foot pressure distribution and their corresponding pressure maps. 
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of the electrode with sandwiched structure and coplanar structure (Upper) A 
scheme of the sandwiched electrode which experiences both of contact resistance and bulk film 
resistance and affects change of total resistance (Bottom) A scheme of the coplanar electrode which 
only is affected by the contact resistance. 
Figure 4.2. Design and functional mechanism of the flexible multi-layered e-skin. (a,b) Scheme of 
sensor with multi-layered poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate)/ polyurethane 
dispersion (PEDOT:PSS/PUD) composite and an interdigitated electrode. (c) Multi-layered 
PEDOT:PSS/PUD composite with different conductivities on the microdome-patterned 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer. (d) Pressure-sensing mechanism of the multi-layered sensor. (e) 
Limitations of single-layered sensors with co-planar electrodes. (f) Sensing profiles of the multi-layered 
e-skin. 
Figure 4.3. Fabrication process of the e-skins. (a) Schematic of multi-layered pressure sensor. (b) 
Fabrication process of the upper active layer; on the microdome patterned PDMS, PEDOT:PSS/PUD 
composite with different conductivity is coated successively. (c) Fabrication process of the bottom 
electrode layer; on the microdome patterned TPU, Pt is sputtered and AgNWs are spray-coated under 
the interdigitated mask. 
Figure 4.4. Control of the sheet resistance of PEDOT:PSS depending on the amount of ethylene glycol 
and PUD addition (50 wt%) (a) Scheme indicating single layered PEDOT:PSS/PUD film on the 
microdome PDMS. (b) The sheet resistance of the PEDOT:PSS with addition of 0 and 100 μL of 
ethylene glycol in 10 mL of PEDOT:PSS solution. (b) The sheet resistance of the PEDOT:PSS with 
addition from 200 to 800 μL of ethylene glycol in 10 mL of PEDOT:PSS solution.  
Figure 4.5. SEM image of the surface of PEDOT:PSS/PUD coated microdome depending on the 
amount of the Polyurethane Dispersion (PUD). (upper) The SEM image showing microdome surface 
before pushing test. (Below) The SEM image showing microdome surface after pushing test with 10 
kPa of the pressure. 
Figure 4.6. The sensing performance in resistance with single layered sensor with 30 nm of thickness. 
(a) Resistance change in single layered sensor with different resistance. (b-d) Relative current change 
of single layered sensor with different sheet resistance 300 kΩ/sq, 2 kΩ/sq and 226 Ω/sq in response to 
applied pressure. 
Figure 4.7. (a) The scheme of the single layered PEDOT:PSS/PUD on the microdome PDMS with 45 
nm of thickness (b) SEM image showing whole microdome’s cross section. (c) Enlarged SEM image 
showing valley between microdomes with thickness of the 320 nm. (d) Enlarged SEM image showing 
upper section of the microdome with thickness of the 45 nm.  
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Figure 4.8. Sensing performance and sensitivity of pressure sensors. (a,b) Resistive pressure-sensing 
performance and sensitivity of multi-layered pressure sensors with different number of layers. (c) 
Resistive pressure-sensing performance of multi-layered pressure sensors with different structures. (d) 
Real-time monitoring of pressure sensor at pressure loads of 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 50, and 100 kPa. (e) 
Response and relaxation times of pressure sensor at 0.5 and 10 kPa. (f) Cyclic stability test of e-skin 
under repetitive pressure loading of 20 kPa at a frequency of 0.25 Hz. (g) Resistance change in multi-
layered pressure sensor at different applied voltage biases (0.1 to 5 V). (h) Sensitivity and linear sensing 
performance obtained in present study and previous reports. 
Figure 4.9. Resistance change depending on the number of layers (a) Multi-layering condition with 
different resistance in each layer. (b) Resistance change under the pressure from 0 to 100 kPa. (c) 
Enlarged graph in the pressure range from 0 to 10 kPa showing released saturation trends of resistance 
as the number of layers increase. (d) Enlarged graph in the pressure range from 0 to 0.2 kPa showing 
Increase of the initial resistance as the resistance of the outermost layer increases. 
Figure 4.10. Scheme and sensing performance in resistance and current change indicating the effect of 
multi-layering. (a) Scheme of the conductive gradient PEDOT:PSS/PUD film by multi-layered structure 
and uniformly conductive film. (b) Resistance change of the sensors with conductive gradient and non-
gradient composite. (c-d) Current change of the sensors with conductive gradient and non-gradient 
composite.  
Figure 4.11. Sensing performance depending on the structure of the sensors. (a) Scheme of the sensor 
with different structures; Planar, single dome, and interlocked structure (b) Resistance change 
depending on the structure of the multi-layered sensor (c) Sensitivity depending on the structure of the 
multi-layered sensor. 
Figure 4.12. Structural contribution to the sensing performance. (a) Local stress distribution in the 
interlocked microdome structure with PDMS-PDMS layers at different pressures. (b) Local stress 
distribution in the interlocked microdome structure with PDMS-TPU layers at different pressures. (c,d) 
Contact stress and contact area as a function of pressure for top and bottom substrates with different 
moduli. (e,f) Deformation degrees of different moduli and SEM images of (upper) microdome-patterned 
PDMS layer with Pt and AgNWs, microdome-patterned PDMS layer with Pt and (bottom) microdome-
patterned TPU layer with Pt and AgNWs, microdome-patterned TPU layer with Pt. (g) Resistance 
change in multi-layered pressure sensor with top and bottom layers characterized by different moduli.  
Figure 4.13. The electrical sensing performance with different modulus of active and electrode layer. 
(a) The current change. (b) Sensitivity. 
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Figure 4.14. Applications of multi-layered pressure sensor characterized by high sensitivity and 
linearity (a) Scheme of sensing weak gas flow by multi-layered e-skin. (b) Real-time monitoring of 
resistance variation for different gas flow rates. (c) Glove with multi-layered sensor on the fingertip and 
real-time pressure sensing for varying weights of water (25, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 g). (d) 
Photograph and illustration of multi-layered sensor on human neck for detection of carotid artery signal. 
(e) Monitored real-time pulse signals for carotid artery with characteristic peaks, i.e., P1 (incident wave), 
P2 (tidal wave), and P3 (diastolic wave). (f) Photograph and illustration of multi-layered sensor on 
volunteer facing slightly left for  detection of internal jugular vein signal. (g) Monitored real-time 
pulse signals for internal jugular vein with characteristic peaks, i.e., A (atrial contraction), C (tricuspid 
bulging, ventricular contraction), and V (systolic filling of atrium), and two descents, i.e., X (atrial 
relaxation) and Y (early ventricular filling). 
Figure 4.15. Photograph of the weighing of weak gas flow (~3 L/min) 
Figure 4.16. Application of multi-layered pressure sensor for detection of spatial distribution on a 3  
3 sensor array. (a,b) Scheme and photograph of the fabricated 3 x 3 sensor array. (c–e) Detection of 
spatial distribution for different locations and weights on the multi-layered 3  3 sensor array. (f,g) Ar 
and N2 gases on the multi-layered sensor and detected spatial distributions for different air densities.  
Figure 5.1. Hierarchical NP-MP architecture in porous mechanochromic composites. (a) 
Schematic of the working mechanism of porous mechanochromic composites with hierarchical NP-MP 
architecture. (b) Photograph and SEM images of porous (pore-5) mechanochromic composites 
comprising PDMS, SP and 300-nm SNPs (SNP-300). The SEM images show uniform spherical pores 
and SNPs decorated on the inner pore surfaces. (c) Stress–strain behaviours of the stretchable 
mechanochromic polymers with planar, porous and SNP-decorated porous structures. 
Figure 5.2. Schematic of the fabrication procedure for porous mechanochromic composites with 
PDMS/SP/SNPs. SP, PDMS and SNPs are mixed in hydrophilic co-solvents (water and ethanol) and 
solvents are evaporated during the hydrosilylation curing process. 
Figure 5.3. (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a porous mechanochromic composite 
with an average pore size of 5 μm before freeze-drying. SEM images of a fabricated porous 
mechanochromic composite after three days before (b) and after (c) freeze-drying. Due to the capillary 
force-induced pore closure during solvent evaporation, freeze-drying is required to completely 
evaporate the solvent and obtain uniform pores.  
Figure 5.4. (a) Schematic of the mechanism of pore formation in composites based on the addition of 
hydrophilic solvents. (b) Cross-sectional SEM images of porous PDMS/SP composites with different 
mixed solvent ratios (PDMS:water:ethanol = 3:2:0, 3:1.5:0.5 and 3:1:1). The lower row shows 
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magnified SEM images. (c) Pore size distributions of porous PDMS/SP composites with different mixed 
solvent ratios. 
Figure 5.5. (a) Simulated surface areas of porous mechanochromic composites with different pore sizes 
based on face-centered cubic (FCC) unit cell arrays. The porous structures are modelled according to 
average pore sizes of 25, 10 and 5 μm with the same porosity (26%) based on FCC unit cell arrays. 
Volume is determined as the total material volume, excluding the pore volume. Area is the total surface 
area of the porous structure. (b) Material densities of the fabricated porous mechanochromic composites 
with different pore sizes. (c) Porosity and surface area of porous mechanochromic composites as 
functions of pore size. 
Figure 5.6. (a) Schematic of SNP decoration on the inner pore surfaces of a mechanochromic composite 
during heat-induced solvent evaporation. (b) Cross-sectional SEM images of porous PDMS/SP 
composites (pore size = 5 μm) with different SNP sizes (20, 100 and 300 nm). (c) Magnified SEM 
images showing that the SNPs are uniformly decorated on the inner pore surfaces. 
Figure 5.7. (a) Strain–stress curves of porous PDMS/SP composites with different pore sizes. (b) S–S 
curves of porous PDMS/SP composites (pore size = 5 μm) with different SNP sizes.  
Figure 5.8. Schematic of a measurement system using a spectroradiometer for investigating the colour 
transition properties of porous mechanochromic composites in response to tensile strain. 
Figure 5.9. Properties of porous mechanochromic composites under tensile strain. (a) Photographs 
of mechanochromic polymers with different structures exhibiting colour changes in response to tensile 
strain. (b) Colour change of the pore-5/SNP-300 mechanochromic composite at the first and 100th 
stretching and releasing cycles. (c) Changes in the average colour coordinates of the mechanochromic 
polymers with different structures under applied tensile strain. (d) Normalised luminance as a function 
of wavelength for the pore-5/SNP-300 mechanochromic composite under tensile strains up to 400%. 
Figure 5.10. Photographs showing the colourimetric strain sensing properties of porous 
mechanochromic composites with different pore sizes.  
Figure 5.11. Photographs showing the colourimetric strain sensing of porous PDMS/SP composites 
(pore size = 5 μm) decorated with SNPs with different sizes: (a) 20 nm. (b) 100 nm. and (c) 300 nm.  
Figure 5.12. Strain–stress curves of a porous mechanochromic composite (pore size = 5 μm; SNP size 
= 300 nm) under repeated loading/unloading strain of up to 250%.  
Figure 5.13 (a) Average colour coordinates of planar mechanochromic composites under loading tensile 
strain. (b) Average colour coordinates of porous mechanochromic composites with different pore sizes 
under loading tensile strain. (c) Average colour coordinates of mechanochromic composites with 
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different SNP sizes under loading tensile strain.  
Fig. 5.14. Recovery time of a porous mechanochromic composite (pore size = 5 μm, SNP size = 300 
nm) under different tensile strains. (a) Time-dependent tensile strains of 125%, 150% and 175% (top) 
and the corresponding change in relative intensity (IRel) of green colour in response to loading strain 
(bottom). (b) Relaxation under a loading/unloading strain of 175% depending on exposure to white 
light. 
Figure 5.15. Effect of SNPs with different polarity on the mechanochromic property of polymer 
composites (pore size = 5 μm, SNP size = 100 nm). SEM images of porous PDMS/SP composites 
with (a) hydrophilic SNPs and (b) hydrophobic SNPs. Average colour coordinates of porous PDMS/SP 
composites with (c) hydrophilic SNPs and (d) hydrophobic SNPs. 
Figure 5.16 Variation in colour component intensities (R, G and B) of porous mechanochromic 
composites under loading strain at different wavelengths: (a,b) 488 nm. (c,d) 544 nm. and (e,f) 612 nm. 
The intensity of each colour component initially increases because of the decrease in light absorption 
caused by the concurrent decrease in film thickness. The intensity subsequently decreases because of 
the colouration of SP. 
Figure 5.17 Structure-dependent strain sensitivity of porous mechanochromic composites. (a) 
Normalised colour intensity ratio as a function of strain for mechanochromic polymers with different 
pore sizes (left) and with different SNP sizes at a pore size of 5 m (right). The colour intensity in 
response to strain is measured by spectroradiometer. (b) Enlarged plot from a in the strain range 20%–
100%. (c) Strain sensitivity [S = (ΔC/C0)/(Δε), where C is the colour intensity ratio and ε is the applied 
strain] of mechanochromic polymers with different structures. Sensitivity is estimated from the plot in 
a for the linear regimes of mechanochromic response. (d) Finite-element analysis (FEA)-determined 
stress distributions of mechanochromic polymers with different pore sizes (left) and with 300-nm SNPs 
and a 5-μm pore size (right) under a tensile strain of 50%. (e,f) FEA-determined maximum localised 
stress near the pore surface in porous mechanochromic polymers with e different pore sizes and f 
different SNP sizes and a pore size of 5 μm as a function of strain. 
Figure 5.18. Stress distributions of porous PDMS/SP composites with different pore sizes (25, 10 and 
5 μm) placed under 50% tensile strain calculated numerically using ABAQUS software. For simplicity, 
the elastic modulus is set to 1 MPa with the same porosity (26%) for all porous composites.  
Figure 5.19 Stress distribution of porous PDMS/SP composites (pore size = 5 μm) decorated with SNPs 
with different sizes (300, 100 and 20 nm) placed under 50% tensile strain calculated numerically using 
ABAQUS software. For simplicity, to understand the role of the SNPs at the pore walls, the elastic 
modulus of the porous matrix is set to 0.24 MPa. The elastic modulus of the SNPs is set to a general 
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value of 180 GPa for all sizes.  
Figure 5.20. (a) Measurement system used to evaluate the colour transition properties of porous 
mechanochromic composites in response to normal stress. (b) Photographs of the mechanochromic 
composites with different porous structures under a loading normal stress of 6 N.  
Figure 5.21. Normal force detection capabilities of porous mechanochromic composites. (a) 
Relative intensities of the colour components (red, green and blue) of mechanochromic polymers with 
different structures as functions of normal force. The colour intensity in response to normal force is 
measured by I-phone camera and colour picker program. (b) Relative green intensity as a function of 
normal force for mechanochromic polymers with different pore sizes and different SNP sizes with 5-
m pores. (c) Optical images showing the local colour distributions of the porous mechanochromic 
composites after contact with various objects (microtips and needle). 
Figure 5.22. (a) Relative colour changes of porous PDMS/SP composites with different pore sizes in 
response to applied normal pressure. (b) Finite-element analysis-determined stress distributions in 
porous PDMS/SP composites with different pore sizes under applied normal pressure.  
Figure 5.23. (a) Relative colour intensities of porous PDMS/SP composites (pore size = 5 μm) 
decorated with SNPs of different sizes (20, 100, 300 nm) as functions of pressure. (b) Finite-element 
analysis-determined stress distributions at the surfaces of pores in porous PDMS/SP composites with 
SNPs under applied pressure.  
Figure 5.24. Applications of porous mechanochromic composites in wearable e-skins and dual-
mode static/dynamic touch and audio sensors. a, Images of wearable mechanochromic e-skins for 
the detection of various hand gestures (folding/unfolding, rock, scissor and grasp). b, Schematic of a 
dual-mode mechanochromic and triboelectric force sensor that enables the spatiotemporal detection of 
both writing force and speed. c, Waveforms of the sound sources of the words ‘electronic’ and ‘skin’: 
waveforms of the detected read-out signals (left) and short-time Fourier transform of the sound source 
along with the read-out signals from the dynamic force sensor (right). These applications are based on 
the pore-5/SNP-300 porous mechanochromic composite. 
Figure 5.25. Schematic of the working mechanism of the single-electrode triboelectric sensor, which 
comprises a porous mechanochromic composite and silver nanowire-based electrode. Object is the 
plastic pen in this work. 
Figure 5.26. (a) Output triboelectric current of a mechanochromic composite in response to normal 
pressure. The sensitivity is 0.18 μA kPa−1 below 0.4 kPa and 0.002 μA kPa−1 in the range 1–108 kPa. 
(b) Triboelectric output voltage and (c) power density of porous PDMS/SP composites with 5-μm pores 
and 300-nm SNPs as functions of applied pressure. (d) Output current of the porous mechanochromic 
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composite in response to dynamic normal pressure with different loading frequencies (0.1–4 Hz).  
Figure 5.27. Schematic showing the setup used to detect dynamic acoustic waves. 
Figure 6.1. Thermoresponsive composite film based on a semi-crystalline polymer. (a) Photograph of 
a flexible rGO–PEO–PVDF composite film with large area (15  15 cm2). (b) SEM image of rGO–
PEO–PVDF composite film. (c) High-magnification SEM image of rGO–PEO–PVDF composite film 
with PEO microdomains. (d) Schematic showing the temperature-sensing mechanism of rGO–PEO–
PVDF composite film based on the melt-induced volume expansion of PEO microdomains. The 
hexagons represent rGO sheets; the blue spheres represent PEO microdomains. 
Figure 6.2. Temperature-sensing properties of flexible and highly sensitive temperature sensors based 
on a rGO/–PEO–PVDF composite film. (a) Schematic illustration of flexible temperature sensor. (b) 
Relative resistance as a function of temperature (20–60 ℃) of temperature sensors with different 
loadings of PEO (0 to 20 wt%). (c) Real-time temperature monitoring of temperature sensors as the 
temperature was increased from 32 ℃ in steps of 0.1 ℃. (d) AFM phase image of a rGO–PEO–PVDF 
composite film at a temperature of 25 ℃. (e) AFM phase image of a rGO–PEO–PVDF composite film 
at a temperature of 40 ℃. (f) Temperature-dependent Raman spectra of rGO–PEO–PVDF composite 
films; a magnified view of the Raman spectra is shown on the right. 
Figure 6.3. Hysteresis curve of temperature sensors with different PEO concentration. 
Figure 6.4. TCR values of temperature sensors with and without PEO microdomains 
Figure 6.5. (a) Relative resistance of temperature sensors with different loadings of rGO as a function 
of temperature. (b,c) SEM images of rGO–PEO–PVDF composite films with 5 wt% rGO. 
Figure 6.6. Decrease in resistance of temperature sensor as the applied temperature was increased in 
steps of 0.2 ℃. 
Figure 6.7. (a,b) Confocal laser microscopy image and 3D profile for surface morphology of rGO–
PEO–PVDF composite at 20 ℃. (c,d) Confocal laser microscopy image and 3D profile for surface 
morphology of rGO–PEO–PVDF composite at 40 ℃.  
Figure 6.8. (a) Temperature-dependent Raman spectra of pure PEO. (b, c) Magnified view of the 
Raman spectra in (a). 
Figure 6.9. Raman spectra of (a) rGO and (b) PVDF. 
Figure 6.10. (a) DSC thermo-diagrams of PEO with molecular weight (Mw) of 1000, 1500, and 4000. 
(b) DSC thermo-diagrams of rGO–PEO–PVDF composites with PEO molecular weights of 1000, 
1500, and 4000. 
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Figure 6.11. (a) Relative resistance as a function of temperature of temperature sensors with different 
PEO molecular weights (1000, 1500, or 4000). Relative resistance as a function of temperature of 
temperature sensors with PEO molecular weights of (b) 1000, (c) 1500, and (d) 4000. 
Figure 6.12. Temperature-sensing performances in the presence of a warm object at a distance 
and deformation-insensitive behavior of temperature sensors for wearable application. (a) 
Schematic illustration of temperature sensing in the presence of a warm object at a distance. (b) Changes 
in relative resistance of temperature sensors when a warm object at 30 ℃ was located at a varying 
distance from the temperature sensors. (c) Relative resistance of temperature sensors as a function of 
the  distance from the warm object; the measurements were repeated when the temperature of the 
warm object was set to different values. (d) Relative resistance of temperature sensors with different 
temperature as a function of pressure. (e) Relative resistance of temperature sensors as a function of the 
bending curvature.  (f) Cycling stability of temperature sensors under repetitive temperature change 
from 20 to 60 ℃. (g) A photograph of deformation-insensitive flexible temperature sensor attached on 
the back of hand. The inset shows enlarged photograph of temperature sensor. (h) Body temperature 
change detected by the wearable temperature sensor (black) and surface thermometer (red). (i) Enlarged 
plot in Figure 4h showing temperature accuracy of our temperature sensor and surface thermometer. 
Figure 6.13. Real-time monitoring of relative resistance of temperature sensors when the warm 
objects with temperature of 30, 40, and 50 ℃ were located at a distance of 3 to 30 cm. 
Figure 6.14. Pressure sensitivity of temperature sensors with different electrode designs. 
Figure 6.15. (a) Temperature-sensing performances of temperature sensors in different bending 
states. (b) Relative resistance as a function of temperature of temperature sensors after 0–1000 
bending cycles. 
Figure 6.16. Relative resistance as a function of temperature  of a temperature sensor. The data was 
fitted with a power-law equation, y = ax−b, where a is 11264.48 and b is −3.11. 
Figure 6.17. Dual-mode temperature sensors for electrical and colorimetric temperature sensing. (a) 
Schematic illustration of dual-mode temperature sensors. (b) Intensities of the color components (red, 
green, blue) as a function of temperature of thermochromic composite films. (c) Changes in the CIE 
1931 color space chromaticity diagrams of thermochromic composite films when the temperature was 
changed from 28 to 39 ℃ in steps of 1 ℃. (d) Photographs of the thermochromic composite films in 
1 ℃ increments. (e) Time-dependent relative resistance of pyroresistive temperature sensors after the 
release of a warm water droplet and temperature variation of warm water droplet, obtained by infrared 
camera. (f) Magnified variations in relative resistance and temperature shown in (e). (g) Color 
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changes of thermochromic composite films after the release of a warm water droplet and temperature 
mapping images, obtained by infrared camera, of warm water droplet. 
Figure 6.18. (a–c) Thermochromic color change of three thermochromic inks with different color and 
response temperature. 
Figure 6.19. Luminance as a function of wavelength for thermochromic composite film as the 
temperature was changed from 28 to 39 ℃ in steps of 1 ℃. 
Figure 6.20. RGB values of thermochromic composite films when warm water droplets with 
temperature of 50, 40, and 30 ℃ were released on the film surface. 
Figure 6.21. 8  8 dual-mode temperature-sensor arrays. (a) Schematic illustration of 8  8 pixel arrays 
of temperature sensors. (b) Magnified schematic illustration showing components of temperature-
sensor arrays. (c) Photograph of flexible pyroresistive temperature sensors in 8  8 pixel arrays. (d) 
Scheme for the temperature-measurement setup of temperature sensors in 8  8 pixel arrays on the 
heating–cooling plate. (e) Relative resistance of 8  8 pixel arrays (blue) and a single temperature sensor 
(red) as the temperature was changed from 20 to 60 ℃. (f–h) Pyroresistive temperature mapping images 
of three metal plates with temperatures of 30, 32, and 40 ℃ and photographs of corresponding color 
mapping of the thermochromic composite film. 
Figure 6.22. Layer-by-layer schematic illustration of 8  8 pixel arrays of temperature sensors. 
Figure 7.1. Current and Future challenges for the demonstration of skin electronics. Current 
challenges: Linearity controlled by macroscopic and microscopic structure modification. (Bae et al. 
Adv. Mater. 2016, 28, 5300-5306). Self-powered e-skins based on piezoelectric, triboelectric, 
pyroelectric, thermoelectric and ionic properties. (Lee et al. Adv. Mater. 2014, 26, 765, Zhao et al. Nat. 
Commun. 2017, 8, 14214). Integration with stretchable electronic components controlled by 
extrinsically modified structure and intrinsically modified materials. (Kim et al. Science 2011, 333, 838, 
Wang et al. Nature 2018, 555, 83). Biocompatible and biodegradable electronics. (Lei et al. Proc. Natl. 
Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 2017, 114, 5107, Kange et al. Nature 2016, 530, 71). Future challenges: 
Transmission. (Gao et al. Nature 2016, 529, 509) Perception. (Rudovic. Et al. Sci. Robot. 2018, 3, 
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Chapter 1. Introduction. 
 
1.1 Electronic skin (E-skin) 
The ever-increasing demand for improved quality of daily life promotes the rapid evolution of 
wearable electronics that can be mounted on the human body to collect various personal and 
environmental information.1 In particular, the recent development of the Internet of Things (IoT) has 
made wearable electronics drive the next wave of the global economy by creating new markets, products, 
and consumers.2-3 Figure 1.1 shows one sort of IoT application in healthcare, which is the Internet of 
Medical Things (IoMT). As data sources in IoT space, wearable sensors play a key role in realizing 
seamless and intimate integration of wearable electronics with the human body and harvesting medical 
information from users and their surroundings, which were collected in a cloud computing or medical 
station. When the wearable sesnors find the early signs of abnormal body condition, stored medical data 
can be sent to physician’s office for therapeutic feedback, thus the users can be diagnosed in early state. 
However, wearable sensors with conventional electronics currently face a huge challenge because of 
their rigid and brittle nature, preventing conformal mounting on the rough surface of human skin for 
collecting accurate biosignals. Therefore, the ideal wearable system requires a novel design of materials 
characterized by light weight, flexibility, user comfort, and the ability to be miniaturized as wearable 
sensors.4-6 
 
Figure 1.1. Personalized healthcare monitoring system based on Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) 
techonology. 
 
E-skin technology, which mimics the perceptive features of human skin, paves the way for the 
successful integration of wearable sensors with the human body for applications in health monitoring, 
1. Sensing 3. Analysis
4. Feedback
Bio-signals
Internet of Medical Things (IoMT)
2. Data collection 
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human–machine interfaces, intelligent robots, and prostheses. According to working mechanisms, 
recent advances in wearable e-skins can be categorized into two types, which are self-powered e-skins 
and multifunctional e-skins. Firstly, self-powered e-skins are the promising platforms, which can 
generate electrical signals by itself in response to stimuli from environment (Figure 1.2, left).7 
Particullary, when they are applied to wearable applications, they can harvest renewable energy from 
various body motions or temperature, as well as monitor mody motions or various medical information 
without external power sources, providing promising solution for battery-free and miniaturized smart 
skins. As another platform, multifunctional e-skins can perceive multidirectional tactile stimuli, such as 
pressure, bending, stretching, textures, and temperature differences (Figure 1.2, right).7 By employing 
various signal-tranduction modes properly according to the sensing targets, the multifunctional e-skins 
accurately monitor the user’s biosignals and various physiological signals, enabling applications of 
healthcare, prosthesis, and robotics.  
 
Figure 1.2. Wearable devices and sensors with self-powered systems and multifunctional abilities. 
(left) Self-powered wearable electronic skins based on piezoelectric, triboelectric, and thermoelectric 
harvest mechanical and thermal energy from the human body. Through the physical movements of 
various body parts and the heat dissipation from the body, high power of several to tens of watts are 
generated. (right) Multifunctional electronic skins based on resistive, capacitive, triboelectric, 
piezoelectric accurately monitor the user’s biological signals, including the EEG, EMG, and various 
physiological signals as well as physical movements and motions. (bottom) Ubiquitous healthcare 















































Although various types of wearable e-skins based on novel materials, fabrication techniques, and 
sensing mechanisms have been introduced, there are still challenges in their practical application. For 
example, e-skins for smart robots and prostheses should possess the ability to perceive and differentiate 
multidirectional forces such as normal, tensile, shear, and bending forces without crosstalk.8 In addition, 
the medical diagnosis using wearable e-skins should be based on the precise and expeditious analysis 
of monitored signals from health events, which could be achieved by ultrasensitive and skin-attachable 
materials.9 Furthermore, instantaneous and intuitive recognition of applied stimuli can be achieved 
through the immediate change in color or shape, thus enhancing applications in user-interactive devices 
and human–machine interfaces.10-11 
To adress these issues, this thesis suggest novel types of e-skins mimicking human and biological 
skins. Inspired by unique structures and functionalities in human skin, we designed 
nano/microstructured e-skins based on flexible and functional polymer composites, enabling high-
performance e-skins with high sensitivity and multifunctionality in response to tactile stimuli. In 
particular, introduction of multilayer geometry further enhances performances of human skin-inspired 
e-skins, including ultrahigh sensitivity and unexceptionally large working range with linear response to 
stimuli. Moreover, multidimensional architectures inspired by the responsive color change in biological 
skins provide unique ability of enhanced mechanochromic sensing capability for stimuli visualization 
to e-skins. We believe that our bioinspired e-skins provide a great potential of electronic skins in various 




1.2 Woring mechanisms of various electronic skins 
 In order to perceive various stimuli, the e-skins should convert them into an measurable signals. 
Therefore, it is necessary to employ proper working mechanism according to the sensing targets. The 
working mechanisms of the conventional e-skins were mainly dependent on electrical outputs in 
response to applied stimuli. As a result, the working mechanisms of conventional e-skins can be 
classified into two categories depending on target stimuli; transduction modes for mechanical stimuli-
senitive e-skins and transduction modes for temperature-senitive e-skins. Recently, novel e-skins, which 
can perceive applied stimuli by colorimetric working mechanisms, have been studied. In this section, 
we will briefly introduce various transduction modes for the conventional e-skins and working 
mechanisms of novel colorimetric skins. 
1.2.1 Transduction modes for mechanical stimuli-senitive e-skins 
Piezoresistivity: Piezoresistivity is the change in the resistance of materials caused by 
mechaniscal stimuli. As one of the most widely used transduction modes, piezoresistive e-skins can 
detect various mechanical stimuli by transducing them into changes in resistance. There are several 
types of piezoresistive e-skins based on polymer composites, where piezoresistivity is derived from a 
change in the band structure of semicronductors,12 modification of tunneling resistance between 
conductive fillers,13 and break up and reforming of percolating pathways.14 Figure 1.3a shows the 
conventional piezoresistive e-skins based on pressure-sensitive rubber (PSR), composed of elastomeric 
polymer matrix and conductive carbon materials, such as graphite, carbon nanotube (CNT), and 
graphene. When the mechanical stress is applied to the piezoresistive e-skins, deformation of PSR 
modulates conductive networks between conductive fillers and decreases bulk film resistance (Rb), 
enabling piezoresistive sensing. In this mechanism, piezoresistive e-skins show the highest sensing 
performances near the perforlation threshold of the conductive fillers in the elastomeric polymer matrix. 
Recently, introduction of microstructures in the PSRs have attracted much attentions because of much 
enhanced sensor performances, including sensitivity, response time, durability, etc.7 In general, contact 
resistance (Rc) between microstructured piezoresistive polymer composite and electrode is several 
orders higher than Rb owing to small contact area. Therefore, overall sensor resistance highly depends 
on the variation in Rc rather than that in Rb, although both Rc and Rb decreases with applied mechanical 
stress. Since the microstructured e-skins can be designed to have high variation in contact area between 
microstructured piezoresistive polymer and electrode, the Rc of them can be decreases from almost 
insulating state to conductive state near Rb, resulting in much enhanced sensor performances than PSR-
based e-skins.15 To further maximize variation in Rc, various nano/microstructures (such as interlocked, 
porous, hierarchical, and crack structures), which emulate biostructures, have been introduced for the 
high performance piezoresistive e-skins.7 
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Capacitance: Capacitive e-skins have beend widely researched owing to the adventages of high 
sensitivity, simple device structure, compatibility with static force detection, and low power 
consumption. They transduce various mechanical stimuli into a change in the capacitance of the device. 
The capacitance (C) of a parallel plate capacitor is definced as C = εA/d, where ε is the dielectric 
dielectric constant, A is the area of electrode, and d is the distance between electrodes. The pressure 
sensing mechanism of typical capacitive e-skins is shown in Figure 1.3b. In the early stage, the working 
mechanism of capacitive e-skins depend on the variation in A or d in response to applied mechanical 
stimuli, which results in a change in capacitance. Recently, various researches about pressure-dependent 
dielectric constant have intensively studied because of their high sensitivity to mechanical stimuli.16 
One of the effective methods to assign the pressure-dependent dielectric constant in capacitive e-skins 
is introduction of nano/microstructures in dielectric layer, which show high variation in effective 
dielectric constant in response to mechanical stimuli. 
Piezoelectricity: Piezoelectricity refers to the ability of piezoelectric materials to generate 
electrical potential in reseponse to mechanical stimuli, because of non-centrosymmetric crystal 
structures of them. Therefore, piezoelectric e-skins can produce electric potential in response to 
mechanical stress based on inorganic materials such as ZnO, lead zirconium titanate (PZT), and BaTiO3, 
and organic materials such as PVDF, PVDF-based copolymers, poly-l-lactide, MoS2, and non-synthetic 
biocompatible protein (Figure 1.3c).17 Owing to their high flexibility, the polymer-based materials 
(PVDF, PVDF-based copolymers, and PVDF-based composite) have mainly studied for the flexible 
piezleoectric sensors. Because the piezoelectric e-skins can generate and quantify stress-responsive 
electric potential, they have been utilized as energy harvesting devices, as well as self-powered e-skins. 
In addition, owing to instantaneous generation of electric signals, piezoelectric e-skins can detect 
dynamic forces with high frequency, such as vibrations, sound, and slip. Because piezoelectricity can 
be generated by changing the polarization state of piezoelectric materials, the piezoelectricity highly 
depends on the crystalline phase of them, where higher polar phase induces higher polarization state.18-
19 The classical way to transform the phase of piezoelectric materials from nonpolar to polar phase is 
applying high electric fields through the film, which is known as electric poling method. However, it 
requires too high applying voltage and their high piezoelectric performances continuously decrease over 
time, addressing need of new stratege for high-performance piezoelectric materials.20-21 Recently, 
introduction of nanomaterials with oxygen-containing functional groups to piezoelectric polymers can 
possess high piezoelectricity without electric poling process.20,22-23 In those piezoelectric polymer 
composites, the steric effect between nanomaterials and piezoelectric polymers through hydrogen bond 
restrict and order the PVDF change segments, transforming phase of piezoelectric polymers from 
nonpolar σ-phase to polar β-phase. The other method to further improve the piezoelectric performance 
is introduction of surface micropatterns (e.g., dome, pyramid, and pillar) and bioinspired structures (e.g., 
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interlocking, hierarchical, porous), which can enable a large localized stress in the nano/microstructures 
and large surface area, resulting in significant piezoelectricity compared to planar e-skins22,24  
Triboelectricity: Triboelectric e-skins convert mechanical energy to electrical energy through a 
conjugation of triboelectrification and electrostatic induction, caused by various contact motions such 
as vertical touch, shear friction from sliding motion, and torsional stress (Figure 1.3d).25 Since the 
triboelectric output critically relies on differences in triboelectric polarity between two contacting 
materials and contacting surface areas, the most important factor for high-performane triboelectric e-
skin is a rational design of materials in reference to triboelectric series.26 Although two contacting 
materials have similar position in triboelectric series, chemically modified surface charge by self-
assembled monolayers using an end-fluorine terminated group, thiol with a different head group, and 
atomic-level halogens and amines influences the surface potential and surface-charge density, 
enhancing triboelectric outputs.17 Because the triboelectrification occurs at the surfaces of two different 
materials, modification of surace morphologies can highly enhance the triboelectric perforamnces by 
increasing surface area and amplifying stress concentration at the contacting nano/microstructures.25,27 
For a structural approach, uniquely designed micro/nanoscale structures such as surface micropatterns, 
micropore, nanoscale assembly, and hierarchical nanoporous and interlocked micro-ridge structures 
have been suggested, which enables the increases in surface area and stress-induced deformability, 
thereby producing enhanced power up to a few tens of milliwatts.7,28  
 
Figure 1.3. Transduction modes for mechanical stimuli-senitive e-skins. (a) Piezoresistive e-skins 
based on PSR. (b) Capacitive e-skins of a parallel-plate capacitor. (c) Piezoelectricity generated in single 
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1.2.2 Transduction modes for temperature-senitive e-skinstemperature-dependent behaviors 
can be determained by the different quantum phenomena, which stem from the variation in interatomic 
spacing and respective crystal lattices.29 Therefore, it is known that the materials with semiconducting 
electronic conduction mechanisms (semiconductors, semiconducting CNT, reduced graphene oxide 
(rGO), conductive polymers, etc.) show NTC behavior and the materials with metallic electronic 
conduction mechanisms (such as metals, metallic CNT, pure graphene, etc.) show PTC behavior.29 
Because the most of the conductive or semicronductive materials with NTC or PTC behavior have rigid 
characteristics, pyroresistive e-skins based on flexible polymer composite between elastomeric polymer 
and conductive or semiconductive materials have been studied for the wearable applications. 
Pyroelectricity: In addition to mechanical-energy harvesting devices, such as piezoelectric and 
triboelectric e-skins, ambient-heat variation can be converted into electrical energy by pyroelectric and 
thermoelectric effects. The pyroelectric effect harvests electrical potential from the thermal energy by 
spontaneous polarization in certain anisotropic solids as a result of temperature fluctuation.1 Specifically, 
when the pyroelectric e-skins are heated, the electric dipole around equilibrium axis of certain materials 
will randomly oscillate due to larger thermal activity, cuasing electric dipoles to oscillate with a larger 
range and decrease in spontaneous polarization. In contrast, when they are cooled, the electric dipoles 
will oscilliate with a smaller range due to the lower thermal activity, resulting in increase in spontaneous 
polarization.30 For the pyroelectric e-skins, various ferroelectric materials such as P(VDF-TrFE),31 
ZnO,32 PZT,33 and BaTiO3
34 have been introduced, but relatively low power density restricts the 
application for self-powered e-skins. Because pyroelectricity is based on temperature fluctuations, it is 
mostly utilized in heat-sensing applications such as infra-red imaging, motion detection by body heat, 
and fire alarms. 
Thermoelectricity: The thermoelectric effect induces the diffusion of charge carriers under the 
thermal gradient in the materials, where the thermoelectricity depends on the Seebeck effect, which can 
be expressed by VTherm = ST ⅹ ΔT; VTherm, ST, and ΔT are the generated voltage, Seebeck coefficient, and 
temperature gradient in the materials.30 Different with pyroelectricity, if there is temperature gradient 
in the materials, the thermoelectricity continuously generated in the device. When the thermoelectric e-
skins are integrated on the human body, they can generate electrical potential by the temperature 
gradient between environment and human body, demonstrating their great potential for werable 
applications. For thermoelectric e-skins, various materials including conductive polymers such as 
polyaniline (PANI),35 polypyrrole,36 and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) 
(PEDOT:PSS),37 inorganic materials (such as Bi2Te3, Sb2Te3, and Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3),
38 and even ionic 




1.2.3 Other working mechanisms 
In addition to the e-skins based on electrical transduction modes, colorimetric e-skins were 
recently have attacted intense research interests, owing to their human-readable output signal and thus 
instantaneous and intuitive recognition of external stimuli by the user. With the increasing demands of 
user-interactive devices, a great deal of efforts has been devoted to demonstrate visualized e-skins by 
integrating with active display components such as polymeric light-emitting devices, organic light-
emitting diodes (OLEDs), and various sensing elements such as pressure/strain sensors,40 
photodetectors,41 piezo-phototronic devices,42 and stretchable conductors.43 Alternatively, 
electrochromic materials (such as metal oxides, poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) and 
conductive polymers)44 and thermochromic materials (such as liquid crystals, inorganic semiconductor 
oxides, and organic dyes)45 with color-switching properties in response to electrical and thermal inputs 
exhibit great potential for color-emitting components of visualized e-skins. In addition, luminescence 
materials, which exhibit light emission in response to mechanical stress,46 photo-absorption,47 and 
electrical current,48 can also be used in visualized e-skins. For example electroluminescence e-skins that 
exhibit simultaneous optical and capacitive tactile-sensing capabilities have intesively researched by 
integrating elastomeric composites (between ZnS and elastomeric polymers) with top and bottom 
electrodes.48 When a tensile strain is applied to the e-skin, the reduced thickness of ZnS-doped dielectric 
layer induces increased capacitance between the electrodes, resulting in increased electroluminescence 
intensity.  
Visualized e-skins based on mechanochromic polymers or photonic micro/nanostructures provide 
the advantages of distinct color transition, high compatibility with elastomers, and no requirement of 
external power.49-50 Furthermore, these devices can maintain a visual appearance during continuous 
application of mechanical stress or strain, in contrast to the self-powered piezoelectric and triboelectric 
devices showing dynamic response without persistent visualization. Mechanochromic polymers change 
their optical properties such as absorption and reflection of light or fluorescence in response to 
mechanical strain/stress, which have been applied in diverse fields of strain51 and fracture/damage 
sensors.52 Typically, mechanochromic polymers are synthesized by covalently incorporating 
mechanophores into the polymer matrix for the effective stress transfer from the macroscopic to the 
molecular level. The mechanochromic polymers exhibit macroscopic color changes due to the force-
induced mechanochemical activation of the mechanophore molecules, such as spiropyran, 
diarylbibenzofuranone, and rhodamine.53-55  
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1.3 Bio-inspired electronic skins 
1.3.1 Limitation of conventional electronic skins 
In the early stage, the structure of e-skins was mainly based on the planar design (Figure 1.4). 
The typical example of the conventional e-skins based on planar design is PSR-based e-skins, composed 
of elastomeric polymer matrix and conductive fillers. Because they can be fabricated by only two 
components of PSR and electrode, various reseaches about PSR-based e-skins were studied. In addition, 
the elastomeric properties of PSR provides high flexibility or stretchability to the e-skins, demonstrating 
compatibility with curvilinear suraces, such as human and robot body. To enhance sensing performances, 
the PSRs cam be integrated with field-effect transistor (FET) for a pressure-sensitive e-skin arrays, 
which have advantage of signal amplification and mapping of the pressure distribution.40,56-58 However, 
conventional PSR-based e-skins still have limitations of poor sensitivity, single sensing traget, slow 
response time, and large hysteresis in response to mechanical stimuli, addressing a need of new strategy 
to fabricate novel e-skins with high sensing performacnes and multifunctionality. 
 
Figure 1.4. Conventional e-skins with planar sensor design. (a-c) E-skins combined with PSR and 
field-effect transistors. (K. Takei et al. Nat. Mater. 2010, 9, 821, C. Wang et al. Nat. Mater. 2013, 12, 
899, T. Someya et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 2014, 111, 12998). (d) Piezoresistive e-skin based 






Nature can offer alternative strategies for e-skins to improve the sensoring performances and 
multifunctionality (Figure 1.5). In particular, human skin is an organ elaborately evolved for exquisite 
sensory functions. With special structures including epidermal–dermal ridge structures, various 
mechanoreceptors, and afferent nerves, human skin has highly sensitive and multifunctional sensing 
properties, allowing perception of and discrimination between multidirectional tactile stimuli, such as 
pressure, bending, stretching, and textures, as well as self-healing ability.59 These attributes of human 
skin have inspired many research groups to develop wearable e-skins with high sensitivity, 
multidirectional forces, and semipermanent durability through self-healing ability.60-62 In addition to 
human skin, unique architectures found in certain other living organisms provide them special functions 
such as visual-stimuli expression, reversible dry/wet adhesion, ultrasensitivity to vibration, and 
environmental adaptation.63-66 The technological advancements through biomimicry of those 
architectures have led to novel e-skin systems with exceptional features such as user-interactive and 
skin-attachable functions, as well as advanced sensory functions.  
 
Figure 1.5. Bioinspired e-skin systems for wearable devices. Human skin: Dermal-epidermal 
structure (K. J. Busam, Dermatopathology E-Book: A Volume in the Series: Foundations in Diagnostic 
Pathology 2014, 1, M. Ha et al. ACS Nano 2018, 12, 3964) Mechanoreceptor. (M. L. Jin et al. Adv. 
Mater. 2017, 29, 1605973) Fingerprint. (J. Park et al. Sci. Adv. 2015, 1, e1500661). Nerve. (C. Wan et 
al. Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, e1801291). Self-healing. (J. Kang et al. Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, e1706846). 
Smart biological skin: Visualization. (C. Wang et al. Nat. Mater. 2013, 12, 899). Adhesion. (Y. Park et 
al. Adv. Mater. 2017, 29, 1606453). Crack. (D. Kang et al. Nature 2014, 516, 222). Environmental 





















1.3.2 Human skin-inspired electronic skin 
Human skin, which covers surfaces of the entire body, provides various functions as a protective 
and sensitive interface between the outside world and the body's integumentary system. As the 
outermost layer of skin, the epidermis provides toughness and hardness to skin. The dermis with lower 
modulus than the epidermis contains mechanoreceptors as well as blood vessels, sweat glands, and free-
nerve endings, giving us the tactile sensation of touch.67-68 Various types of mechanoreceptors have their 
own tactile-sensing mechanisms in response to specific stimuli. For example, while Meissner and 
Pacinian corpuscles are rapidly adapting receptors, which perceive the onset and offset of applied 
stimuli, Merkel cells and Ruffini corpuscles are slowly adapting receptors, which experience continuous 
activation to applied stimuli.68-70 The specific roles and working range of mechanoreceptors are 
summarized in Table 1.1.68,71 When tactile stimuli are applied to skin, relevant mechanoreceptors encode 
them as an ion-transport-induced action potential at an elevated frequency, where the stronger stimuli 
induce the higher frequency.72-74 Through the nerve fibers, the generated action potential is relayed to 
the synapses, which process the action potentials from multiple presynaptic neurons to multilevel 
features of tactile perception in the brain (Figure 1.6). 
 
Figure 1.6. Human tactile perception system. The mechanoreceptors in human skin encode the 
applied tactile stimuli into action potentials, which are sent along the chain of afferent axons to synapse. 
The action potentials from multiple presynaptic neurons are processed in the biological synapses to 
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Table 1.1. Summary of specific roles and location of various mechanoreceptors in human skin. 






































Human skin has specialized structures improving the efficiency of tactile sensation by embedded 
mechanoreceptors.75 The epidermis experiences skin deformation and applied stimuli that can be 
effectively concentrated to the micro-ridge structures at the epidermal–dermal junction. Inspired by the 
epidermal–dermal microstructures, several types of e-skins were demonstrated using interlocked 
nano/microstructures, including micropyramid, microdome, micropillar.8,15,76-77 Owing to the structural 
advantages, the interlocked e-skins can accurately differentiate sensing signals from pressure, shear, 
strain, and tortion stimuli (Figure 1.7a).76 Similarly, microstructured elastomers molded from silk-based 
textiles, mimosa leaves, and sandpaper can be used as highly sensitive piezoresistive pressure sensors 
after coating with conductive materials and interlocking those two layers. In addition to micro-ridge 
structures at the epidermal–dermal junction, a gradient of elastic modulus between the epidermis (140–
600 kPa) and dermis (2–80 kPa), which enables effective stress concentration and transmission to 
underlying mechanoreceptors, was modulated by triboelectric e-skins based on interlocked geometry 
with gradient stiffness (Figure 1.7b).28,78 
As other features in human skin, various types of rapidly and slowly adapting mechanoreceptors 
are distributed throughout the body and function as selective encoding devices. Inspired by various 
perceptual functions of mechanoreceptors, multifunctional ferroelectric e-skins with both low- and 
high-frequency signal-detection capabilities have been developed (Figure 1.7c).22 The ferroelectric and 
conductive properties of e-skins enable both of the piezoelectric dynamic pressure sensing, 
piezoresistive static pressure sensing, and pyroresistive temperature sensing. Moreover, simialr 
approaches were studied based on the hierarchical ZnO nanowire arrays, integrated sensor arrays, 
thermosensation-induced sensor, and ionic mechanotransducer to mimic multifunctional sensing 
properties of mechanoreceptors (Figure 1.7d).24,61,79-80 
Epidermal fingerprint patterns enable grasping and delicate manipulation of objects by enhancing 
friction force and adhesion between hand and objects.81-82 In addition, increased friction force reinforces 
the texture-induced subcutaneous vibrations during tactile exploration, which are perceived and 
discriminated as fine textures by the rapidly adapting mechanoreceptors.83 To investigate the exact role 
of fingerprints in texture perception, microelectromechanical system (MEMS)-based texture sensors 
covered with artificial-fingerprint patterns, which have a geometry similar to human fingerprints, was 
developed (Figure 1.7e). Furthermore, the interlocked e-skins with high sensitivity can be integrated 
with articial fingerprint pattern for highly sensitive texture sensors (Figure 17f).22,84-85 Recently, the 
shape-memory polymer-based strain gauge with whisker arrays was successfully visualized surface 




Figure 1.7. Human skin-inspired e-skins. (a) Detection of multiple stimuli with e-skins composed of 
interlocking nanofibers (C. Pang et al. Nat. Mater. 2012, 11, 795). (b) Hierarchical and interlocked e-
skins with gradient stiffness (M. Ha et al. ACS Nano 2018, 12, 3964). (c) Skin-inspired multifunctional 
e-skins based on ferroelectric and conductive composite with interlocked geometry (J. Park et al. Sci. 
Adv. 2015, 1, e1500661). (d) Multifunctional e-skins with interlocked and hierarchical geometry (M. 
Ha et al. Adv. Funct. Mater. 2015, 25, 2841). (e) Fingerprint-inspired texture sensors with MEMS 
microforce sensors (J. Scheibert et al. Science 2009, 323, 1503). (f) 3D, reconfigurable and multimodal 









1.3.3 Biological skin-inspired electronic skin 
In addition to human skin, the unique structures and functionalities of natural creatures have 
provided us a great inspiration for new types of e-skin systems. Biological species, such as 
cephalopods,87 chameleons,88 and turkeys89 possess unique abilities to change the color or fluorescence 
of their skin via various micro/nanostructure, pigment cell, and muscle-controlled surface structures in 
response to environmental stimuli for camouflage, display, and communication. Inspired by the 
responsive color change in biological skins, new types of e-skins that display tactile information by 
visual outputs such as color, luminescence, and transparency have been recently demonstrated for 
application in soft robotics,90 biometric security services,91 smart healthcare,41 and 3D touch screens 
(Figure 1.8a).92 E-skins capable of visualizing intensity, direction and location of physical touches, and 
even surrounding environmental conditions (such as vibration, roughness, and temperature), provide a 
human-readable output signal and thus instantaneous and intuitive recognition of external stimuli by 
the user.40 
The development of skin-attachable bioelectronic devices with conformal and biocompatible 
adhesion to skin surfaces is essential for achieving accurate and reliable biological/physical information. 
In nature, various biosystems, including gecko,93 beetles,94 endoparasites,95 and cephalopods,64 exhibit 
exceptional wet or dry adhesion functionalities induced by their unique architectures, providing 
inspiration for development of skin-attachable electronic systems. Mimicking hierarchical 
nano/microstructures in gecko’s foot, dry adhesion pad based on micropillar PDMS arrays, capacitive 
pressure sensors with microhair interfacial adhesives, and strain sensor with PDMS microfiber-based 
adhesion pads were fabricated for exact monitoring of electrocardiogram (ECG) and radial artery pulse 
pressure.96-98 In addition, the unique geometry of the suckers on the skin of cephalopods provides 
another strategy for the design of biomimetic dry adhesives (Figure 1.8b).64,99 
The mechanical sensitivity of e-skins can be extremely enhanced by mimicking sensory organs 
of arthropods and other insects. Arthropods, including the spider and scorpion, possess crack-shaped 
special sensory organs (slit organ) that enable ultrasensitive detection of vibrations in their surroundings. 
Inspired by the mechanosensory systems in spiders, various types of strain-sensitive e-skins with 
nanoscale crack junctions were developed (Figure 1.8c).66 The high-density nanoscale cracks in the thin 
metal layer, similar to the slit organs in spider legs, induce a sensitive change in resistance in response 
to the strain, leading to an ultrahigh gauge factor (~2000). Despite the ultrahigh sensitivity, an issue 
with the nanoscale crack sensors is their narrow sensing rages (<2%). To address this issue, various 
researches have been studied by the introduction of stretchable substrates (PDMS, Eco-Flex, or elastic 





Figure 1.8. Biological skin-inspired e-skins. (a) Visualized e-skin combined with electrochromic 
materials and piezoresistive sensor (H.-H Chou et al. Nat. Commun. 2015, 6, 8011). (b) Smart medical 
patch based on octopus sucker inspired dry adhesive pad (M. K. Choi et al. Adv. Healthcare Mater. 2016, 









The human and biological skin-inspired e-skins have high perceptual functions comparable with 
or even surpass those of human skin. In addition, introduction of special bioinspired systems enables 
additional functionalities such as self-healing, visualizing, adhesive, and environment-adaptive 
functions. Moreover, intrinsically flexible or stretchable e-skins can overcome the critical challenges in 
traditional rigid sensor devices that could not conformably contact curved surfaces such as the human 
body. Benefiting from their superior performances, the bioinspired e-skins are considered to be 
promising candidates for wearable-device applications. 
1.4.1 Wearable motion sensors 
When e-skins are attached to a person's joints or muscles, they can monitor body motions by 
electrical or visual signals. Because of their broad range of applications such as sport training, posture 
correction, and rehabilitation, wearable motion sensors attract intense research interest. As the most 
active parts in our bodies, movements of hands and limbs create most of our daily activity and are 
sometimes used for sign language to transfer information. Monitoring different patterns in movements 
of hands and limbs requires the perception of and differentiation among types and direction of forces. 
For the wearable motions sensors, various types of e-skins were demonstrated, including interlocked 
skins, self-healable ionic skins, etc.9,103-104 Flexible and piezoresistive e-skins with interlocked geometry 
can be used as wearable wrist-motion sensors (Figure 1.9a).103 Because interlocked microdome 
structures show different deformation patterns in response to applied forces, the interlocked e-skins can 
differentiate multidirectional forces, such as normal force, shear force, lateral stretch, and bending. This 
unique geometric advantage enables successful discrimination of various movements of the human 
wrist. When colorimetric skins are combined with e-skins, the integrated system enables both 
instantaneous perception by color change and accurate perception through analysis of electrical signals. 
Recently, Ha and co-workers demonstrated crack-based resistive-strain sensors integrated with 
electrochromic devices for dual-mode wearable motion sensors (Figure 1.9b).105 Because of the 
prestrain-induced cracks in conductive layers, the strain sensor can sensitively detect tensile stress by 
change in resistance, which converts to voltage bias for the operation of electrochromic devices, 
demonstrating dual-mode sensing capabilities for body motion with interactive color display. 
Wearable motion sensors, which can convert body motion into electrical signals, allow to control 
the machines by body motion, realizing the human-machine interfaces technology. Various types of 
wearable e-skins have been applied to operate robotic arms or hands after integration with a filter 
module, microcontroller, power supply, and wireless modules.106-107 Recently, a wireless-controlled 
interactive electronic system was demonstrated by five crack-inspired wearable strain sensors attached 
to a glove (Figure 1.9c).11 When the five strain sensors mounted on joints of five fingers perceive a 
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bending motion, the detected electrical signals from each finger are converted into operating voltage to 
control the robot hand via the filter module, wireless transmitter, and microcontroller circuit. As a result, 
the robot hand can replicate various actions of a human hand, demonstrating the feasibility of interactive 
human–robot systems. 
 
Figure 1.9. Applications for wearable motion sensor. (a) Differentiation of various motions using e-
skins with interlocked microdome structure (J. Park et al. NPG Asia Mater. 2018, 10, 163). (b) 
Monitoring of finger movement using dual-mode wearable motion sensors (H. Park et al. Nanoscale 
2017, 9, 7631). (c) Wireless-controlled interactive system with crack-inspired e-skins for HMI 
technology (S. Han et al. NPJ Flexible Electron. 2018, 2, 16.).  
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1.4.2. Healthcare devices 
With increasing demand for customized home care and individual well-being, remote and 
personalized health monitoring is currently of great interest for the timely and efficient management of 
health events and prevention of disease. Because the subtle change in physiological parameters, 
including pulse wave, blood pressure, and body temperature, may be early signs of abnormal body 
conditions, it is required to develop the physiological sensors with accurate and reliable sensing 
capabilities. Wearable e-skins can serve as a noninvasive tool providing physiological information 
about the users. In particular, conformal contact between sensors and human skin enables exact 
monitoring of biosignals. 
When e-skins monitor wrist pulse, three peaks can be distinguished in pulse waveform—the 
incident wave (P1), tidal wave (P2), and diastolic wave (P3).
108 These characteristic peaks provide 
various information about vascular health, such as arterial stiffness. For example, a patient with stiff 
blood vessels has high blood pressure, causing increased pulse-wave velocity and the early return of 
reflected waves. Arterial stiffness can be evaluated by the radial augmentation index (AI r = P2/P1), 
diastolic augmentation index (DAIr = P3/P1), and digital volume pulse time (ΔTDVP, the time interval 
between P1 and P2). Recently, micropattern-based adhesive skins were developedfor the highly sensitive 
monitoring of pulse pressure (Figure 1.10a).109 By the introduction of microline patterns with sticky 
PDMS layers, the graphene-based resistive sensors can conformably adhere to rough skin surfaces and 
exactly detect a clear pulse waveform of the radial artery. If e-skins can simultaneously perceive both 
pressure and temperature, evaluation of vascular health becomes more accurate as temperature can 
affect arterial stiffness (Figure 1.10b).22 Benefiting from multifunctional-sensing capabilities of e-skins 
to monitor static pressure and temperature, the pulse waveform includes information on both pulse 
pressure and body temperature, where the low body temperature causes cold vasoconstriction, resulting 
in increased arterial stiffness. Interlocked e-skins successfully monitored such trends from decrease in 
AIr and DAIr, and increase in ΔTDVP with increasing body temperature. Effects of age on artery stiffness 
were also studied using graphene-based wearable sensors.110 The sensor outputs show the increase of 
stiffness with age. 
An ECG, which reveals electrical signals from the heart, provides informative parameters about 
the heart's beating process, which is useful for predicting serious heart attacks.[9] Inspired by the gecko 
adhesive, the stretchable and conductive dry adhesive (CDA) was developed for the ECG sensor (Figure 
1.10c).[153] The high conformality of CDA pad to skin allows real-time measurement of ECG signals 
during extreme human motions, including wrist curl, squat, and writing, facilitating efficient 
management of vascular health in daily life. Recently the ECG sensors were integrated with a wireless 
transmitter, filter module, and display unit, the patient, a caretaker or other therapists for easy 
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monitoring of the vascular health of the user. 
Precise and real-time monitoring of body temperature is a critical procedure for accurate 
diagnosis of human health, indicating abnormal states of health from fever, insomnia, fatigue, infection, 
or organ dysfunction.111-112 For accurate diagnoiss of health conditions, temperature sensors must be 
able to detect minute changes that may be as small as 0.1 ℃.111 In addition, the temperature sensors 
should be flexible and remain conformably attatched on curvilinear suraces of human body, and they 
must stably operate under mechanical stimuli. Current wearable devices mainly focus on the metal-
based temperature sensors, because metal shows linear response in resistance to temperature differences 
by PTC effect (Figure 1.10d).78 However, their low temperature sensitivity (0.4 Ω/℃) and rigid 
characteristics prevent them from applying wearable e-skins.113 Recently, flexible temperature-sensitive 
e-skins based on thermoresponsive polmer composite have been developed (Figure 1.10e).22,114-115 The 
temperature-sensing performance of thermoresponseive polymer composite between polymer matrix 
and conductive filler depends on the conductive fillers, where materials with semiconducting electronic 
conduction mechanisms show NTC behavior and materials with metallic electronic conduction 
mechanisms show PTC behavior.29 Moreover, designing polymer matrix as temperature-responsive 
polymer, which shows volumetric change in response to temperature change, can significnaly enhance 





Figure 1.10. Applications for healthcare device. (a) Microtopography-guided conductive e-skins for 
skin conformal sensors (Y. Park et al. Adv. Mater. 2017, 29, 1606453). (b) Temperature-dependent 
evaluation of vascular health based on pulse signals from multifunctional interlocked e-skins (J. Park 
et al. Sci. Adv. 2015, 1, e1500661). (c) Gecko-inspired conductive dry adhesives for reliable monitoring 
of ECG under extreme human motions T. Kim et al. ACS Nano 2016, 10, 4770). (d) Metal-based 
temperature sensor (D.-H. Kim et al. Science 2011, 333, 838). (e) Pyroresistive flexible temperature 









Human hands can carry out sophisticated manipulation tasks including grasping and locating 
objects, typing, feeding, and dressing. However, a sensory loss from skin damage or amputation causes 
loss of sensory functions as well as motor functions of the human body. Robotic prosthetics can restore 
both sensory and motor functions, giving the user the ability to perceive tactile stimuli and control the 
prosthesis based on perceived subconscious information. Although various types of prostheses have 
been developed, most prosthetic limbs focus on the motor element and lack the sensory functions, 
restricting their use by amputees.116-118 Mounting e-skin sensor arrays on the surface of a prosthesis can 
enable the user to experience the feeling of touch. 
Prosthetic hands with sensory functions were developed by integrating robotic hands with 
wearable pressure, strain, and temperature sensors (Figure 1.11a).119 Stretchable semiconductor 
composite composed of P3HT nanofibril and PDMS rubber is used as active-sensing materials for 
pressure and strain sensing via deformation-induced change in resistance. In addition, the intrinsic NTC 
properties of semiconducting material enable the detection of temperature, as resistance decreases with 
temperature. Strain-sensor arrays were attached at finger joints to monitor finger movement. To avoid 
coupled signals from finger movements, pressure and temperature sensor arrays were mounted on the 
phalanges of the robotic hands. When the smart robotic hands performed sign-language gestures, the 
integrated sensor arrays enabled gesture interpretation. For the dual-mode smart prosthesis, a stretchable 
triboelectric–photonic smart skin was developed (Figure 1.11b).120 The elastomeric rubber with Ag 
nanowire electrodes can generate triboelectric voltages in response to applied pressure. In addition, 
aggregation-induced emission (AIE) compound mixed in the elastomeric rubber was used for the 
photonic strain sensors, where the photoluminescence intensity increases with strain because of the 
strain-dependent grating of the crack layer. The smart robotic hands integrated with sensor arrays could 
perceive various hand motions by the intensity of green light from AIE compound and the applied 
pressure by the triboelectric outputs. 
As human skin can differentiate multidirectional forces such as normal and shear force, 
multidirectional-sensing capabilities are required for the prosthesis to have human-like somatosensory 
functions. For this purpose, human skin-inspired multidirectional e-skins based on asymmetric 
interlocked structures can be integrated on the robotic hands (Figure 1.11c).8 The e-skins with highly 
sensitive multidirectional sensing capabilities allow the robotic hands to perform tactile feedback 
process, enabling a human-like prosthesis. To realize the ability to process tactile feedback based on 
perceived information, a sensory-feedback and pain-reflex-feedback control system was developed by 
integration of multilayered e-dermis sensors with transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) 
(Figure 1.11d).121 The piezoresistive e-dermis sensors can perceive and differentiate tactile stimuli from 
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innocuous pressure and noxious pain, which were converted into the spiky input signals through TENS 
to quantify the perceived tactile sensation. The sensory stimulation, for which the pulse width and 
stimulation frequency were varied by perceived tactile stimuli, activated the nerves in the residual limb 
of an upper-limb amputee and successfully elicited either innocuous or painful sensations in the 
phantom hand. The ability to sense touch enables sophisticated object manipulation, and the ability to 
sense pain enhances the sense of self-preservation. 
 
Figure 1.11. E-skins for prosthesis. (a) Robotic hands with pressure, strain, and pressure sensor arrays 
for perception of hand gestures (H.-J. Kim et al. Sci. Adv. 2017, 3, e1701114). (b) Dual-mode smart 
prosthesis based on triboelectric-photonic skins (T. Bu et al. Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1800066). (c) Human 
skin-like prosthetic hands with multidirectional e-skins (C. M. Boutry et al. Sci. Robot. 2018, 3, 
eaau6914). (d) Prosthetics for sensory feedback and a pain reflex feedback control system (L. E. Osborn 














1.5 Challenges of current electronic skins 
In the introduction, we provided recent progress of wearable e-skins, including basic working 
mechanisms, bioinspired srateges for novel e-skins, and potential applications. Although various types 
of wearable e-skins based on novel materials, fabrication techniques, strategies, and sensing 
mechanisms have been introduced, there are still challenges in their practical application. First, e-skins 
for smart robots and prostheses should possess the ability to perceive and differentiate multidirectional 
forces such as normal, tensile, shear, and bending forces without crosstalk.8 Although several studies 
based on microstructured e-skins have demonstrated, they just integrate multiple sensors for 
multifunctional e-skins61,78 or demonstrate multidirectional sensing performances without clear 
differences in sensor signals.76 
Second, the medical diagnosis using wearable e-skins should be based on the precise and 
expeditious analysis of monitored signals from health events, which could be achieved by ultrasensitive 
and skin-attachable sensor design.9 Therefore, it is required to improve the sensitivity of the e-skins in 
response to mechanical and thermal stimuli. Recent achievement in bioinspired e-skins could meet 
required sensitivity in a certain degree,15,22,77 however there is still unsatisfied issue, which is trade-off 
between sensitivity and sensing range; highly sensitive e-skins have narrow sensing range and e-skins 
with broad sensing range show low sensitivity.122 In addition, if the e-skins maintain their high 
sensitivity over broad sensing range, they can possess linear response to target stimuli.123 The realization 
of e-skins with high sensitivity and linear response over a broad sensing range enables device 
miniaturization and low power consumption, because they do not require additional signal processing 
for linear output, high-gain amplifiers, and high-precision analog-to-digital converters. 
Third, instantaneous recognition of applied stimuli can be achieved through the immediate 
change in color or shape, thus enhancing applications in user-interactive devices and human–machine 
interfaces.10,63 To maximize the advantage of colorimetric skins compared to e-skins with electrical 
transduction modes, the colorimetric skins should be operated without external power source and 
possess high sensitivity to be intuitively percieved by the naked eyes. In addition, stimuli-induced color 
change should be maintained under the continous application of stimuli and fastly recovered after 
relaxation of stimuli. Furthermore, when the colorimetric skin is integrated with e-skins with electrical 
tansduction modes, they can exatly detect the applied stimuli by the electrical sensing and intuitively 
percieve the location of stimuli by the colorimteric sensing, complementing each other. However, the 
colorimetric skin, which combine all of these properties in a single device, is not reported.  
To adress these issues, this thesis suggest novel types of e-skins mimicking human and biological 
skins. Inspired by unique structures and functionalities in human skin, we designed 
nano/microstructured e-skins based on flexible and functional polymer composites, enabling high-
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performance e-skins with high sensitivity and multifunctionality in response to tactile stimuli. In chapter 
2, we demonstrate highly sensitive e-skins based on human skin-inspired interlocked microdome 
structures for multidirectional force sensing. Benefitting from structural design, the interlocked 
microdomes experience different deformation trends in response to multidirectional forces (normal, 
shear, tensile, and bending forces), enabling cleaer differentiation to multidirectional forces with 
wearable applications. In chapter 3, we introduce the multilayer geometry to further improve the human 
skin-inspired interlocked microdome structure. Owing to effective stress distribution and stress 
concentration between stacked layers, the multilayered e-skin shows high pressure sensitivity (47.7 kPa-
1) and linear response over an exceptionally broad pressure range (0.0013 – 353 kPa) in dual mode of 
piezoresistivity and piezoelectricity. In chapter 4, we suggest another strategy for multilayered e-skins 
based on conductivity-gradient multilayer of conductive and elastomeric polymer composite. The 
resulting conductivity-gradient multilayer enables ultralarge resistance change in applied pressure, 
resulting in ultrahigh pressure sensitivity (3.8 × 105 kPa-1) and linear response to pressure range from 
0.8 Pa to 100 kPa. In chapter 5, inspired by responsive color chage in biological skins, we developed 
the mechanochromic skin with hierarchical nanoparticle-in-micropore architecture. Owing to effective 
stress concentration in modulus-gradient hierarchical structure, the mechanochromic skin shows much 
higher colorimetric sensitivity, lower detectable range, and larger sensing range, compared to planar 
sensor. In addition, the mechanochromic skin can be used as triboelectric e-skins by integration of Ag 
nanowire-based electrode, demonstratring dual-mode stimuli sensing performances of e-skins. In 
chapter 6, inspired by temperature sensing function of human and snake skins, we develop flexible 
temperature sensor based on thermoresponsive polymer composite, including semi-crystalline polymer, 
rGO and polymer matrix. The thermoresponsive volume expansion of semi-crystalline polymer, as well 
as NTC effect of rGO, enables ultrahigh temperature sensitivity near melting point of semi-crystalline 
polymer. The temperature sensor was successfully applied to wearable body temperature sensor and 
dual-mode temperature sensor after integration of thermochromic polymer composite. In this thesis, we 
suggest five novel designs of bioinspired e-skins with advanced sensory functions and 
multifunctionalities, which can address aforementioned issues of current e-skins. Through thoese 
sutides, we believe that our bioinspired e-skins provide a great potential of electronic skins in various 




Chapter 2. Highly sensitive and multidirectional electronic skins based on 
human skin-inspired interlocked microdome structure 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Artificial electronic skins which mimic the sensing capabilities of biological skins have recently 
attracted much attention for a broad range of applications in wearable electronics, prosthetic limbs, 
robotics, remote surgery, and biomedical devices.124-125 As an ideal model system for artificial electronic 
skins, human skin with various sensory receptors (mechanoreceptor, thermoreceptor, nociceptor, etc.) 
enables the perception of external stimuli like pressure, shear, strain, vibration, temperature, and pain. 
In particular, various mechanoreceptors such as the Merkel disk (MD), Meissner corpuscle (MC), 
Pacinian corpuscle (PC), and Ruffini ending (RE) distributed in the epidermis and dermis layers (see 
schematic illustration in Figure 2.1a) provide spatiotemporal recognition of the magnitude, location, 
and direction of contact forces, which is critically essential when a human manipulates an object.69 For 
example, the distribution of normal and shear tangential stresses while making contact with an object 
provides information on its shape and surface texture, friction between the skin and object, and the 
accidental slip.125 The strain pattern on the skin during finger movements is critical to the brain’s 
perception of the position of finger joints relative to the body.126 In addition to the magnitude of stress, 
the directional sensitivity to force is critical to maintaining the balance between normal and tangential 
fingertip forces, which enables the handling of irregular-shaped objects.127-130 
To fabricate electronic skins which mimic the tactile-sensing capability of human skin, diverse 
approaches based on various transduction modes, such as those employing resistive,40,56,58,131-132 
capacitive,16,133-135 piezoelectric,136-137 and triboelectric sensors,138-139 have been suggested. In particular, 
for the detection of various mechanical and environmental stimuli, multi-modal electronic skins have 
been demonstrated based on the integration of mechanical and physical sensors on flexible 
substrates,140-143 nanostructured conductive composites,144-145 and organic transistor arrays.146 However, 
most of the previous studies either focused on the detection of only one type of mechanical stimuli or 
developed electronic skins that were not capable of discriminating multiple mechanical stimuli and their 
directions. There have been several reports on the detection and differentiation of normal and in-plane 
forces applied to electronic skins.76,147-149 Pang et al. demonstrated the piezoresistive detection and 
differentiation of normal, tangential, and torsional forces using Pt-coated micropillar arrays.76 Gong et 
al. employed tissue papers impregnated with gold nanowires to enable the perception of pressure, 
bending, torsional forces, and acoustic vibrations.149 Stretchable electronic skins with multi-directional 
sensing capabilities have not yet been demonstrated, however. In addition, the low sensitivities of 
sensors in previous studies provided only small differences in transduced signals under different 
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external forces, which reduced the sensors’ capabilities to clearly resolve the intensity and direction of 
the forces. 
In human tactile systems, it has been reported that the intermediate ridges present at the 
epidermal–dermal junction enhance the tactile perception of mechanoreceptors.150 Intermediate ridges 
with the geometry of interlocked microstructures (schematic illustration in Figure 2.1a) are known to 
provide strong adhesion between the epidermis and dermis. They also magnify and transduce the tactile 
stimuli from the skin surface to the mechanoreceptors by concentrating stress near the ridge tips, where 
mechanoreceptors like MDs and MCs are located.125,150-151 Although there are several recent reports on 
bio-inspired adhesion systems94,152-153 and electronic skins15,76 which mimic the interlocked 
microstructures of beetles and dragonflies, multi-directional, stretchable electronic skins mimicking the 
interlocked microstructures in human skin have yet to be reported. We have previously reported 
piezoresistive electronic skins with interlocked microdome arrays for the ultrasensitive detection of 
normal pressure. In this study, inspired by the interlocked epidermal−dermal ridges in human skin, we 
further explored the interlocked microdome arrays for stress-direction-sensitive and stretchable 
electronic skins which can detect directional mechanical stimuli applied along three different axes. 
resulting from the different deformability of interlocked microdome arrays depending on the direction 
of applied forces. As proof of concept, the electronic skins attached on human joints or skins are able 
to distinguish between normal and shear forces and the different bending/stretching movements of arms. 
We also demonstrate that a fully functional wearable electronic skin with 3×3 sensor arrays can 




2.2 Experimental Details 
Fabrication of elastic composite film with microdome arrays: For the fabrication of composite 
elastomers, MWNTs (Sigma Aldrich) with diameters of 110–190 nm and lengths of 5–9 µm were first 
dispersed in chloroform by sonication for 6 h. Using a vortex mixer, the dispersed solution was mixed 
with a PDMS base (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) at different ratios (5–8 wt%) of MWNTs to PDMS, 
followed by heating at 90 °C on a hot plate to remove the chloroform. For the micromoulding process, 
hexane and a PDMS curing agent (1:10 ratio for the curing agent and PDMS base) were added to each 
MWNT–PDMS composite mixture (concentration of 500 mg ml–1) and then mixed with a vortex mixer 
for 5 min. These composite mixtures were cast onto silicon micromoulds with hexagonal hole arrays 
(diameter: 3.5 µm, pitch size: 6 µm) and stored in a vacuum desiccator for 1 h to remove the residual 
hexane. Finally, different microdome-patterned MWNT–PDMS composite films (thickness of 500 µm) 
were prepared by thermal curing at 60-80 °C (strain and curvature sensors: 60 °C, pressure and shear 
force sensors: 70°C) for 3 h. For the electronic-skin applications, the interlocked microdome-patterned 
films were coated with platinum on both sides by a sputter coating system (K575X, Quorum Emitech) 
to form electrode arrays. To minimize the contact resistance, a silver paste was applied between the 
composite film and Pt electrode and annealed at 100 °C for 1 h.  
Characterization: The surface morphologies of the microdome composite films were 
characterized by a field-emission SEM (FE-SEM; S-4800, Hitachi) and an optical microscope (PSM-
1000, Olympus). The piezoresistive properties of the electronic skins were measured using a two-probe 
method (4200-SCS, Keithley) at 10 V. To apply mechanical forces on the electronic skins, a pushing 
tester (JIPT-100, Junil Tech) was used to provide normal forces and a tensile/bending machine (JIBT-
200, Junil Tech) was used to provide lateral and bending strain. For the tangential-shear tactile-sensing 
measurements, a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film was attached on one side of a composite film 
and one end of the PET film was connected to a force gauge in the tangential direction. A constant 
normal force was then applied on the electronic skin using a lab-built microstage system (Micro Motion 
Technology, Korea), after which a shear force was applied to the electronic skin. For the evaluation of 
the directional tactile-sensing properties, a flow meter (Ar gas, flow rate of 5.3 m s–1) and a vibrator 
(2.0 m s–2) were used to provide mechanical stimuli in different directions. 
Finite-Element Method: For the contact area calculations under stretching and shearing, we 
conducted structural analyses using finite-element method. Composite films with interlocked 
microdomes arrays were modeled as linear elastic materials described by experimentally measured 
elastic constants.15 We employed more than 2.8 million four-node linear tetragonal elements with 
adaptive mesh-refinement scheme around the contact area. All calculations were static under proper 
loading conditions and the mechanical contact between two deformable surfaces was calculated by a 
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2.3 Results and Discussion 
Bio-inspired interlocked microdome arrays. The biomimetic design of the interlocked 
microdome arrays was based on carbon-nanotube (CNT) composite elastomer films with surface 
microstructures of hexagonal microdome arrays. The interlocked geometry was accomplished by 
engaging two microdome-patterned CNT composite films with the patterned sides contacting each other. 
Each elastomeric film with a microdome pattern was fabricated by casting a viscous solution containing 
multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) onto a silicon 
micromould (Figure 2.2). Figure 2.1c shows a representative scanning-electron microscope (SEM) 
image of a microdome-patterned conductive film with microdomes measuring 3 μm in height and 4 μm 
in diameter, and an array pitch of 6 μm. The electronic skin was configured by interlocking two 
microdome composite films, with the microdomed surfaces facing each other (cross-sectional SEM 
image in Figure 2.1d). When the interlocked microdome arrays were attached on human skin in the arm 
and wrist areas, it was possible to monitor the magnitude and direction of various mechanical stimuli 






Figure 2.1. Electronic skin based on carbon nanotube–poly(dimethylsiloxane) (CNT–PDMS) 
composite films with interlocked microdome arrays. (a) Schematic of human skin structure showing 
interlocked epidermal–dermal layers and mechanoreceptors (MD: Merkel disk; MC: Meissner 
corpuscle; PC: Pacinian corpuscle; RE: Ruffini ending). (b) Schematic of an interlocked microdome 
array. (c) Tilted SEM image of a composite film with microdome arrays (diameter: ~3 m; height: ~3.5 
m; pitch: 6 m). Scale bar: 5 μm. (d) Cross-sectional SEM image of an interlocked composite film. 
Scale bar: 5 μm. (e) Schematic of a stress-direction-sensitive electronic skin for the detection and 

























Figure 2.2. Schematic illustration of the micromoulding process for the fabrication of CNT–PDMS 







Stretchable electronic skins. The perception of stretch in human skin is critical to the sense of 
position and movement of fingers, elbows, and knees.126,154 The stretch-sensing mechanism of the 
interlocked microdome arrays was based on variations in the contact area between microdomes with 
changes in the stretch ratio. Figure 2.3a illustrates the variations in the contact (Rc) and film (Rf) 
resistances when the interlocked microdome arrays were stretched. The contact resistance (Rc) 
significantly increased with the decrease in contact area between the microdomes when the gaps 
between them increased under lateral strain. Compared to the large change in Rc, however, the 
stretching-induced change in Rf had a minimal effect on the change in overall resistance. The strain-
induced change of intertube distance within the composite film results in the change of Rf, which is 
trivial compared to the change of Rc. The small change of Rf is evident from the low gauge factor of 
planar films in Figure 2.3e. To elucidate the working principle of the interlocked microdome arrays 
behind their stretch-sensing capability, we investigated the deformation of the microdome array pattern 
as a function of lateral strain. As can be seen in the SEM images in Figure 2.3b, the microdome arrays 
changed their geometry from hexagons to elongated hexagons in the stretching direction with increasing 
lateral strain, resulting in the decrease of contact pressure and increases in gap distances between the 
microdomes. These increased gap distances decreased the contact area between the interlocked 
microdomes, thus increasing the contact resistance of the interlocked microdome arrays. In order to 
verify the variations in contact area with the application of lateral strain, we performed finite-element 
simulations of the change in contact area in the interlocked microdome arrays. Figure 2.3c shows the 
changes in contact pressure at various contact points between interlocked microdome arrays with the 
increase of lateral strain. As the lateral strain increases, both the contact pressure and the number of 
contact points decrease. Consequently, the decreased contact pressure and the number of contact points 
results in the decrease of the contact area. The simulation result in Figure 2.3d shows that the inverse 
contact area increases exponentially with the increase of lateral strain. Since the inverse contact area is 
directly proportional to tunneling resistance between contact points,15 the electrical resistance 
interlocked microdome arrays increases exponentially as a function of lateral strain, as can be seen in 
Figure 2.3e. 
Based on a comparison of sensitivity as functions of CNT concentration and curing temperature 
(Figure 2.4), we chose a CNT concentration of 7 wt% and a curing temperature of 60 °C as the optimal 
conditions for the fabrication of stretchable electronic skins. Figure 2.3e shows the change in relative 
(or normalized) electrical resistance (R/R0) as a function of applied lateral strain (L/L0) for the 
interlocked microdome arrays prepared under these conditions. Here, R0 and L0 denote the resistance 
and length of an electronic skin with and without stretch, respectively. The relative resistance of the 
interlocked microdome arrays increased significantly with increasing lateral strain, while the planar 
composite films without interlocked structures showed minimal change in relative electrical resistance. 
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For a quantitative analysis of the strain sensitivity of the electronic skins, the strain gauge factor (GF) 
is defined as GF = (R/R0)/, where  is the lateral strain and is defined as  = L/L0. The interlocked 
microdome arrays showed different GF values depending on the lateral strain: 27.8 at a strain of 0–40%, 
1084 at a strain of 40–90%, and 9617 at a strain of 90–120%. These GF values are significantly (10–
395 times) higher than the values for the planar films (2.7 at a strain of 0–110%), sandwiched Ag-
nanowire composites (2–14 at 0–70%),155 three-dimensional macroporous graphene paper (7.1 at 0–
100%),156 and ZnO–polystyrene nanofibre hybrid films (116 at 0–50%).157 Although GF values 
comparable to those of the interlocked microdome arrays have been reported for single-nanotube or 
single-nanowire sensors (600–1250 at a strain of 0–1.5%)158-159 and woven graphene films (~103 at a 
strain of 0–6% ),160 their sensing ranges are narrow.  
In addition to the high GF values, the interlocked microdome arrays exhibited a narrow hysteresis 
curve for repeated stretch–release cycles (Figure 2.5). One of the additional advantages of our electronic 
skins with interlocked geometry is the fast response time. Generally, the bulk polymer composite films 
exhibit slow response owing to the viscoelastic behaviour of bulk polymers.161 On the other hand, the 
interlocked-microdome strain sensor operated mainly through the change in contact area between 
interlocking microdome arrays, overcoming the viscoelastic delay of bulk polymers. Figure 2.3f shows 
the short response (~18 ms) and relaxation (~10 ms) times of the interlocked microdome arrays under 
repeated strain cycles at 50% lateral strain and a stretching speed of 3 mm s–1, which are 3–4 times 
faster than those of planar composite films (response and relaxation times of ~58 ms and ~46 ms, 
respectively). The arrays’ response and relaxation times are comparable to those of ZnO-nanowire 
piezotronic strain sensors (~10 ms)158 and much shorter than values obtained for Sb-doped ZnO 





Figure 2.3. Lateral-stretch-sensing capability of electronic skins. (a) Schematic of the stretch-
sensing mechanism of interlocked microdome arrays. (b) SEM images of microdome arrays showing 
the deformation of the array pattern from hexagons to elongated hexagons under different stretch ratios 
(0, 30, 60, and 120%). Scale bar: 5 μm. (c) Finite-element analysis showing the contact pressure and 
the contact points between interlocked microdome arrays with the increase of uniaxial stretch. (d) FEA 
calculated results of the change of contact area between interlocked microdome arrays as a function of 
stretch. (e) Comparison of stretch-sensing capabilities of interlocked microdome arrays (black) and 
planar films (red). (f) Comparison of response and relaxation times of interlocked microdome arrays 
(black) and planar films (red) exposed to a stretching ratio of 50% and stretching speed of 3 mm s–1. 
The CNT concentration in the composite was 7 wt% and curing temperature was 60 °C. CNT 
concentration is 7 wt% for all the results. 
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Figure 2.4. Variation in resistance of the interlocked microdome arrays as a function of lateral stretch 





Figure 2.5. Change in piezoresistance of interlocked microdome arrays with lateral stretch for the 
loading and unloading cycles at 130% lateral strain. The interlocked microdome arrays were prepared 
with a CNT concentration of 7 wt% and curing temperature of 60 °C. 
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Shear-force sensitivity. In addition to their stretch-sensing capability with high GF values, the 
capability of electronic skins to detect and differentiate normal and shear forces is critical in the 
perception of slip motion, force direction, and strength, as well as the dexterous manipulation of objects 
for applications in bionic hands, grippers, and tactile displays.164-167 Our sensor is ideal for the detection 
of shear stress because the interlocked geometry of microdome arrays provides a strong joint without 
slip and thus enables the concentration of shear stress at the contact spots. In addition, in our system, 
the changes in contact resistance were different in response to the normal and shear forces, leading to 
the differentiation between normal and shear stresses. To test the normal- and shear-force sensitivity, 
the samples were preloaded with a normal pressure to engage the upper and lower microdome arrays 
and subsequently subjected to a known value of shear force (Figure 2.6a). The applied normal force 
immediately induced the surface deformation of microdomes in the interlocked geometry, resulting in 
an increase in contact area and thus a decrease in contact resistance between the interlocked microdomes. 
Figure 2.6b shows that the interlocked microdome arrays exhibited a systematic and consistent decrease 
and increase in relative resistance when the applied normal pressure was reversibly varied from 100 Pa 
to 25 kPa. As demonstrated in our previous study,15 the high sensitivity to the normal force can be 
attributed to the significant change in tunnelling piezoresistance at the contact spots between the 
interlocked microdome arrays.  
The subsequent application of a shear force resulted in the microdome deformation in the lateral 
direction, which led to a further increase in contact area between the microdomes and decrease in 
contact resistance. Figure 2.6c shows the change in relative resistance of interlocked microdome arrays 
as a function of shear force under a normal force (FN) of 58.8 kPa. For the quantitative analysis, we 
define a shear-force sensitivity (S) in the linear range for different normal pressure loadings as S = 
(ΔR/R0) / (ΔFS)), where R and FS are the resistance and applied shear force, respectively. The interlocked 
microdome arrays exhibited a shear-force sensitivity of −0.15 N−1, which is approximately four times 
the sensitivity of a planar film. Because the normal pressure affected the initial contact area between 
the interlocked microdome arrays, the shear-force sensitivity could be manipulated by controlling the 
normal pressure to engage the microdome arrays. Figure 2.6d shows the change in relative resistance 
as a function of shear force for different loadings of normal pressure for electronic skins with 7 wt% 
CNTs. We observed that the shear-force sensitivity increased with a decrease in normal pressure. The 
largest sensitivity was −2.21 N−1 for a normal pressure of 65 Pa, which is ~13 times the sensitivity 
(−0.15 N–1) at a normal pressure of 58.8 kPa. This behaviour can be explained by the decreased initial 
contact area between microdome arrays at a lower normal pressure, providing the possibility to further 
increase the contact area by applying a shear force. Figure. 2.7 shows the decrease and increase in the 
relative resistance of interlocked microdome arrays during pulling and retracting cycles under different 
shear forces, which also demonstrate their reliability. 
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In order to verify the variations in contact area with the application of normal and shear forces, 
we performed finite-element simulations of the change in contact area in the interlocked microdome 
arrays. The simulation results in Figure 2.6e indicate that the unique structure of interlocked microdome 
arrays leads to stress concentration and thus deformation of microdomes at the contact spots between 
spherical microdomes under normal pressure. The subsequent application of shear strain induces further 
deformation of microdomes at the contact spots, resulting in an increase in contact area. The contact 
area gradually increases with further increase in shear force, but more importantly, this increase in 
contact area depends on the normal pressure loadings. As can be seen in Figure 2.6f, the change in the 
inverse contact area as a function of shear force is greatest for a normal pressure of 0.2 kPa. At higher 
values of normal pressure, the variation in inverse contact area decreases with increasing shear force. 
In addition to the normal force, our experiments showed that the shear-force sensitivity could be further 
manipulated by controlling the CNT concentration. As shown in Figure 2.8, the shear-force sensitivity 
increased with decreasing CNT concentration, with a sensitivity of −0.44 N−1 for 5 wt% CNTs, which 





Figure 2.6. Normal- and shear-force-sensing capabilities of electronic skins. (a) Schematic of the 
deformation of interlocked microdomes during successive applications of normal and shear forces. (b) 
Relative electrical resistance of electronic skin sample as a function of normal force. (c) Comparison of 
shear-force sensitivities of interlocked microdomes (black) and planar (red) films under a normal 
pressure of 58.8 kPa. (d) Comparison of shear-force sensitivities of interlocked microdome arrays under 
different normal pressures. (e) Finite-element analysis (FEA) showing the deformation and local stress 
distribution of interlocked microdome arrays with increasing shear force at a normal pressure of 45 kPa. 
(f) Calculated FEA results of the inverse contact area as a function of shear force under different normal 
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Figure 2.7. (a) Variation in normalized resistance for the pulling and retracting cycles under different 
shear forces (0.196, 0.392, 0.588 N). (b) Reliability of interlocked microdome composite films through 




Figure 2.8. Change in relative resistance of interlocked microdome arrays as a function of shear force 
for electron skins with different CNT concentrations. 
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Differentiation of multiple mechanical stimuli. Since the interlocked geometry of the microdome 
arrays provided different deformation patterns specific to the type of mechanical stress, the interlocked 
microdome arrays were able to detect and differentiate multiple mechanical stimuli. To test their skin-
like sensing capabilities, we monitored the normal and shear forces through simple finger contact on 
the electronic skins attached on human skin. Figure 2.9a shows the change in relative electrical 
resistance with repeated application of normal forces of l kPa and then shear forces. The electronic skin 
showed different signal intensities and patterns for different types of mechanical stimulus. While a 
finger touching the electronic skin in the normal direction (FN) resulted in an immediate decrease in 
relative resistance, a finger touching the electronic skin in the shear direction, which contained both 
normal and shear forces (FN + FS), resulted in additional decreases in the relative electrical resistance. 
It is worth noting that the patterns of decrease in relative resistance resulting from FN and FS were 
different, therefore allowing the differentiation between normal and shear forces. Figure 2.9b–d show 
that the electronic skin attached on the front of a human wrist could detect and differentiate different 
types of wrist movements such as forward bending (FFB), backward bending (FBB), and torsion (FT). In 
this experiment, we utilized a curing temperature of 60 °C since we observed that a lower curing 
temperature resulted in higher bending sensitivity (Figure 2.10). When the electronic skin was bent 
forward (FFB), the relative electrical resistance increased (Figure 2.9b); a gradual increase in forward 
bending resulted in the gradual increase in relative resistance. On the other hand, the relative electrical 
resistance decreased under backward bending (Figure 2.9c), while the twisting of the wrist (FT) resulted 
in an increase in electrical resistance. In particular, twisting also generated oscillating signals resulting 
from the repeated contact-on/contact-off behaviour during the twisting. These different signal patterns 
in response to different mechanical stimuli are attributed to the unique interlocked geometry of 
microdome arrays, which, depending on the direction of mechanical stress, could result in distinct 
variations in contact area. During forward bending, the gap between the neighbouring microdome arrays 
increased because the upper microdome layer tends to detach from lower microdome layer due to the 
strain mismatch between the upper (under tension) and lower (under compression) microdome arrays, 
leading to an increase in relative resistance. Backward bending decreased the electrical resistance 
because the lower microdome layer is sandwiched between the human skin and the upper microdome 
layer, resulting in the decreased gaps between neighboring microdome arrays. As shown in Figure 2.9d–
j, the individual shapes of generated electrical signal pattern under different input forces could provide 
the exact information for differentiation to multiple mechanical stimuli beyond simply detection to 
intensity of applied forces. This tendency is related to their flexibility and unique structural advantages 
enabling different alternation to contact area in accordance with varied motions, which results in precise 
perception to directions, locations and intensity of various stimulations. In case of pressure, shear force, 
backward bending, the number of contact points between conductive elements increases under 
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deformation of films, in contrast with those decrease in detecting stretch, forward bending. Differ from 
live human skin that enables diverse spatiotemporal perceptions by deformation and distortion in 
exclusive mechanoreceptors, in our electronic skins, variation on relative distances between conductive 
fillers under deformation serves as a main factor for detection of various mechanical forces. Over to 
inspire interlocked epidermal−dermal ridges in human skin, imitating the mechanoreceptors in dermis 





Figure 2.9. Stress-direction-sensitive electronic skins for the detection and differentiation of 
multiple mechanical stimuli. (a) Real-time monitoring of changes in the relative resistance of 
interlocked microdome arrays subjected to different normal and shear forces. (b–d) Change in relative 
electrical resistance of an electronic skin attached on the front of a human wrist under different types of 
wrist movements: (b) forward bending; (c) backward bending; (d) torsion. The electronic skin showed 
different signal patterns in response to different wrist movements. (e–j) Change in relative electrical 
resistance of electronic skins in response to different mechanical stimuli: (e) normal force; (f) shear 
force; (g) lateral stretch; (h) forward bending; (i) backward bending; (j) torsion. 
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Figure 2.10. (a) Photographic images of bending tests of electronic skins with interlocked microdome 
arrays. (b) Variation in relative resistance of interlocked microdome arrays as a function of radius of 
curvature for electronic skins with different CNT concentrations (6–8 wt%) and cured at 80 °C. (c) 
Variation in relative resistance of interlocked microdome arrays as a function of radius of curvature for 
electronic skins prepared with 7 wt% CNTs at different curing temperature (60, 70, 80 °C). The decrease 
of curing temperature results in the decrease of elastic modulus and thus the increased deformability in 
response to mechanical stress, resulting in the increased sensitivity. 
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Wearable electronic skins with stress-direction sensitivity. For the proof-of-concept wearable 
electronic skins to resolve the spatial distribution and the directions of applied external stimuli such as 
touch, flow, and vibration, we fabricated 3 × 3 pixel arrays of electronic skin sandwiched between cross 
arrays of platinum electrodes (Figure 2.11a). When we touched two different pixels (R1-C3 and R3-C1 
in Figure 2.11b) on the electronic skin, it could provide spatially resolved mapping of the touch positions. 
The high sensitivity of each pixel on the electronic skin could also provide the ability to resolve gradual 
changes in mechanical stimuli, therefore enabling the detection of the direction of mechanical stress. 
Figure 2.11c shows that depending on the finger-pushing directions (left, right, up, and down), the 
electronic skin exhibited different spatially resolvable patterns, indicating the perception of the intensity 
and direction of tactile stimuli. Figure 2.11d also demonstrates the directional sensing capability of the 
electronic skin, where fluid flows in different directions (left, right, and diagonal) could be clearly 
resolved by the signal patterns. The sensitivity to gradual changes and directions of external stimuli was 
also verified by applying a vibrational stimulus on the electronic skin. Figure 5e shows the application 
of radial vibration on one pixel located at the corner (R1-C1) of the electronic skin and the resulting 
spatial mapping of the vibrational stimulus. Owing to vibrational damping, the change in relative 
resistance gradually decreased as the pixel location was farther away from the original pixel at which 





Figure 2.11. Stress-direction-sensitive electronic skins for directional sensing of mechanical 
stimuli applied in three axial directions. (a) Schematic of sensor arrays, where interlocked microdome 
arrays are sandwiched between the electrodes and PDMS protection layers. (b) Spatial pressure 
mapping capability of electronic skin for the detection of finger touch on two different pixels (R1-C3, 
R3-C1). (c) Detection of different finger-pushing directions: left (L), right (R), up (U), down (D). (d) 
Detection of different directions of fluid flow (left, right, diagonal). (e) Detection of the location of 
























In summary, we have demonstrated stress-direction-sensitive and stretchable electronic skins 
with three-axial stress-sensing capabilities. We employed piezoresistive, interlocked microdome arrays 
which were inspired by the interlocked epidermal–dermal layers in human skin. Similar to the stress 
concentrating function of interlocked epidermal-dermal ridges which magnify the tactile stimuli, the 
arrays could induce exclusive stress concentration at the contact spot and thus deformation of the 
microdomes, resulting in enhanced sensitivity of the piezoresistive response to stress. In particular, the 
unique geometry of the interlocked microdome arrays led to different deformation patterns which 
depend on the type and direction of mechanical stress, enabling detection and differentiation of various 
mechanical stimuli including normal, shear, stretch, bending, and twisting forces. Owing to the 
direction-sensitive tactile-sensing properties, various electronic skins attached on human skin were 
successfully employed to monitor different intensities and directions of finger touches, air flows, and 
vibrations. Because our design is the simplified version of complicated human skin, where papillary 
ridges, location of mechanoreceptors, the elastic moduli of layers, and the shape and size of intermediate 
ridges are all closely related to each other to efficiently transduce and magnify tactile stimuli, we expect 
that the interlocked geometry can be further explored to develop bio-inspired electronic skins with 
human-skin-like tactile-sensing capabilities. Finally, we anticipate that our stretchable electronic skins 
with multi-directional stress-sensing capabilities can find applications in robotic skins, prosthetic limbs, 
and rehabilitation devices to monitor motion and stress distribution.  
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Chapter 3. Human skin-inspired multilayered ferroelectric skins with 




Rapid advances in physical/chemical sensors, wireless communication, and energy storage 
systems are driving the interest in wearable electronic devices, such as smartwatches, smartbands, and 
smartglasses, which enable the monitoring and diagnosis of the personal health status in real-time.7 
Flexible electronic skins (e-skins), which mimic perceptive functions of human skin, have attracted 
strong research interest as essential components of potential applications in robotics, prostheses, and 
wearable healthcare monitoring devices. High sensitivity, fast response time, mechanical flexibility, and 
durability are major requirements for e-skins used for these practical applications and various 
approaches focused on the improvement of these attributes.16,134,168-169 Another significant requirement 
for e-skins with human skin-like tactile sensing properties is the discrimination of spatiotemporal tactile 
stimuli, including static and dynamic pressure, which allows dexterous manipulation of objects and the 
perception of vibration and surface textures.22,170 In addition, to use e-skins for various applications as 
a single device, they should have a large dynamic sensing range and linear pressure-sensing capability 
to constantly maintain their high sensitivity, even in the high-pressure region.123,171 E-skins with a high 
sensitivity over a broad sensing range can perceive, for example, subtle pressure of light breeze and 
respiration (<1 kPa), medium pressure of pulse pressure and gentle touch (1–10 kPa), and large pressure 
of plantar foot pressure (>10 kPa). Furthermore, e-skins with linear sensing ability over a large dynamic 
range do not require additional complex signal processing, which meets the increasing demand for 
device miniaturization and low power consumption. Although several approaches have been adopted to 
improve some of the aforementioned requirements of e-skins, the combination of all of these properties 
in a single e-skin remains a challenge.24,123,172 
As an ideal sensory system, human skin can perceive and differentiate various tactile sensation 
under different mechanical stimuli.68 In particular, various sensory receptors are embedded in the human 
skin, which transduce information from applied stimuli, such as magnitude, distribution, and frequency, 
into tactile sensation.69 In addition, the special intermediate ridge structure between dermal and 
epidermal layers efficiently transmits tactile signals from the skin surface to sensory receptors located 
in interlocked ridge structures due to the effective stress concentration between dermal and epidermal 
layers with different moduli.125,150,173 To mimic tactile sensing functions and structures of human skin, 
various types of e-skins based on different signal transduction modes, including piezoresistivity, 
capacitance, piezoelectricity, and triboelectricity, have been developed.56,58,135-138,149 In particular, 
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various types of microstructures (e.g., micropyramid, microdome, and micropillar) have attracted much 
attention with respect to the improvement of sensing characteristics of e-skins such as sensitivity, 
response time, sensing range, and durability.7 Recently, Pan et al.169 demonstrated hollow sphere 
microstructure-based pressure sensors with a high sensitivity of 133 kPa−1 and Su et al.77 designed an 
irregular microstructure for a mimosa-inspired pressure sensor with a high sensitivity of 50.17 kPa−1. 
However, the high sensitivity is only valid in subtle pressure regions (<100 Pa) and they can only detect 
static pressure using the piezoresistive sensing of e-skins. To differentiate spatiotemporal tactile stimuli, 
interlocked microdome-based e-skins have been suggested.22 This work showed highly sensitive and 
multifunctional tactile sensing performance with various transduction modes, but the dynamic pressure-
sensing range was still under 50 kPa and a linear sensing capability could not be achieved. Therefore, 
a significant challenge remains in the development of e-skins with new device designs to realize a large 
dynamic pressure range and linear tactile sensing performances. 
In this paper, we demonstrate a flexible ferroelectric sensor with ultrahigh pressure sensitivity 
and linear response over an exceptionally broad pressure range based on the ferroelectric composites 
with a multilayer interlocked microdome geometry. Due to the conductive and ferroelectric nature of 
polymer composites comprising poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO), 
our e-skins can perceive and differentiate static and dynamic pressures using piezoresistive and 
piezoelectric modes. Each layer of e-skins comprises interlocked microdome arrays inspired by 
interlocked ridge structures between the dermal–epidermal layers, and three interlocked layers are 
stacked for the fabrication of multilayer e-skins. While previous pressure sensors exhibit nonlinear or 
narrow range linear sensing, our e-skins can maintain their high sensitivity and linear response over a 
broad pressure range due to the increased contact area change and efficient stress distribution between 
stacked layers compared with single-layered e-skins (Figure 3.1a). The multilayer e-skins can 
constantly maintain an ultrahigh sensitivity of 47.7 kPa−1 over an exceptionally broad pressure range of 
0.0013 – 353 kPa. Furthermore, our sensor displayed a fast response time (20 ms) and high reliability 
over 5,000 repetitive cycles even at extremely high pressure of 272 kPa. For proof of concept, our e-
skins were used for the monitoring of diverse stimuli from low to high pressure range (Figure 3.1b). 
For example, our e-skins were used for precise detection of weak gas flow and acoustic sound in a low 
pressure regime and for monitoring respiration and pulse pressure in a medium pressure regime. In 
addition, the large dynamic range pressure-sensing capability of e-skins was employed for plantar 




3.2 Experimental Details 
Preparation of ferroelectric and conductive composite films: GO was prepared based on a 
modified Hummers method.174-175 Briefly, graphite powder (SP-1, Bay Carbon), K2S2O8 (Sigma 
Aldrich), and P2O5 (Sigma Aldrich) were dispersed in concentrated H2SO4 solution (Sigma Aldrich). 
The mixture was stirred at 80 °C for 4.5 hours. This solution was then diluted with deionized (DI) water, 
followed by filtration and DI washing to achieve a neutral pH. The resulting filtrate was dried under 
30 °C vacuum conditions overnight. The preoxidized graphite was dispersed in concentrated H2SO4. 
Subsequently, KMnO4 (Sigma Aldrich) was slowly added to the solution under vigorous stirring, 
followed by stirring at 36 °C for 2 hours. The mixture was gradually diluted with DI water, followed by 
stirring at 36 °C for 2 hours. Subsequently, 30% H2O2 (Sigma Aldrich) was added to this mixture, which 
resulted in a color change to bright yellow with violent bubbling. This mixture was then stirred for 1 
hour and centrifuged several times in 10% HCl to remove residual salts. The resulting mixture was 
subjected to dialysis to adjust the acidity. Finally, the solution was concentrated by drying under 30 °C 
vacuum conditions and dispersed in dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent by sonication to obtain GO–
DMF solution. Prior to blending graphene and PVDF (Sigma Aldrich; molecular weight ≈534,000), 
PVDF was first dispersed in DMF solvent and the dispersed PVDF–DMF solution (20 wt%) was mixed 
with GO–DMF solution (10 mg/mL) in the desired mixing ratio. The prepared GO/PVDF was poured 
on the glass substrate for planar composite films and a microdome-patterned mold (diameter ≈10 µm; 
pitch ≈12 µm; height ≈4 µm) for microdome composite films. The casted solution was first dried on a 
heating plate at 50 °C for 12 hours and then annealed in a vacuum oven at 160 °C for 2 hours to reduce 
GO to rGO and remove residual DMF solvent. 
Multilayer e-skin fabrication: For the interlocked microdome structure, two microdome-
patterned rGO/PVDF composite films with patterned sides face each other. The multilayer structure 
was fabricated by stacking several layers of interlocked microdome structures with adhesive layers, 
which had a similar thickness with a single rGO/PVDF composite film. Finally, two copper electrodes 
were attached to the top and bottom side of the multilayer interlocked microdome composite films using 
silver paste. To fabricate 3  3 and 4  8 pixel arrays, the PET supporting layers were coated with a 
platinum electrode with a mask using sputter coating system (Hitachi, E-1045) and multilayer 
interlocked microdome rGO/PVDF composite films were sandwiched by patterned electrodes. 
Characterization: The microstructures and interlocked geometry of rGO/PVDF composites were 
analyzed by field-emission SEM (S-4800, Hitachi). To check ferroelectric properties, the crystal 
structures of pure PVDF and PVDF of composite films were measured by XRD spectroscopy (Bruker 
AXS, D8 ADVANCE) with CuK  radiation. The pressure-responsive electric properties of e-skins were 
measured using a semiconductor parameter analyzer (4200-SCS, Keithley) for piezoresistive signals 
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and a sourcemeter (S-2400, Keithley) and oscilloscope (DPO 2022B, Tektronix) for piezoelectric 
signals. The static/dynamic normal pressure was applied to e-skins with the pushing tester (JIPT, JUNIL 
TECH) at different frequencies. For the application of multilayer e-skins, the 3  3 and 4  8 pixel 
arrays were measured with a multichannel biosensor test system (OT15-3010D, ONTEST). 
Finite element calculation: The structural analysis of the interlocked microdome multilayers 
(single, double, and triple layer) was performed by finite element simulations (ABAQUS software). 
The contact area and stress between different numbers of interlocked layers were numerically calculated 
as a function of the applied pressure. All the simulated top and bottom layers comprised rGO/PVDF 
composite films with interlocked microdome structures (10 µm in diameter and 12 µm in pitch) and 
PET-based adhesive layers. The occupied areal ratio of adhesive layer, partly located at the edges of 
film, is ~14 % in simulated condition, which is almost equal with experimental values (~12 %). The 
elastic modulus of the rGO/PVDF and PET materials was 2.5 GPa and 1.0 GPa, respectively, which is 
consistent with experimental values. We implemented general surface-to-surface contact interaction 
with linear elastic deformable materials to consider the mechanical contact interaction between the 




3.3 Results and Discussion 
A schematic of interlocked microdome multilayer e-skins for highly sensitive, linear, and large 
dynamic range pressure sensors is shown in Figure 3.1c. To fabricate conductive and ferroelectric 
rGO/PVDF composite films, mixtures of graphene oxide (GO) sheets with a PVDF matrix in 
dimethylformamide (DMF) were cast onto a microdome patterned mold and dried at 50 °C for 12 hours. 
Subsequently, GO/PVDF films were annealed at 160 °C for 2 hours to completely remove residual 
DMF and reduce GO to rGO. Figure 3.1d shows the cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
image of an rGO/PVDF composite film with interlocked microdome multilayer structures. Figure 3.1e 
shows a layer with interlocked microdome structures, where the microdome is 10 μm in diameter, 4 μm 
in height, and 12 μm in pitch size (Figure 3.1f). To check the ferroelectric properties of rGO/PVDF 
composite films, we performed X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy analysis on pure PVDF films, 
GO/PVDF, and rGO/PVDF composite films (Figure 3.2a). Pure PVDF film shows 2θ diffraction peaks 
at 18.0 °, 18.7 °, 20.2 °, and 26.9 ° which correspond to the (100), (020), (110), and (021) reflection 
planes of the nonpolar α-phase of PVDF.176 In contrast, PVDF of GO/PVDF composite films has a 
strong polar β-phase based on the 2θ diffraction peak at 20.7 ° and a weak γ-phase based on the 2θ 
diffraction peaks at 19.0 ° and 20.4 °.176 The polar β-phase crystal structure can be maintained even 
after the reduction of GO to rGO under high-temperature annealing. To further investigate the phase 
transition of PVDF, the crystal structure of PVDF in rGO/PVDF composite films was investigated 
under different rGO loading concentrations (Figure 3.2b). With an rGO loading over 0.5 wt% of the 
composite film, all characteristic peaks of the nonpolar α-phase disappeared and new diffraction peaks 
due to the polar β-phase of 2θ at 20.7 °, corresponding to (200/110), and due to the polar γ-phase of 2θ 
at 19.0 ° and 20.4 ° occurred. The formation of a polar crystal structure of PVDF in composite films, 
even without additional electric poling process, can be attributed to the steric effect between rGO sheets 
and PVDF molecules.20,177 In addition to ferroelectric properties, the conductivity of rGO/PVDF 
composites increased with increasing rGO loading concentration after the reduction of GO to rGO 
(Figure 3.3). To mimic the interlocked ridge structures between dermal–epidermal layers, rGO/PVDF 
composite films with interlocked microdome arrays were used in each layer of the multilayer e-skins 
(Figure 3.1e). Finally, three interlocked layers were stacked for the fabrication of multilayer e-skins 





Figure 3.1. Various applications to show highly sensitive and large range pressure sensing of 
multilayered e-skins. (b) Schematic illustration of multilayered e-skins. (c) Cross-sectional scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) image of microdome-patterned rGO/PVDF composite film with multilayer 
stacked structures. (d) Cross-sectional SEM image of interlocked microdome geometry of rGO/PVDF 
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Figure 3.2. X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy of (a) a pure PVDF film, 2 wt% GO/PVDF, 
and 2 wt% rGO/PVDF composite films; and (b) pure PVDF and 0.3, 0.5, and 1 wt% 




Figure 3.3. Sheet resistance of rGO/PVDF composite films as a function of the loading 
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The multilayer structure of interlocked microdome arrays enables e-skins with highly sensitive 
and linear pressure-sensing capabilities over an exceptionally broad pressure range. The multilayer e-
skins are based on conductive composites of interlocked microdome arrays, which can detect static 
pressure using a piezoresistive sensing mode. Figure 3.4 shows the piezoresistive pressure sensing of 
multilayer e-skins based on the bulk film resistance (Rf) and contact resistance (Rc), where large amount 
of differences in contact resistance is dominant in e-skins with interlocked microstructures.15 As 
previously reported, although the small contact area between interlocked microdomes sharply increases 
due to the stress concentration effects and the subsequent deformation of microdomes, resulting in an 
extremely high pressure sensitivity, the linear pressure-sensing over a large pressure range is quite 
limited and the sensitivity significantly decreases when the pressure is over 1 kPa.15,60 These issues can 
be addressed with multilayer structures, which significantly increase the linearity of pressure sensing 
and maintain the high pressure sensitivity over a range of several hundred kPa. Figure 3.5a shows that 
interlocked microdome structures can enhance the pressure sensitivity compared with planar structures. 
Of particular importance, the linearity increases with the increase of interlocked microdome layers, 
indicating the important role of multilayer structures in enhancing the pressure linearity over large 
pressure ranges. Figure 3.5b shows the pressure sensitivity of e-skins with different numbers of stacked 
layers and planar structures. The pressure sensitivity (S) can be defined as S = (I/I0)/P, where I is the 
current of the e-skins and P is the applied pressure. The interlocked microdome e-skins with different 
stacked layers have a sensitivity of at least four orders higher than that of planar e-skins. Importantly, 
e-skins with triple-stacked multilayers maintain their high sensitivity of 47 kPa−1 over an exceptionally 
broad pressure range (0.0013–353 kPa), demonstrating the linear pressure-sensing capability. In 
contrast, single- and double-layered e-skins can linearly detect the pressure with a pressure sensitivity 
of 20 kPa−1 up to 54 kPa and 27 kPa−1 up to 190 kPa, respectively. Their high sensitivity gradually 
decreases beyond the linear detection pressure region. Further increase of the interlocked layers over 
three layers results in a rather small increase of the sensitivity; i.e., the pressure sensitivity increased 
from 47 kPa-1 for three interlocked layers to 52 and 54 kPa-1 for four and five interlocked layers, 
respectively (Figure 3.6). In comparison with previous literature, the e-skins with triple multilayer e-
skins exhibit a very high sensitivity over an exceptionally broad pressure range (0.0013–353 kPa) with 
a linear response to pressure (Figure 3.5c and Table 3.1).61,123,149,172,178-184 Most of sensors exhibited a 
linear range below 60 kPa. Only a few sensors (Refs. 11 and 35 in Figure 3.5c) showed a linear range 
over 60 kPa, but the sensitivities were below 0.026 kPa-1. Although some of previous pressure sensors 
reported a higher sensitivity than our sensor, they exhibited a nonlinear response169 or only have been 
achieved at low pressure range (< 100 Pa).77 The simultaneous achievement of linear sensing capability 
with a high sensitivity of 47 kPa−1 over a large pressure-sensing range from 1.3 Pa to 353 kPa has not 
been made in previous works. 
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To elucidate the structural effect of stacked multilayers on pressure sensitivity and linearity, we 
performed finite element calculations based on the model system with different numbers of interlocked 
layers (Figure 3.7a). Figure 3.5d shows the calculated contact area change of three different multilayer 
e-skins as a function of the applied pressure. The contact area of the interlocked microdome structures 
rapidly increases from almost zero in the initial unloading state to an extremely high value in the high-
pressure loading state, which is attributed to the concentrated and amplified stress at a small spot 
between interlocked microdomes that greatly deforms the interlocked microdomes, resulting in the 
significant increase of the contact area (Figure 3.7b). With increasing number of stacked layers, the 
contact area dramatically increases due to the increased number of contacted microdomes. The contact 
area change in Figure 3.5d also indicates that the linearly increasing contact area starts to decrease at a 
pressure over ≈244 and 148 kPa for double- and single-interlocked layers, respectively, which matches 
the trend in Figure 3.5a well. The multilayer geometry can enhance the linearity of pressure sensing 
because the multilayer interlocked microdomes can distribute the applied stress to each stacked layer 
(Figure 3.5e). As a result, pressure sensitivity and linearity increase with an increase in the number of 
layers in multilayer e-skins. We also investigated the effect of the rGO loading concentration on the 
pressure-sensing performances of multilayer e-skins. Figure 3.8 shows the pressure-sensing 
performances of single- and multilayer e-skins with different rGO loading concentrations, which 
indicate that a 2 wt% rGO loading concentration is the best condition for multilayer e-skins (Section 
S3.1). In addition, the size of microdomes affects to the pressure sensing performances of multilayer e-
skins. Figure 3.9 shows the pressure response of multilayer e-skins with different size of microdomes 
(Section S3.2). 
To investigate the real-time pressure-sensing performances of multilayer e-skins, the relative 
current change of e-skins was measured under incremental pressure (Figure 3.5f). Under a step-by-step 
increase of pressure from 54 to 326 kPa, e-skins show a fast and linearly increasing current change. In 
the real-time pressure detection, multilayer e-skins show slight increase of sensor signals under high 
pressure over 200 kPa, due to the slow response of the bulk film. Although there are some delayed 
pressure reading at high pressure, those delayed pressure calculated by sensitivity of multilayer e-skins 
(47 kPa-1) was only 2-4 % of the applied pressure, which does not affect much on the detected pressure. 
In addition, the interlocked geometry can provide a fast response and relaxation time due to the 
immediate deformation and recovery of surface microstructures in response to the applied pressure.15 
At a low pressure of 10 kPa, which corresponds to the pressure of gentle finger touch, multilayer e-
skins show a fast response and relaxation time of 40 and 20 ms, respectively (Figure 3.5g), which are 
comparable to the response time of human skin (30–50 ms).185 Even at a high pressure of 200 kPa, 
which can induce significant microdome deformation, e-skins show a fast response/relaxation time of 
150/30 ms. Furthermore, during repetitive cycles of high pressure loads of 272 kPa at a frequency of 
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0.5 Hz, e-skins show a reliable and uniform pressure-sensing performance up to 5,000 cycles (Figure 
3.5h). 
 
S3.1 Pressure sensing performances of multilayered e-skins depending on the loading 
concentration of rGO 
The static pressure sensing performance of multilayer e-skins was highly affected by the loading 
concentration of rGO in rGO/PVDF composite films. Figure S6a plots pressure-sensing performances 
of single interlocked microdome e-skins with different loading rGO concentration. In single interlocked 
structures, e-skins with lower rGO concentration show higher pressure sensitivity, because the modulus 
of rGO/PVDF composite films increases with increasing rGO concentration, leading to reduced amount 
of deformation in interlocked microdomes.1 On the other hand, triple interlocked microdome e-skins 
show different trends, as e-skins with 2 weight percent (wt%) rGO loading concentration provide higher 
pressure sensitivity than e-skins with 1 and 3 wt% rGO loading concentrations (Figure S6b). This 
behavior can be attributed to the fact that the initial resistance of multilayer interlocked microdome e-
skins is much higher than that of single interlocked microdome e-skins due to the increased contact 
resistance between multilayer interlocked microdomes (Figure S6c). In triple interlocked geometry, the 
high initial resistance of e-skins with 1 wt% rGO/PVDF composites imposes a too high barrier for the 
pressure-induced variation of piezoresistive current. On the other hand, e-skins with 3 wt% rGO/PVDF 
composites are relatively stiff compared to 2 wt% rGO/PVDF composites, resulting in a lower pressure 
sensitivity. 
 
S3.2 Effect of size of microdomes on pressure sensing performances 
To investigate the effect of size of microdomes on pressure sensing performances, we fabricated 
triple multilayer e-skins based on various size of microdome-patterned films (Figure S7a-c). Figure S7d 
shows the pressure responses of multilayer e-skins based on microdomes with different pitch size. The 
microdome arrays with larger pitch size provide smaller surface area and decreased number of contact 
spots between interlocked microdomes, resulting in lower sensitivity in multilayer e-skins. In addition, 
due to the diminished stress distribution between decreased number of contacted spots, multilayer e-
skins based on microdomes with larger pitch size show linear pressure sensing performances up to lower 
pressure range (217 kPa) than that of smaller pitch size, resulting in the sensitivity change from 22.8 
kPa-1 to 15.8 kPa-1 when the pressure is over 217 kPa. We also investigated the effect of different dome 
diameter on the performances of multilayer e-skins at the fixed dome diameter to pitch size ratio of 
0.833 (Figure S7e). We confirmed that the multilayer e-skins based on microdomes with various 
diameter sizes (10, 25, 50 μm) show similar pressure sensing performances, which can be attributed to 
the same ratio between dome diameter and pitch size, resulting in the same total contact area between 
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interlocked microdome arrays and contact area change in response to applied pressure. However, 
microdome patterned films with larger diameter will have larger thickness due to increased height of 
microdomes, which will cause decreased flexibility of e-skins. 
 
 
Figure 3.4. Circuit diagram of triple multilayer e-skins. piezoresistive properties of multilayer e-skins 
mainly depend on the bulk film resistance (Rf) and contact resistance between neighboring interlocked 














Figure 3.5. Piezoresistive static pressure-sensing performances of multilayer interlocked microdome e-
skins. (a) Relative current of e-skins with multilayer geometry with different numbers of stacked layers 
and planar geometry in response to the applied pressure. (b) Pressure sensitivity of e-skins converted 
from Figure 2a. (c) Comparison of the sensitivity and linear sensing performances based on this work 
and previous reports. (d) Finite element calculation of the contact area change as a function of pressure 
for different numbers of stacked layers. (e) Finite element calculations of the local stress distribution 
for different numbers of interlocked layers showing the concentrated and amplified stress at the small 
spot between interlocked microdomes under a pressure of 355 kPa. (f) Real-time pressure monitoring 
of e-skins at an applied pressure of 54, 108, 163, 217, 272, and 326 kPa. (g) Response and relaxation 
times for multilayer e-skins under different pressures of 10 and 200 kPa. (h) Cyclic stability test of 























































































































































































































Figure 3.7. Finite-element calculation showing the stress distribution in multilayer e-skins with single, 
double, and triple layers. (a) Model systems with different number of interlocked layers. (b) Stress 




Figure 3.8. (a) Static pressure-sensing performances of single-interlocked e-skins with different rGO 
loading concentrations. (b) Static pressure-sensing performances of triple-interlocked e-skins with 
different rGO loading concentrations. (c) Initial resistance of single- and triple-interlocked e-skins using 
1 and 2 wt% rGO/PVDF composite films. 
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 2 wt% rGO/PVDF



















































Figure 3.9. Pressure-sensing performances of multilayer e-skins based on different size of microdomes. 
Cross-sectional SEM images of microdome arrays with (a) 10, 15, and 4 μm, (b) 25, 30, and 10 μm, (c) 
50, 60, 20 μm in diameter, pitch, and height, respectively. Relative current of multilayer e-skins based 
on microdomes with (d) different pitch size and (e) different diameter. 
  
































Table 3.1. Summary of pressure sensors with linear pressure responses and their performances. 















Resistive 0.25 – 260 0.026 0.25 – 100  172 
3 Au NWs Resistive 0.013 – 50 
1.14 (<5 kPa) 
0.6 (<50 kPa) 








Resistive 0.015 – 3.5 
2.0 (< 0.22 kPa) 
0.87 (< 1 kPa) 
0.12 (< 3.5 kPa) 
0.015 – 0.22  180 
6 CNT microyarn Capacitive 
0.00038 – 
25 
0.05 (< 0.1 kPa) 
0.0005 (> 10 kPa) 














Resistive 0.6 – 60 15.9 0.6 – 60  183 
10 
Ecoflex dielectric 





0.0224 (< 16 kPa) 
0.00125 (< 360 
kPa) 




Resistive 0.016 – 40 
25.1 (<2.6 kPa) 
0.45 (<40 kPa) 

















Multilayer e-skins with high sensitivity, large dynamic pressure-sensing range, and linear 
detection capabilities can be used in diverse applications requiring a large dynamic pressure range from 
low to high pressure regimes. To demonstrate the low pressure detection capability of our e-skins, we 
applied weak gas flow to the surface of multilayer e-skins (Figure 3.10a). Figure 3.10b shows the 
piezoresistive response of multilayer e-skins under weak gas flow with flow rates ranging from 3 to 15 
L/min. The gas flow rate of 3 L/min corresponds to an extremely low static pressure of ≈1.3 Pa, 
demonstrating the ultra-low minimum detection limit of our e-skins (Figure 3.11). Even in a very low 
pressure region, the real-time monitoring of weak gas flow exhibits no significant noise signals, 
indicating a stable operation of multilayer e-skins. (Figure 3.10c).  
In addition to piezoresistive static pressure sensing, multilayer e-skins can be used under dynamic 
pressure with high frequency due to the piezoelectric properties of rGO/PVDF composites. In this 
composite, conductive rGO fillers can transform the PVDF phase from the nonpolar α-phase to the 
polar β-phase, which can induce high piezoelectric properties.20,177 Similar to the piezoresistive sensing 
mode, interlocked e-skins have higher piezoelectric performances due to the effective stress 
concentration at the small contact area between microdomes compared with planar structures (Figure 
3.10d). The introduction of multilayer geometry in e-skins provides a much higher piezopotential 
compared with single-interlocked e-skins due to the increased contact area between multilayer-
interlocked microdomes. The rGO loading concentration also affects the piezoelectric pressure-sensing 
performances of multilayer e-skins. Multilayer e-skins with a 2 wt% rGO loading concentration show 
slightly lower piezoelectric performances than those with a 1 wt% rGO loading concentration (Figure 
3.12). This behavior is attributed to the increasing film conductivity with higher rGO loading, which 
can decrease the piezoelectric polarization of composite films due to the leakage current.22,186 
The fast response time of piezoelectric e-skins enables the detection of acoustic sound waves with 
a wide range of frequencies of up to several tens of kHz (Figure 3.10e). To demonstrate the sound 
detection performances of e-skins, sound waves were applied to multilayer e-skins using a 
commercially available microphone. The e-skins with triple-interlocked multilayers show the best 
sound wave detection performance due to the immediate contact/release of interlocked microdomes in 
response to vibrations and an increased overall contact area change (Figure 3.10f). The piezooelectric 
voltage output increases with increasing sound frequency of up to 20 kHz and then slowly decreases. 
In contrast, single-interlocked microdome e-skins have a slightly decreased piezoelectric voltage due 
to the reduced contact area and planar e-skins provide a tiny piezoelectric voltage. Figure 3.13 shows 
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectra of the piezoelectric signals of multilayer and planar e-skins 
after applying a sound wave with a single frequency of 1, 5, 10, and 20 kHz. The multilayer e-skins 
exhibit a single distinguishable peak according to each sound wave, where the amplitude is 0.006 at 1 
kHz and increases with the frequency of the sound wave (Figure 3.13a). On the other hand, the planar 
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e-skins reveal weak signals with the amplitudes below 0.0005 (Figure 3.13b), indicating a low 
piezoelectric sensitivity of planar e-skins compared with multilayer e-skins. 
The multilayer e-skins can precisely detect time-dependent variation of acoustic sound when the 
well-known piece “Piano Sonata K.545, 1st movement (W.A. Mozart)” was played. Here we chose 
electric guitar music, which covers a large range of frequencies. Figure 3g shows the time-dependent 
sound waveforms and corresponding spectrograms, which were converted using a short-time Fourier 
transform (STFT) of the original sound source (black) and recorded piezoelectric signals from 
multilayer e-skins (red) and planar e-skins (blue). The time-dependent sound waveform and 
corresponding spectrogram of music recorded by multilayer e-skins accurately match with those of the 
original sound source covering a large range of frequencies of up to 6 kHz. The enlarged plot of the 
frequency spectrogram further demonstrates the superior sound wave detection performance of 
multilayer e-skins (Figure 3.10h). Conversely, planar e-skins with low piezoelectric outputs could not 
precisely record the waveforms and spectrogram of the original music (Figure 3.10g, blue). The 
multilayer e-skins also precisely detected the variation of the sound waveform when the same music 
was played by different musical instruments. Figure 3.14a shows that the waveforms and corresponding 
spectrograms of the same music differ depending on the musical instruments (piano, guitar, electric 
guitar). The waveforms and frequency spectrograms recorded from multilayer e-skins in Figure 3.14b 
indicate that the information from music played by different musical instruments matches well with 





Figure 3.10. Application of weak pressure on multilayer e-skins. (a) Schematic illustration showing the 
detection of weak air flow by multilayer e-skins. (b) Relative current change of multilayer e-skins as a 
function of gas flow rate. (c) Real-time monitoring of gas flow by multilayer e-skins. (d) Piezoelectric 
dynamic pressure-sensing performances of e-skins with different multilayer structure geometries with 
different stacked layers and planar structures. (e) Schematic of sound wave detection by multilayer e-
skins. (f) Detection of the sound wave with single frequency for planar, single-interlocked, and 
multilayer interlocked microdome e-skins. (g) Sound waveforms and corresponding spectrograms 
converted by STFT from the original sound source (black), signals recorded from multilayer e-skins 
(red), and planar e-skins (blue). (h) Expanded frequency spectrograms in Figure 3g. 
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Figure 3.11. Applied pressure due to weak gas flow with a flow rate of 3 L/min. Considering the size 
of the multilayer e-skins, the applied pressure due to gas flow with a flow rate of 3 L/min is ≈1.3 Pa. 
 
 
Figure 3.12. (a) Dynamic pressure-sensing performances of single-interlocked e-skins with 1 and 2 wt% 
rGO/PVDF composite films. (b) Dynamic pressure-sensing performances of triple-interlocked e-skins 
with 1 and 2 wt% rGO/PVDF composite films. 
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Figure 3.13. Piezoelectric single sound frequency detection performances of (a) multilayer e-skins and 
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Figure 3.14. (a) Sound waveforms and corresponding spectrograms converted by STFT of the original 
sound from a piano, guitar, and electric guitar (black). (b) Recorded piezoelectric waveforms and 
corresponding spectrograms from multilayer e-skins, converted by STFT of sound from a piano, guitar, 


















Piano sonata K.545 by W. A. Mozart, 1st Mvt.













































In addition to low pressure-sensing performances, multilayer e-skins with high sensitivity and 
large pressure-sensing range with a linear sensing performance can be used for applications requiring 
the detection of medium pressure (1–20 kPa). For medium pressure sensing applications, highly flexible 
multilayer e-skins were used as wearable healthcare devices for the monitoring of human breathing and 
wrist pulses that are considered the four primary vital signs of human life (pulse rate, blood pressure, 
respiration rate, and temperature).187 For this purpose, multilayer e-skins were attached to the nostrils 
(Figure 3.15a). The multilayer e-skins clearly differentiate between weak and deep breathing signals of 
a volunteer (Figure 3.15b). The monitored weak breathing signals provide a breathing rate of 18 
breaths/min, which corresponds to that of healthy adults (12–20 breaths/min).188 In contrast, intentional 
deep breathing results in the increase of the signal intensity and decrease of the respiration rate to 12 
breaths/min. This capability of breathing detection allows the use of e-skins for applications such as 
diagnosing the sudden infant death syndrome and monitoring body health state during exercise. As 
other primary vital signs of human life, the monitoring of pulse signals provides medical information 
to diagnose and prevent cardiovascular diseases.108,189 Figure 3.15c shows multilayer e-skins attached 
on wrist skin, which provide real-time monitoring of the wrist pulse pressure period and waveform 
(Figure 3.15d). A pulse frequency of 72 beats/min was recorded, which corresponds to the value of 
healthy adults.190 In addition, the pulse waveform contains three distinguishable peaks P1, P2, and P3, 
which correspond to incident, tidal, and diastolic waves, respectively.108 Based on these three peaks, the 
arterial stiffness of a volunteer can be diagnosed by analyzing the radial augmentation index (AIr = 
P2/P1), diastolic augmentation index (DAIr = P3/P1), and digital volume pulse time (ΔTDVP =tP2 – tP1), 
where tP1 and tP2 are the time of the first (P1) and second peak (P2), respectively. The calculated AIr, 
DAIr, and ΔTDVP values under relaxed conditions are 0.472, 0.264, and 0.196, respectively, which match 
the expected values for healthy adults in their mid-twenties.108 
The multilayer e-skins with pixel array possess the ability to perceive the magnitude and spatial 
distribution of various tactile stimuli. Figures 3.15e shows the schematic illustration of 3  3 pixel arrays 
of e-skins sandwiched by patterned electrodes. When different shapes of loads in the medium pressure 
region (≈2–20 kPa) are applied on e-skin arrays (Figures 3.15f–h), the sensor array can differentiate the 
compressed local regions from other regions, demonstrating the ability of e-skins to perceive the spatial 
pressure distribution (Figure 3.15f). The linear pressure-sensing capability of multilayer e-skins enables 
the precise perception of the magnitude and location of the applied pressure. When two different loads, 
with one load weighing twice than that of the other, are applied to the sensor array, the magnitude and 
difference of the applied pressure can be visualized by a color map (Figure 3.15g). In addition, for the 
large load size, the sensor array can differentiate between the center and corner areas of the object based 





Figure 3.15. Application of medium pressure on multilayer e-skins. (a) Photograph showing the 
detection of human breath by attaching multilayer e-skins to the nostril of a volunteer. (b) Monitored 
real-time signals of weak and deep breathing detected by multilayer e-skins. (c) Photograph showing 
the pulse pressure detection after attaching multilayer e-skins to wrist skin. (d) Real-time monitoring of 
the pulse signals and expanded pulse wave containing three peaks, i.e., P1 (incident wave), P2 (tidal 
wave), and P3 (diastolic wave), recorded by multilayer e-skins. (e) Schematic of the 3  3 sensor array 
for the multilayer e-skins with an ability to perceive the magnitude and spatial distribution of the applied 
pressure. (f–h) Schematics of the detection of applied pressure from different shapes and weights of 



















































Monitoring of the foot pressure distribution is considered to be a useful tool in the fields of 
footwear design, sport biomechanics, and wearable healthcare systems.191 In particular, abnormal gait 
patterns and excessive foot pressure in certain areas may cause several diseases such as diabetic foot 
ulcer.192 In addition, representative symptom of patients with Parkinson’s disease was known as 
characteristic gait patterns, which are noticeably different with normal gait patterns.193 Therefore, 
monitoring of the walker’s gait patterns and posture enables the early diagnosis and progress monitoring 
of those diseases. Pressure sensors with highly sensitive and ultra large range pressure sensing 
capabilities up to several hundred kPa are required for the precise detection of the foot pressure 
distribution. In addition, linear pressure sensing is critical for directly comparing the foot pressure 
distribution of different areas using the contour color maps. Our multilayer e-skins have excellent 
potential for this purpose due to their high sensitivity (47 kPa-1) and linear pressure sensing over an 
exceptionally broad pressure range (0.0013–353 kPa). To fabricate a smart insole for the monitoring of 
the foot pressure distribution, we designed a sensor array consisting of 4  8 pixel e-skin arrays and 
supporting polyethylene terephthalate (PET) layers (Figure 3.16a). Firstly, to investigate the distribution 
of the low-pressure detection capability, a petri dish was placed upside down on the sensor array for the 
application of circular-distributed low pressure below 300 Pa (Figure 3.16b). The corresponding map 
of the sensor array clearly shows the circular pressure distribution with different colors (Figure 3.16c). 
Our sensor array was used as a smart insole for the monitoring of the high foot pressure distribution 
experienced during walking. Figure 3.16d shows the schematics of five different walking motions and 
the corresponding color maps monitored by a smart insole based on multilayer e-skins. The smart insole 
precisely detects the foot pressure distribution, where red areas indicate concentrated high stress and 






Figure 3.16. Application of high pressure to multilayer e-skins. (a) Schematic of the smart insole 
consisting of 4  8 pixel arrays of multilayer e-skins, patterned electrodes, and supporting PET layers. 
(b) Photograph of 4  8 pixel arrays of multilayer e-skins with pressure applied by an upside-down petri 
dish. (c) Corresponding pressure map. (d) Schematics of five walking motions on the smart insole to 















In conclusion, we demonstrated a flexible ferroelectric sensor with high pressure sensitivity and 
linear response over an exceptionally broad pressure range. The suggested ferroelectric sensor is based 
on the rGO/PVDF ferroelectric composites with a multilayer interlocked microdome geometry. Our 
multilayer e-skins showed a simultaneous achievement of linear sensing capability with an ultrahigh 
sensitivity of 47 kPa−1 over an exceptionally large pressure-sensing range from 1.3 Pa to 353 kPa. The 
ultrahigh pressure sensitivity and linear response over an exceptionally broad pressure range can be 
achieved by the effective stress concentration, increased contact area, and stress distribution between 
multilayer interlocked microdome arrays, which has been also verified by the theoretical calculations. 
These sensing capabilities enabled our e-skins to monitor diverse stimuli from low to high pressure 
range. For example, our e-skins can precisely monitor the weak gas flow and acoustic sound in a low 
pressure regime, respiration and pulse pressure in a medium pressure regime, and plantar pressure 
monitoring in a high pressure regime. The suggested e-skins may be useful for diverse sensor 
applications requiring precise detection of pressure from extremely low to high pressure range such as 




Chapter 4. Human skin-inspired multilayered flexible electronic sensors 
with tunable sensitivity and linearity 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Electronic skin (e-skin), which emulates the capabilities of human skin and confer various 
functionalities, has emerged as one of the promising technology of wearable devices.7,61 Recently, e-
skins integrated with different functionalities have been developed to mimic sensory capabilities of 
human skin, which can perceive different external stimuli including magnitude and distribution of 
mechanical stimuli, temperature, and subtle textural differences.22,61,179,181,194-197 Light-weight, flexible, 
and biocompatible e-skins with multifunctionalities have wide potential applications in soft robotics, 
designing artificial prostheses, and real-time healthcare monitoring.198-203 In particular, high-
performance pressure sensing capability of e-skins based on various mechano-transduction mechanisms 
is a key component to realize wearable devices that provide real-time monitoring of vital signals such 
as blood pressure, pulse rate, and respiration rate.141,149,168,204 For the application of e-skin as the 
wearable devices in real life, the combined pressure sensing capabilities of linearity, high sensitivity, 
and wide detection range are critical, however, rarely have been demonstrated. 
Pressure-sensing e-skins have been developed using various mechano-transduction mechanisms 
(e.g., piezoresistivity, capacitance, piezoelectricity, and triboelectricity) for precise conversion of 
mechanical stimuli (e.g., dynamic/static pressure, strain, and shear force) into electrical signals.60,205-208 
Especially, piezoresistive-type sensors, which perceive mechanical stimuli by resistance change, have 
attracted considerable research interest due to their simple fabrication process, low cost, and easy 
readout mechanism.171 Conventional piezoresistive sensors utilize the pressure-induced deformation of 
elastic composites to decrease the distance between conductive fillers, resulting in the decrease in the 
bulk film resistance (Rf).
7 Although conventional planar composites exhibit low sensitivity, introduction 
of micro/nanostructures (e.g., micro-domes/pillars/pyramids,15,103 microporous structures,172,209 and sea-
urchin nanoparticles210) to conductive polymer composites can improve sensitivity via significant 
changes in contact area and contact resistance. Park et al. reported a microdome-patterned carbon 
nanotube (CNT)/polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) composite which exhibited interlocked geometry and 
a sensitivity of 15.1 kPa−1.15 Further, Jung et al. developed an multi-walled carbon nanotubes 
(MWCNTs)-mixed porous pressure sensor using a reverse micellar solution.172 Although 
microstructured e-skins indicated enhanced sensing performance in contrast to planar e-skins, they 
exhibited both limited sensitivity and pressure detection range due to insufficient deformation of the 
piezoresistive materials. It should be noted that previous e-skins primarily utilized a sandwiched 
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electrode structure with piezoresistive materials sandwiched between top and bottom 
electrodes.15,103,172,209-211 In this structure, besides the contact between active layer and electrodes, the 
pressure-induced bulk film resistance change is a primary factor in determining the pressure sensitivity, 
resulting in the limited pressure sensitivity. Alternatively, introduction of a coplanar electrode structure 
(characterized by an active layer and two electrodes on the same side of the active layer) can ensure 
high pressure sensitivity.107,178,212-214 This could be attributed to sensor resistance being dominantly 
affected by deformation of surface microstructures rather than bulk film, resulting in the significant 
change of the contact resistance rather than bulk film resistance in contrast to sensors with sandwiched 
electrode structures for the same applied pressure (Figure 4.1). In addition, employing slit200 or 
interdigitated149 patterns on the electrode can induce high initial resistance, thus resulting in enhanced 
pressure sensitivity. For example, a pressure sensor with the coplanar electrode facing a micro-pyramid 
patterned polypyrrole (PPy) layer indicated a very high sensitivity of 1907 kPa−1; however, it was 
limited by a narrow pressure detection range (less than 100 Pa).215 Further, pressure sensors with carbon 
foam integrated on the interdigitated electrode exhibited high sensitivity of 100.29 kPa−1 at pressure 
values less than 2 kPa.216 Although pressure sensors with coplanar electrodes have been shown to exhibit 
high sensitivity, they indicate a non-linear pressure response or a narrow linear range because 
piezoresistance is mainly governed by variation in contact resistance which causes faster resistance 
saturation in contrast to pressure sensors with sandwiched electrodes.217 
In order to simultaneously obtain a linear response over a large pressure range as well as high 
pressure sensitivity, various approaches have been suggested to further increase the contact area change 
and control the deformation patterns of active materials under pressure. Bae et al. fabricated a pressure 
sensor characterized by hierarchical microstructure with graphene monolayer, resulting in a pressure 
sensitivity of 8.5 kPa−1 with a high linearity in pressure range up to 12 kPa.123 Luo et al. suggested the 
piezoresistive sensor based on the hollow structure of graphene and PDMS composite which indicated 
linear detection and a sensitivity of 15.9 kPa−1 until 60 kPa.183 Recently, Lee et al. utilized the multi-
layered interlocked polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)/reduced graphene oxide (rGO) composite to design 
a pressure sensor with a sensitivity of 47.7 kPa−1 up to a pressure of 353 kPa.122 However, most previous 
sensors exhibited sensitivities less than 50 kPa−1 which are insufficient to detect subtle differences in 
bio-signals such as pulse pressure variation and intracranial pressure. Thus, e-skins exhibiting high 
pressure sensitivities at high applied pressures are essential for applications requiring high sensitivities.  
This study proposed a novel design comprising coplanar electrodes interlocked with microdomes 
coated with conductivity-gradient multi-layers to fabricate e-skins characterized by high linearity, 
ultrahigh pressure sensitivity, and a wide pressure detection range. For the enhanced sensitivity, we 
designed a coplanar electrode based on interlocked microdome structure, where the top microdome-
patterned layer is used as an active layer for the pressure sensing and the bottom microdome-patterned 
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layer acts as an electrode for the coplanar electrode design. In particular, we employed the multi-layered 
structure with gradient conductivity based on the conductive polymer composite (PEDOT:PSS/PUD) 
on the top microdome-patterned layer, which enables ultrahigh variation in piezoresistance and wide 
range pressure detection. Furthermore, the interlocked layers were characterized by modulus-gradient 
geometry to ensure effective stress concentration effect and reliable working of the e-skin. The e-skin 
designed in this study indicated an ultrahigh pressure sensitivity of 3.8  105 kPa−1, which was constantly 
maintained at pressure values ranging from 0.8 Pa to 100 kPa. For a proof of concept application, the 
e-skin was utilized as a wearable sensor for detection of pulse pressure and hand motion during 
manipulation of objects. Finally, a 3  3 pixel array of e-skins was fabricated to differentiate gases with 
different flow rates or densities. 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Comparison of the electrode with sandwiched structure and coplanar structure (Upper) A 
scheme of the sandwiched electrode which experiences both of contact resistance and bulk film 
resistance and affects change of total resistance (Bottom) A scheme of the coplanar electrode which 





4.2 Experimental Details 
Conductivity Control of PEDOT:PSS: Fabrication of the multi-layered pressure sensor 
comprised addition of EG (Sigma Aldrich) to PEDOT:PSS (CLEVIOS PH1000). EG, which is 
biocompatible and readily soluble, was utilized as the conductivity enhancer. Further, surfactants, 
including 4-dodecylbenzene sulfonic acid (Sigma Aldrich) and 3-methacryloxyproplytrimethoxysilane 
(Sigma Aldrich), were added and stirred for 6 h to increase wettability and develop a fine film on the 
PDMS substrate. Subsequently, the amount of EG was varied and the lowest resistance of the solution 
was set as 170 Ω (for an EG to PEDOT:PSS ratio of 1:20). Finally, PUD (Alberdingk U3251) was added 
to the PEDOT:PSS solution to rendered elastic properties. 
Fabrication of Substrates with Interlocked Structures: The microdone-patterned top layer (5:1 
mixture of PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) and a curing agent) was cast onto a microdome patterned 
silicon mold and cured at 80 °C for 2 h. The prepared PEDOT:PSS/PUD solution with different 
conductivity was coated on the cured PDMS substrate with multiple spin-coating for the multi-layered 
composite. In this regard, the PEDOT:PSS/PUD solution was filtered using a 0.45 um PVDF syringe 
filter and spin-coated on the prepared PDMS substrate. Subsequently, it was treated with O2 plasma for 
5 min and annealed at 100 °C for 10 mins. The fabricated PDMS layer was integrated onto the electrode 
layer of the TPU film. The TPU film was also replicated from the microdome-patterned silicon mold 
and sputtered with Pt (EMITECH, K575X) under the mask of the interdigitated pattern for 3 min. 
Subsequently, AgNWs were spray-coated on the Pt layer. Thereafter, the TPU layer with Pt and AgNWs 
was treated with O2 plasma for 1 min to remove the polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) layers on AgNWs and 
enhance the contact between AgNWs. 
Characterization of the PEDOT:PSS/PUD Film: A clear cross-sectional image of the 
PEDOT:PSS/PUD composite was obtained by field-emission SEM (S-4800, Hitachi). The varied sheet 
resistance of the PEDOT:PSS/PUD composite and pressure-responsive electric properties of sensors 
were verified by a semiconductor parameter analyzer (4200-SCS, Keithley). In this regard, the normal 




4.3 Results and Discussion 
Figure 4.2a-c presents a schematic of the multi-layered e-skin. The PEDOT:PSS/PUD composite 
was coated as multi-layers on the microdome-patterned PDMS substrate as the top layer (Figure 4.2b). 
It should be noted that conductivity of each layer gradually decreased from the inner to outer layers of 
the multi-layered composite (Figure 4.2c). The multi-layered structure was fabricated by spin-coating 
three different PEDOT:PSS/PUD solutions, in which their conductivity can be easily controlled by the 
addition of polar solvent (Figure 4.3a).218-219 In this study, ethylene glycol (EG) was utilized to control 
the sheet resistance (~200 Ω/sq to ~300 kΩ/sq) of the thin composite film (Figure 4.4). Moreover, the 
addition of PUD rendered elastic properties to the originally brittle PEDOT:PSS layers, thus enabling 
effective compression of the multi-layered film on the microdomes and stable working of the e-skin 
under high mechanical stress without incurring damage on the multi-layered film (Figure 4.5).178 The 
PEDOT:PSS/PUD solutions with different conductivities controlled saturation resistance in single 
layered sensors (Figure 4.6). The cross-sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) images indicated 
uniform coverage of the PEDOT:PSS/PUD layers which were arranged between thin metal layers on 
the microdome-patterned PDMS (Figure 4.7). For the highly durable coplanar electrode as the bottom 
layer, the micrlodome-patterned thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) substrate was coated with Pt/siver 
nanowires (AgNWs) using the interdigitated mask (Figure 4.3b). The mixture of Pt and AgNWs enables 
the electrodes with low and stable resistance under the repeated pressure application due to the robust 
connection of AgNW networks on the Pt film. The multi-layered e-skin with coplanar electrodes was 
fabricated by interlocking the top and bottom layers with the microdome-patterned surfaces facing each 
other (Figure 4.2d).  
Figure 4.2d indicates the pressure-sensing mechanism of the multi-layered microdomes with 
gradient conductivity. The geometrical effect of the interlocked microdome structure enabled effective 
concentration of the applied pressure at small contact spots between the microdomes. Therefore, the 
contact area significantly increased with increasing pressure. In addition, the concentrated stress 
decreased the thickness of the elastic multi-layers on microdomes, which consequently decreases the 
film resistance of the multi-layered film, thereby enabling dramatic increase of current flow. The most 
important feature in this study is the multi-layered PEDOT:PSS/PUD structures with gradient 
conductivity on the top microdome-patterned PDMS substrate. While previous pressure sensors based 
on coplanar electrodes without conductivity-gradient multi-layers have been shown to exhibit high 
pressure sensitivities only within limited pressure ranges under few kPa due to fast saturation of 
piezoresistance variation (Figure 4.2e), our design of coplanar electrodes interlocked with conductivity-
gradient multi-layers ensures high sensitivities over ultra-large pressure ranges. In particular, the second 
and third outer layers with higher resistance than that of the first inner layer acted as buffer layers to 
prevent direct contact between conductive composite film with low resistance and the coplanar 
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electrodes. Therefore, the conductivity-gradient structure prevented rapid decrease and saturation of 
piezoresistance, enabling highly sensitive and linear pressure detection over a large pressure range. 
Since the top microdomes with conductivity-gradient multilayers were in contact with the bottom 
microdomes coated with Pt/AgNW in the coplanar electrodes, the low resistance of inner layer and the 
high resistance of outer layer enabled the low saturation resistance and high initial resistance, 






Figure 4.2. Design and functional mechanism of the flexible multi-layered e-skin. (a,b) Scheme of 
sensor with multi-layered poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate)/ polyurethane 
dispersion (PEDOT:PSS/PUD) composite and an interdigitated electrode. (c) Multi-layered 
PEDOT:PSS/PUD composite with different conductivities on the microdome-patterned 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer. (d) Pressure-sensing mechanism of the multi-layered sensor. (e) 








































































Figure 4.3. Fabrication process of the e-skins. (a) Schematic of multi-layered pressure sensor. (b) 
Fabrication process of the upper active layer; on the microdome patterned PDMS, PEDOT:PSS/PUD 
composite with different conductivity is coated successively. (c) Fabrication process of the bottom 
electrode layer; on the microdome patterned TPU, Pt is sputtered and AgNWs are spray-coated under 




Figure 4.4. Control of the sheet resistance of PEDOT:PSS depending on the amount of ethylene glycol 
and PUD addition (50 wt%) (a) Scheme indicating single layered PEDOT:PSS/PUD film on the 
microdome PDMS. (b) The sheet resistance of the PEDOT:PSS with addition of 0 and 100 μL of 
ethylene glycol in 10 mL of PEDOT:PSS solution. (b) The sheet resistance of the PEDOT:PSS with 
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Figure 4.5. SEM image of the surface of PEDOT:PSS/PUD coated microdome depending on the 
amount of the Polyurethane Dispersion (PUD). (upper) The SEM image showing microdome surface 
before pushing test. (Below) The SEM image showing microdome surface after pushing test with 10 
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Figure 4.6. The sensing performance in resistance with single layered sensor with 30 nm of thickness. 
(a) Resistance change in single layered sensor with different resistance. (b-d) Relative current change 
of single layered sensor with different sheet resistance 300 kΩ/sq, 2 kΩ/sq and 226 Ω/sq in response to 
applied pressure. 
  































































Figure 4.7. (a) The scheme of the single layered PEDOT:PSS/PUD on the microdome PDMS with 45 
nm of thickness (b) SEM image showing whole microdome’s cross section. (c) Enlarged SEM image 
showing valley between microdomes with thickness of the 320 nm. (d) Enlarged SEM image showing 


















To demonstrate the effect of multi-layered structure with gradient conductivity on the pressure 
sensitivity, we compared the pressure sensing performances of e-skins with different numbers of 
PEDOT:PSS/PUD multi-layers. Pressure sensitivity was defined as S = (ΔI/I0)/ΔP, where I is the current 
of the pressure sensor and P is applied pressure. Pressure sensor with a single PEDOT:PSS/PUD layer 
with a sheet resistance of 226 Ω/sq indicated lower sensitivity compared to double- and triple-layered 
sensors (Figures 4.8a and b) due to the low initial resistance of 1.3  108 Ω (Figure 4.9), causing a 
narrow resistance variation. Similar to previously designed pressure sensors with coplanar electrodes, 
the single-layered sensor exhibited a significant decrease in sensitivity from 146000 kPa−1 to 6800 kPa−1 
in an initial pressure range of 5 kPa, because direct contact between the conductive film and the 
electrode significantly decreased the resistance from the initial state (1.3  108 Ω) to the saturation state 
(~228 Ω) within a low pressure of 5 kPa (Figure 4.9). Therefore, the single-layered sensor exhibited 
high non-linearity and a narrow working range. For different sheet resistances of PEDOT:PSS/PUD 
films, all of the single-layered pressure sensors show similar nonlinear pressure response while the 
variation of the resistance and relative current increase with the decrease of film resistance due to the 
lower saturation resistance (Figure 4.6).  
Linearity and sensitivity of e-skins can be improved by multi-layering the PEDOT:PSS/PUD film 
with gradient conductivity. For the fabrication of multi-layered e-skins, the PEDOT:PSS/PUD layers 
with higher resistance than that of single layer were coated on top of the single-layered film, resulting 
in the gradient sheet resistivities of 225 Ω/sq, 60 kΩ/sq, and 300 kΩ/sq for the first, second, and third 
layers, respectively (Figure 4.9). Because the initial contact resistance is determined by the resistance 
of the outermost layer, an increase in the sheet resistance of the outmost layer led to an increase in the 
initial resistance at zero pressure. Therefore, the difference between the initial and saturation resistances 
of the sensor increased with the number of layers to consequently improve pressure sensitivity. 
Furthermore, the multi-layers with gradient resistance increased the linearity of pressure detection, 
thereby enabling highly sensitive pressure sensing at pressure values of up to 100 kPa. Figure 4.8b 
presents pressure sensitivities of e-skins with different layer numbers for pressure values ranging up to 
100 kPa. Multi-layered e-skins exhibited significantly improved pressure sensitivity than the single-
layered e-skin. In multi-layered e-skins, the second and third layer with high sheet resistance acted as 
buffer layers, which mitigate rapid saturation of resistance change and rapid decrease in pressure 
sensitivity at low-pressure ranges (Figure 4.9). Especially, the triple-layered e-skin maintained an 
ultrahigh pressure sensitivity of ~3.8  105 kPa−1 at pressure values ranging from 0.8 Pa to 100 kPa, 
thus indicating highly sensitive and linear pressure sensing capabilities over a broad pressure range. In 
contrast, the single- and double-layered e-skins indicated pressure sensitivities of ~1.5  105 and ~7.0 
 105 kPa−1 (respectively), which rapidly decreased within ~5 and ~10 kPa, respectively. Here, the 
double-layered e-skin shows higher pressure sensitivity at low pressure range (< 10 kPa) than the triple-
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layered e-skin. This could be attributed to an increase in the saturation resistance of the triple-layered 
e-skin due to presence of a high-resistance third layer (Figure 4.9). However, high pressure sensitivity 
of the double-layered e-skin continuously decreased with increasing pressure due to an insufficient 
buffer layer. Figure 4.10 presents the effects of the conductivity-gradient on the pressure sensing 
performance of the sensors. The multi-layered PEDOT:PSS/PUD with gradient conductivity showed a 
continuous and linear increase in current flow, due to high initial resistance by the third layer and 
prevention of fast saturation of resistance change by the conductivity-gradient multi-layers. However, 
pressure sensors with multiple coatings (three times) of PEDOT:PDSS/PUD layer with the same 
resistance (225 Ω/sq) showed low pressure sensitivity and poor linearity. These results indicate that the 
conductivity-gradient design was critical in enhancing the pressure sensing performances of the multi-
layered e-skins. 
The effects of the interlocked microdome structure on the pressure-sensing performance were 
investigated by comparing the pressure sensing performances of sensors with planar-planar, 
microdome-planar, and interlocked microdome structures (Figure 4.8c and 4.11). Because of the multi-
layering effect, sensors with planar-planar and microdome-planar structures also have a high initial 
resistance values of 7  107 and 4  109 Ω (Figure 4.11b) respectively, enabling high initial pressure 
sensitivities of 2.6  105 and 2.7  106 kPa−1, respectively (Figure 4.11c). However, these sensors 
indicated a significant decrease in sensitivity to 2.3  104 and 5.4  105 kPa−1, respectively, at pressures 
less than 5 kPa, which could be attributed to limited deformation of the active materials and small 
changes in the contact area between the top and bottom layers (Figure 4.11c). Contrarily, the sensor 
with interlocked microdome structure exhibited a highly linear detection profile owing to large 
deformability and substantial change in the contact area between the interlocked microdomes. As 
previously reported, the unique spherical geometry of a microdome enables effective stress 
concentration at small contact spots between the interlocked microdomes; further, the area of contact 
spots gradually widens with applied pressure.15 Therefore, the interlocked microdomes and the multi-
layered structure enabled a gradual increase in the contact area between the microdomes with increasing 
applied pressure, thus preventing rapid saturation of pressure sensitivity.  
In accordance with the results of pressure-sensing performance with multi-layered sensor, the 
additional experiments were conducted with optimized condition of three-layered sensor, which is 
stacked with PEDOT:PSS/PUD composite layers (225 Ω/sq, 60 kΩ/sq, and 300 kΩ/sq for the first, 
second, and third layers, respectively). Under optimized conditions, the multi-layered pressure sensor 
showed a linear and highly sensitive pressure detection during sequential application of pressure 
ranging from 0.5 kPa to 100 kPa (Figure 4.8d). Despite the significantly large difference in resistance 
(R/R0 = ~10
7) between the application and release of pressure, the multi-layered pressure sensor 
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indicated fast response (< 170 ms) and relaxation (< 16 ms) times (Figure 4.8e). This could be attributed 
to the interlocked microdome structure which contributed to immediate deformation and recovery of 
the microdomes.15 In addition, the pressure sensor designed in this study could maintain a uniform 
pressure sensing performance even after 5000 applications of 20 kPa pressure (Figure 4.8f). 
Furthermore, the e-skins exhibited a reliable sensing performance at voltage values ranging from 0.1 to 
5 V (Figure 4.8g), thus demonstrating low-power operation of the e-skins. 
One of most notable features of multi-layered e-skin is the tunable sensitivity and linearity 
through control of conductivity and the number of layers, which leads to the simultaneous achievement 
of high sensitivity and linearity. Compared to previously reported pressure sensors, the triple-layered 
sensor with gradient conductivity exhibited the highest sensitivity (3.8  105 kPa−1) with linear detection 
over a broad pressure sensing range (0.8 Pa to 100 kPa) (Figure 4.8h and Table 4.1).61,107,122-123,149,172,178-
179,181,183-184,215,217 Previous studies have indicated limitations in attaining both high sensitivity and 
linearity due to trade-off characteristics between sensitivity and linearity, caused by limited 
deformability and direct contact between the sensing materials and the electrodes. Most sensors with 
high sensitivity (> 100 kPa−1) either showed limited detectable pressure ranges or exhibited non-linear 
sensing profiles. For example, pressure sensors with high sensitivities of 9.8  104 kPa−1 and 1907 kPa−1 
could maintain the sensitivities only up to 0.2 and 0.1 kPa, respectively.215,217 In another study, the 
pressure sensor indicated excellent linearity at pressure range up to 30 kPa but exhibited poor sensitivity 
(1.2 kPa−1).220 Although a pressure sensor with multi-layered interlocked structure was recently reported 
with linear pressure sensing over a broad detection range (1.3 Pa–353 kPa), its pressure sensitivity (47.7 
kPa−1) was still low.122 This study incorporated three strategies to improve sensor performances, i.e., 
utilizing a multi-layered thin film of PEDOT:PSS/PUD with gradient-resistance, interlocked 
microdomes, and a coplanar electrode structure. Compared to previous single-layered sensors, the 
multi-layered sensor with conductivity-gradient exhibited sequential variation in sensor resistance in 
response to applied pressure. This enabled successful control of both saturation behavior of resistance 
change and the initial and saturation resistances, thus ensuring superior linearity and ultrahigh pressure 
sensitivity across wide pressure ranges. In addition, the interlocked microdome structure with coplanar 
electrode design enabled ultrahigh pressure sensitivity owing to direct contact between the conductive 
composite and the electrode, where the contact area significantly varied in response to the applied 
pressure based on the high deformability between the interlocked microdomes. Therefore, the multi-
layered e-skin performed enhanced pressure sensitivity (3.8  105 kPa−1) and linear detection over a 





Figure 4.8. Sensing performance and sensitivity of pressure sensors. (a,b) Resistive pressure-sensing 
performance and sensitivity of multi-layered pressure sensors with different number of layers. (c) 
Resistive pressure-sensing performance of multi-layered pressure sensors with different structures. (d) 
Real-time monitoring of pressure sensor at pressure loads of 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 50, and 100 kPa. (e) 
Response and relaxation times of pressure sensor at 0.5 and 10 kPa. (f) Cyclic stability test of e-skin 
under repetitive pressure loading of 20 kPa at a frequency of 0.25 Hz. (g) Resistance change in multi-
layered pressure sensor at different applied voltage biases (0.1 to 5 V). (h) Sensitivity and linear sensing 
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Figure 4.9. Resistance change depending on the number of layers (a) Multi-layering condition with 
different resistance in each layer. (b) Resistance change under the pressure from 0 to 100 kPa. (c) 
Enlarged graph in the pressure range from 0 to 10 kPa showing released saturation trends of resistance 
as the number of layers increase. (d) Enlarged graph in the pressure range from 0 to 0.2 kPa showing 




































































Figure 4.10. Scheme and sensing performance in resistance and current change indicating the effect of 
multi-layering. (a) Scheme of the conductive gradient PEDOT:PSS/PUD film by multi-layered structure 
and uniformly conductive film. (b) Resistance change of the sensors with conductive gradient and non-
gradient composite. (c-d) Current change of the sensors with conductive gradient and non-gradient 
composite.  
  



































































Figure 4.11. Sensing performance depending on the structure of the sensors. (a) Scheme of the sensor 
with different structures; Planar, single dome, and interlocked structure (b) Resistance change 
depending on the structure of the multi-layered sensor (c) Sensitivity depending on the structure of the 
multi-layered sensor. 
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The other important freature of the multi-layered pressure sensor is modulus-gradient interlocked 
structures, which can be observed in interlocked microridge structures on the human skin.49 In the 
human skin, owing to the modulus difference between the epidermal and dermal layers, applied tactile 
stimuli are highly concentrated at the interface of the modulus-gradient interlocked ridge structure and 
efficiently transferred to the underlying mechanoreceptors, allowing highly sensitive tactile sensing 
functions.2, 50-52 The design of the present e-skins was inspired by the modulus-gradient structure. 
Specifically, it comprised interlocked structures with different moduli for the top and bottom layers, i.e., 
the top layer was the microdome-patterned PDMS with low modulus (~3 MPa)2 and the bottom layer 
was the microdome-patterned TPU with high modulus (~25 MPa).53 The stress concentration effect 
between the interlocked layers was theoretically assessed by performing finite-element calculations 
based on model systems with different materials. Figure 4.12a presents the calculated stress distribution 
for the interlocked microdome structure with PDMS-PDMS layer by finite-element calculation 
(ABAQUS software). The structural effect of the interlocked microdome structure resulted in 
significant concentration of applied stress at contact spots between the microdomes, which increased 
with increasing pressure. Introduction of TPU as the bottom layer of the interlocked structure not only 
offered a structural advantage but also amplified the stress concentration effect due to modulus 
difference between the PDMS and TPU layers (Figure 4.12b). Figures 4.12c and d indicate variation in 
both average contact stress and contact area at the interface between the interlocked microdomes for 
three combinations of top and bottom materials with different moduli (PDMS-PDMS, PDMS-TPU, and 
TPU-TPU). TPU-TPU indicated the largest change in contact stress but the smallest variation in contact 
area due to high modulus. Meanwhile, PDMS–PDMS exhibited the largest change in contact area but 
the smallest variation in contact stress owing to low modulus and large deformation of the interlocked 
microdomes, resulting in severe damage to the metal electrode, specifically disconnection of the AgNW 
network and cracks in the Pt film (Figure 4.12e). The damage significantly increased the resistance of 
the electrode to consequently increase saturation resistance and decrease pressure sensitivity (Figure 
4.12g and 4.13). When the high modulus TPU layer is employed as an electrode substrate, it exhibited 
smaller deformation than the PDMS layer. Consequently, the Pt/AgNWs electrode maintained a 
conductive network characterized by a robust AgNW network and crack-free Pt-coated microdome 
surface (Figure 4.12f). Therefore, sensors with TPU-based electrodes (TPU-PDMS, TPU-TPU) 
indicated relatively low saturation resistance, high sensitivity, and linear response to pressure compared 
to sensors with PDMS-based electrode (PDMS-PDMS) (Figure 4.12g and 4.13). Especially, the sensor 
with the PDMS active layer (TPU-PDMS) experienced a large change in resistance and stable pressure 
sensing over a broad pressure range, which could be attributed to the modulus-gradient geometry of the 
interlocked layers. In addition to large deformation of the PDMS active layer, effective stress 
concentration between the TPU-PDMS layers enabled further compression of the multi-layered 
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PEDOT:PSS/PUD composite., resulting in exceptionally large decrease in sensor resistance upon 
application of pressure with the stable electrode on the bottom TPU layer.  
 
 
Figure 4.12. Structural contribution to the sensing performance. (a) Local stress distribution in the 
interlocked microdome structure with PDMS-PDMS layers at different pressures. (b) Local stress 
distribution in the interlocked microdome structure with PDMS-TPU layers at different pressures. (c,d) 
Contact stress and contact area as a function of pressure for top and bottom substrates with different 
moduli. (e,f) Deformation degrees of different moduli and SEM images of (upper) microdome-patterned 
PDMS layer with Pt and AgNWs, microdome-patterned PDMS layer with Pt and (bottom) microdome-
patterned TPU layer with Pt and AgNWs, microdome-patterned TPU layer with Pt. (g) Resistance 
change in multi-layered pressure sensor with top and bottom layers characterized by different moduli. 
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Figure 4.13. The electrical sensing performance with different modulus of active and electrode layer. 

















































Multi-layered pressure sensor with ultrahigh pressure sensitivity and linear sensing performance 
over wide pressure range can be utilized in various applications that require detection of subtle pressure 
(~few Pa) or wide range pressure sensing capabilities (~100 kPa). Designed pressure sensor could 
clearly distinguish different pressures of gases characterized by different flow rates. Figure 4.14a and b 
present the piezoresistive response to a weak gas flow ranging from 3 to 10 L min-1, which corresponded 
to a pressure ranging from 0.8 to 2.7 Pa, respectively.47 Notably, the gas flow of 3 L min-1 corresponded 
to an extremely low pressure of ~0.8 Pa (Figure 4.15). Flexible multi-layered e-skins can be utilized in 
wearable applications for real-time pressure detection during human hand’s manipulation of objects. As 
indicated in Figure 4.14c, a smart glove was fabricated by integrating the e-skins on the finger-side of 
the glove. When a volunteer wearing the smart glove was instructed to hold and lift a cup with different 
quantities of water (25–250 g), the pressure applied to lift the cup would depend on the weight of water. 
Therefore, an increase in the quantity of water would correspondingly increase the signal from the 
pressure sensor.  
The carotid artery and internal jugular vein in the neck supply the head and neck with oxygenated 
blood and collect deoxygenated blood from the brain, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.14d, certain 
blood vessel was located on the surface of the skin, when the volunteer exhibited different neck motions. 
Therefore, when the e-skin was attached to the neck, it could detect two distinct pulse pressures with 
different characteristic peaks according to the postures of wearer. It should be noted that previous 
pressure sensors only focused on detection of artery pulse signals which are the dominant signals on 
the neck.7, 54 The e-skin designed in this study exhibited ultrahigh sensitivity and could detect two 
different pulse signals depending on the posture of volunteer, i.e., the carotid artery signal and the 
internal jugular vein signal. When the volunteer looks ahead, the multi-layered pressure sensor could 
distinguish the characteristic peaks of the arterial pulse signal, i.e., P1, P2, and P3, which represents 
incident, tidal, and diastolic waves, respectively (Figure 4.14e). The pulse frequency of the volunteer 
estimated from the recorded pulse signal was 85 beats/min which corresponded to the value for healthy 
adults.55 In addition, the characteristic peaks of the pulse signal can be utilized to estimate health indices 
such as radial augmentation index (AIr = P2/P1), diastolic augmentation index (DAIr = P3/P1), and digital 
volume pulse time (TDVP = tp2 – tp1), where tp1 and tp2 indicate occurrence times of the first (P1) and 
second (P2) peaks, respectively. In this study, the AIr, DAIr, and TDVP values estimated from the 
monitored carotid artery signal were calculated as 0.73, 0.52, and 0.187 s, respectively. These results 
show that the volunteer exhibited good health conditions for the corresponding age range (mid 20s).56 
Moreover, the multi-layered sensor on the neck could monitor the internal jugular vein signal when the 
volunteer bent the head to the left by 45° (Figure 4.14f).57 The results indicated three characteristic 
peaks, i.e., A (atrial contraction), C (tricuspid bulging and ventricular contraction), and V (systolic 
filling of the atrium), and two descents, i.e., X (atrial relaxation) and Y (early ventricular filling), which 
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were clearly discriminated in the detected signal.58 In particular, A and V corresponded to heart tones 
S1 and S2 which were produced by closing of the atrioventricular and semilunar valves, respectively. 
The time interval between S1 and S2 was ~170 ms for the volunteer which corroborates with clinical 
statistics.59 The internal jugular vein is a reliable indicator for diagnosing diseases such as right 
ventricular failure, pericardial compression, and tricuspid stenosis because it is anatomically closer and 





Figure 4.14. Applications of multi-layered pressure sensor characterized by high sensitivity and 
linearity (a) Scheme of sensing weak gas flow by multi-layered e-skin. (b) Real-time monitoring of 
resistance variation for different gas flow rates. (c) Glove with multi-layered sensor on the fingertip and 
real-time pressure sensing for varying weights of water (25, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 g). (d) 
Photograph and illustration of multi-layered sensor on human neck for detection of carotid artery signal. 
(e) Monitored real-time pulse signals for carotid artery with characteristic peaks, i.e., P1 (incident wave), 
P2 (tidal wave), and P3 (diastolic wave). (f) Photograph and illustration of multi-layered sensor on 
volunteer facing slightly left for  detection of internal jugular vein signal. (g) Monitored real-time 
pulse signals for internal jugular vein with characteristic peaks, i.e., A (atrial contraction), C (tricuspid 
bulging, ventricular contraction), and V (systolic filling of atrium), and two descents, i.e., X (atrial 
relaxation) and Y (early ventricular filling). 
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A highly sensitive multi-layered pressure sensor array can detect spatial distributions as well as 
magnitudes of external stimuli. In this regard, a 3  3 sensor array was fabricated with polyethylene 
naphthalate (PEN) as the substrate for top and bottom layers (Figure 4.16a and b). The sensor 
characterized by high sensitivity and linearity could distinguish varying pressures (in the medium 
pressure region (~2.5 kPa)) resulting from different weights of the object (Figure 4.16c and d). 
Furthermore, the magnitude and spatial distribution of the applied pressure could be utilized for 
obtaining an image of the pressed shape on the sensor array, when loading the objects with the shape of 
alphabet U (Figure 4.16e). In particular, the ultrahigh pressure sensitivity of the multi-layered sensor 
allowed discrimination of subtle pressure differences in gas flows with different densities (Figure 4.16f 
and g). In this regard, nitrogen and argon gases (exhibiting densities of 1.25 and 1.78 g/L, respectively) 
were tested. When each gas was blown on the 3 x 3 sensor array at a flow rate of 15 L/min and a distance 
of 20 mm, argon, which has a higher density than nitrogen, induced a larger variation in resistance. In 
addition, spreading argon gas around the blowing point induced slight variation in the neighboring 
sensor arrays. Contrarily, nitrogen gas induced a small resistance variation only in the center pixel and 
no changes were observed in the resistance values of the neighboring sensor arrays. Although the 
density difference of these gases is very small and undetectable by human skin, artificial e-skins 





Figure 4.16. Application of multi-layered pressure sensor for detection of spatial distribution on a 3  
3 sensor array. (a,b) Scheme and photograph of the fabricated 3 x 3 sensor array. (c–e) Detection of 
spatial distribution for different locations and weights on the multi-layered 3  3 sensor array. (f,g) Ar 



















In conclusion, we demonstrated a multi-layered flexible pressure sensor with high sensitivity and 
linearity over a wide pressure range. The suggested pressure sensor based on the interlocked microdome 
structure was characterized by the multi-layered PEDOT:PSS/PUD composite with gradient 
conductivity as top layer and coplanar electrode (Pt/AgNW) as bottom layer. The multi-layered 
composite with gradient conductivity was utilized to control saturation behavior of resistance change 
and the initial and saturation resistances, thus ensuring superior linearity and ultrahigh sensitivity at a 
pressure range up to 100 kPa. Especially, the pressure sensor indicated the highest sensitivity (3.8  105 
kPa−1) observed to date. In addition, human skin-inspired modulus-gradient interlocked structure 
exhibited effective stress concentration between the TPU-PDMS layers and enabled stable working of 
coplanar electrode up to 100 kPa. Further, the pressure sensor indicated a rapid response time of 170 
ms and a relaxation time of 16 ms despite the significantly large difference in resistance (R/R0 = ~10
7), 
thus indicating highly sensitive, fast, and durable sensing performance in real time. The designed 
pressure sensors were utilized to various application fields, including weak gas pressure, pulse rate in 
humans, and pressure when holding a cup of water. Moreover, fabrication of a 3  3 sensor array allowed 
detection of spatial distribution of objects on the sensor array depending on the weight. Finally, the 
sensor could discriminate between different gas densities, i.e., 1.25 and 1.78 g/L for nitrogen and argon, 
respectively. The exceptionally superior performances of multi-layered e-skins can be utilized in various 





Chapter 5. Biological skin-inspired mechanochromic electronic skin for 
visualization of mechanical stimuli 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The multi-functional mechanical sensitivity of biological tissues,69,221 such as skin, is difficult to 
reproduce. In polymers that incorporate force-responsive molecules (i.e. mechanophores), mechanical 
force induces chemical transformations of mechanophores,222-224 enabling controlled 
colour/luminescence changes,50,225 mechanocatalysis,226-227 isomerisation,228 release of small 
molecules229 and self-healing behaviours.230 Mechanochromic polymers that undergo colour changes in 
response to mechanical stress can be used to directly visualise the stress distribution and 
mechanochemical activations within polymers, which is advantageous for application in stress/strain 
sensing51,54,231 and damage monitoring in polymeric materials.232-233 To induce stress-driven 
mechanochemical transformations, efficient transmission of mechanical stress through the polymer 
matrix and coupling to the mechanophore is critical. Various factors affect the efficiency of 
mechanochemical activation, including the mechanophore position in the polymer chain,50 polymer 
molecular weight,234 polymer chain alignment235 and temperature.236 Mechanochemical activation can 
also be enhanced by controlling the hard and soft blocks within the polymer. In this approach, soft 
polymer chains can be aligned parallel to the tensile direction via localised stress at the hard polymer 
blocks237-238 or soft mechanophores and hard ligands enable mechanochemistry even under isotropic 
compressive force.239 However, most previously reported mechanochromic polymers exhibit 
mechanophore activation after irreversible plastic deformation233 or provide reversible stretchability at 
the expense of mechanosensitivity.49,51,235,240 For use in sensing applications, e.g. electronic skins, 
mechanochromic polymers with high stress sensitivity and reversible stretchability under large strain 
are needed. Furthermore, although several mechanophores based on fluorescent and phosphorescent 
properties have exhibited fast response/relaxation times to track force-induced luminescence changes 
in real-time,241-242 mechanochromic polymers with sensing capability of high-frequency dynamic forces 
over a few hundreds of Hz are still required for multifunctional e-skins.22,28,122 However, multifunctional 
mechanochromic materials with all these properties are yet to be demonstrated. 
Stress concentration is a phenomenon that is well demonstrated in composite materials wherein 
stress concentrates at the interface between mechanically dissimilar materials, inducing localised crack 
and failure.243 In artificial and biological materials, hierarchical structures can dissipate stress from 
macroscale to smaller nanoscale structures, thereby enhancing mechanical strength and toughness.244-
245 Thus, controlling stress concentration in hierarchical structures may enable mechanochromic 
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polymers with high mechanosensitivity and stretchability. Herein, we introduce a hierarchical 
nanoparticle-in-micropore (NP-MP) architecture in porous mechanochromic composites comprising 
spiropyran (SP), polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and silica nanoparticles (SNPs; Figure 5.1a) to 
enhance force sensitivity and stretchability. In this design, the SP mechanophore undergoes a force-
induced reversible ring-opening process from colourless SP to coloured merocyanine (MC).49 Upon the 
application of external stress to the mechanochromic composites, the hierarchical NP-MP architecture 
induces stress concentration near the pore regions decorated with SNPs, significantly enhancing the 
mechanochromic sensitivity. Our porous mechanochromic composites undergo mechanochromic 
colour change at lower strain/stress values (tensile strain: 50%; normal force: 1 N) in comparison with 
composites without the NP-MP architecture (tensile strain: 150%; normal force: 6 N). Furthermore, the 
failure strain of the hierarchical NP-MP structure (~400%) is larger than that of the nonporous structure 
(240%), enabling reversible mechanochromic behaviour at 250% tensile strain in the hierarchical NP-
MP composite. In addition, our mechanochromic e-skins are capable of the dual-mode detection of 
static and dynamic forces without any external power. This property allows the instantaneous 
visualisation of writing intensity based on colour change, the monitoring of writing speed and the 
detection of vibrations and acoustic sounds based on changes in triboelectric signal. Based on the 
structural design of hierarchical nanoparticle-in-micropore architectures of previously reported 
SP/PDMS mechanochromic composites,49,87,246 significant enhancement of mechanochromic 
performances and dual mode mechanochromic and triboelectric sensing capabilities could be achieved, 




5.2 Experimental Details 
Fabrication of porous mechanochromic composites: The mechanophore (SP) was prepared via 
the chemical reaction shown below. The synthetic procedure and characterisation are detailed in a 
previously published report.49,247 This alkene-functionalized spiropyran can be covalently incorporated 
into PDMS matrix via platinum-catalyzed hydrosilylation reaction of a PDMS curing agent.49 
 
The fabrication of the porous PDMS/SP composites was initiated by adding SP (2 wt%) into a 
10:1 mixture of PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) and curing agent. Subsequently, hydrophilic 
solvents (DI water and ethanol) were added into the PDMS/SP precursor, affording PDMS: DI water: 
ethanol weight ratios of 3:2:0, 3:1.5:0.5 and 3:1:1. The resulting mixtures were mechanically stirred. 
SNPs (Polysciences) of different sizes (20, 100 and 300 nm) dispersed in DI water (1.07 wt% SNPs) 
were added to the mixtures of PDMS/SP precursor and solvents. The gel-type mixtures were poured 
into polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates and stored in a desiccator for 1 h to eliminate air 
bubbles from the PDMS. Subsequently, the prepared mixtures were annealed at 70C for 2 h to cure the 
PDMS and eliminate the hydrophilic solvents, generating porous mechanochromic composites. The as-
prepared composites were freeze-dried (TFD5503, ilShinBioBase) for 24 h to completely eliminate 
residual solvent.  
Characterisation of porous mechanochromic composites: The structures and morphologies of the 
porous mechanochromic composites were observed using field-emission scanning electron microscopy 
(S-4800, Hitachi). Mechanical property was measured using a dynamic mechanical analyser (RSA III, 
TA Instruments) under a stretching velocity of 1 mm/s.  
Evaluation of the colourimetric sensing capability of the e-skins: The mechanochromic properties 
of the e-skin were quantitatively evaluated as a function of pressure and strain by analysing the colour 
gradients (‘R’, ‘G’ and ‘B’) extracted from photographs using both a colour picker program (Color cop) 
and a spectroradiometer (PR-655, Photo Research, Inc.). Normal pressure was applied using a 
laboratory-built pushing tester comprised of a push–pull gauge (DFG-10, OPTECH) and a microstage 
system. Strain was applied using a tensile strain tester (TXA-TM, Yeonjin Corp.). A triboelectric sensor 
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was constructed by attaching silver nanowire flexible electrodes onto a PET substrate (thickness: ~1.3 
μm) on the top of the porous mechanochromic composite. The generated current and voltage outputs 
were collected using a source meter (S-2450, Keithley) and an oscilloscope (DPO 2022B, Tektronix), 
respectively. To confirm the dynamic acoustic pressure, a speaker was placed 1 cm from the e-skin and 




5.3 Results and Discussion 
Porous mechanochromic composites with hierarchical NP-MP architectures were fabricated by 
mixing SP, PDMS and SNPs in hydrophilic co-solvents (water and ethanol), followed by the 
evaporation of solvents during the hydrosilylation curing process (Figure 5.2). During this process, 
spherical pores were formed within the composites as a result of phase separation between the 
hydrophobic PDMS matrix and hydrophilic solvents following the elimination of trapped solvents.248 
The porous PDMS/SP/SNP composite films were then subjected to a freeze-drying process to eliminate 
residual solvent (Figure 5.3). The porous PDMS/SP/SNP composite films were light yellow in colour 
(Figure 5.1b). The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images in Figure 5.1b show that the porous 
PDMS/SP/SNP composites contained uniformly distributed pores with SNP-decorated inner pore 
surfaces, resulting in a hierarchical NP-MP architecture. The pore size was controllable to 5, 10 and 25 
m (referred to as pore-5, pore-10 and pore-25, respectively) by controlling the ratio of water to ethanol 
(Figure 5.4, Section 1 in the Supplementary materials). The porosity remained constant (~36%) at the 
different pore sizes, whereas the surface area increased with decreasing pore size (Figure 5.5, Section 
5.1). In this study, the SNPs dispersed in hydrophilic water/ethanol droplets within the hydrophobic 
PDMS matrix were uniformly decorated on the inner pore surfaces during solvent evaporation (Figure 
5.6a). SNPs with diameters of 20, 100 and 300 nm (referred to as SNP-20, SNP-100 and SNP-300, 
respectively) were uniformly decorated on the inner surfaces of the PDMS pores (Figure 5.6b, c).  
The hierarchical NP-MP architecture significantly affects the mechanical properties of the 
mechanochromic composite. Compared to the nonporous structure, the porous structure enhances the 
maximum strain and decreases the maximum stress (Figure 5.1c). The decoration of the porous 
composite with SNPs further increases the stretchability and maximum stress; this effect is attributed 
to the increase in energy dissipation induced by localised stress in the hierarchical NP-MP 
architecture.244-245,249 The maximum strain of the porous composite increases with decreasing pore size 
(Figure 5.7a), which can be attributed to the large number of sites that dissipate mechanical energy via 
pore–stress interaction.250 The maximum strain of the porous composite increases with increasing SNP 






Figure 5.1. Hierarchical NP-MP architecture in porous mechanochromic composites. (a) 
Schematic of the working mechanism of porous mechanochromic composites with hierarchical NP-MP 
architecture. (b) Photograph and SEM images of porous (pore-5) mechanochromic composites 
comprising PDMS, SP and 300-nm SNPs (SNP-300). The SEM images show uniform spherical pores 
and SNPs decorated on the inner pore surfaces. (c) Stress–strain behaviours of the stretchable 
mechanochromic polymers with planar, porous and SNP-decorated porous structures. 
  



























Figure 5.2. Schematic of the fabrication procedure for porous mechanochromic composites with 
PDMS/SP/SNPs. SP, PDMS and SNPs are mixed in hydrophilic co-solvents (water and ethanol) and 
solvents are evaporated during the hydrosilylation curing process. 
 
 
Figure 5.3. (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a porous mechanochromic composite 
with an average pore size of 5 μm before freeze-drying. SEM images of a fabricated porous 
mechanochromic composite after three days before (b) and after (c) freeze-drying. Due to the capillary 
force-induced pore closure during solvent evaporation, freeze-drying is required to completely 
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Figure 5.4. (a) Schematic of the mechanism of pore formation in composites based on the addition of 
hydrophilic solvents. (b) Cross-sectional SEM images of porous PDMS/SP composites with different 
mixed solvent ratios (PDMS:water:ethanol = 3:2:0, 3:1.5:0.5 and 3:1:1). The lower row shows 
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Figure 5.5. (a) Simulated surface areas of porous mechanochromic composites with different pore sizes 
based on face-centered cubic (FCC) unit cell arrays. The porous structures are modelled according to 
average pore sizes of 25, 10 and 5 μm with the same porosity (26%) based on FCC unit cell arrays. 
Volume is determined as the total material volume, excluding the pore volume. Area is the total surface 
area of the porous structure. (b) Material densities of the fabricated porous mechanochromic composites 
with different pore sizes. (c) Porosity and surface area of porous mechanochromic composites as 





Figure 5.6. (a) Schematic of SNP decoration on the inner pore surfaces of a mechanochromic composite 
during heat-induced solvent evaporation. (b) Cross-sectional SEM images of porous PDMS/SP 
composites (pore size = 5 μm) with different SNP sizes (20, 100 and 300 nm). (c) Magnified SEM 
images showing that the SNPs are uniformly decorated on the inner pore surfaces. 
 
 
Figure 5.7. (a) Strain–stress curves of porous PDMS/SP composites with different pore sizes. (b) S–S 


























































We monitored the changes in the colour of mechanochromic polymers under tensile strain using 
a spectroradiometer (Figure 5.8). Compared to nonporous PDMS/SP polymers, the porous 
PDMS/SP/SNP composites undergo a distinct colour change from pale yellow to blue at 200% tensile 
strain, indicating the mechanochemical ring-opening reaction of SP into MC (Figure 5.9a). As the pore 
size decreases, the critical strain needed to observe the colour change decreases, while the intensity of 
the blue colour and stretchability increases (Figure 5.10). For pores decorated with SNPs, a further 
colour change to a vivid blue colour is observed (Figure 5.11). Amongst the tested composites, the 
composite with small pores (5 μm) and large SNPs (300 nm) exhibits the greatest colour change in 
response to a large range of strain (~400%; Figure 5.9a). The pore-5/SNP-300 composite displays a 
reversible and highly stable mechanochromic response for up to 100 cycles under a tensile strain of 
250% (Figure 5.9b and Figure 5.12).  
The detailed colour changes of the mechanochromic polymers were further investigated by 
analysing the changes in the average colour coordinates based on the CIE 1931 colour space diagram 
(Figure 5.9c). Compared to nonporous PDMS/SP polymers, porous PDMS/SP polymers exhibit a larger 
colour transition range, and this range is further increased by decoration with SNPs. This behaviour is 
ascribed to the effective stress concentration near the hierarchical NP-MP region in the composite by 
the support of nanoscale hard SNPs at the inner pore surface against the local stress around the 
microscale pore region. In addition, the improved stretchability increases the colour transition range of 
the porous composite. The colour transition range increases gradually with decreasing pore size and 
increasing SNP size (Figure 5.13). For different tensile strains, the porous composites with pore-5/SNP-
300 clearly exhibit distinct luminescence spectra in the visible wavelength range in which the peaks in 
420–480 nm (blue) significantly increase, whereas those in 500–600 nm are dissipated (Figure 5.9d), 
supporting the blue colour transition with the tensile strain. The time required for recovery from MC to 
SP depends on the strain. Figure 5.14a shows that the intensity of the green colour decreases with 
increasing strain and becomes saturated under fixed strain. Upon releasing the strain, the saturated 
colour returns to the original colour after a delay of ~2, 14, and 35 s for the strains of 125%, 150%, and 
175%, respectively. Thus, the recovery time increases with increasing tensile strain. The recovery times 
of our porous mechanochromic composites compare favourably with those of previous 
mechanochromic polymers (2–60 min; Table 5.1).49,51,53,252 This fast recovery time can be ascribed to 
the much larger deformable surfaces due to the inner pores, which induces rapid storage and release of 
the elastic energy, and thus easier stress relaxation.253 It is also possible that the polarity of the interface 
might differ (due to the hydrophilic silica particles), and polar environments are expected to stabilize 
the merocyanine form of the mechanophore.254 It is worth noting that exposing the sample to white light 
can shorten the recovery time (Figure 5.14b). The ring-closing reaction from MC back to SP can be 




Figure 5.8. Schematic of a measurement system using a spectroradiometer for investigating the colour 








Figure 5.9. Properties of porous mechanochromic composites under tensile strain. (a) Photographs 
of mechanochromic polymers with different structures exhibiting colour changes in response to tensile 
strain. (b) Colour change of the pore-5/SNP-300 mechanochromic composite at the first and 100th 
stretching and releasing cycles. (c) Changes in the average colour coordinates of the mechanochromic 
polymers with different structures under applied tensile strain. (d) Normalised luminance as a function 
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Figure 5.10. Photographs showing the colourimetric strain sensing properties of porous 





Figure 5.11. Photographs showing the colourimetric strain sensing of porous PDMS/SP composites 
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 Figure 5.12. Strain–stress curves of a porous mechanochromic composite (pore size = 5 μm; SNP size 
= 300 nm) under repeated loading/unloading strain of up to 250%.  
  


























Figure 5.13 (a) Average colour coordinates of planar mechanochromic composites under loading tensile 
strain. (b) Average colour coordinates of porous mechanochromic composites with different pore sizes 
under loading tensile strain. (c) Average colour coordinates of mechanochromic composites with 
































































































































































































































































































Fig. 5.14. Recovery time of a porous mechanochromic composite (pore size = 5 μm, SNP size = 300 
nm) under different tensile strains. (a) Time-dependent tensile strains of 125%, 150% and 175% (top) 
and the corresponding change in relative intensity (IRel) of green colour in response to loading strain 
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Hydrophilic SNPs are important in the formation of hierarchical NP-MP structures. Hydrophobic 
SNPs result in a different morphology of porous mechanochromic composites and colour transition 
properties (Figure 5.15). For hydrophobic SNPs, SNPs are embedded into the polymer matrix without 
decoration on the inner wall of pores due to the similar hydrophobic property with the PDMS matrix 
(Figure 5.15b). The resulting porous composites with hydrophobic SNPs exhibit a different 
mechanochromic property with a smaller colour transition range compared to those with hydrophilic 
SNPs (Figure 5.15d). This different mechanochromic behaviour is ascribed to the effective stress 
concentration near the hierarchical NP-MP region in the composite for hydrophilic SNPs, which cannot 
be observed for hydrophobic SNPs due to the aggregated SNPs in the bulk polymer matrix without the 
formation of hierarchical NP-MP region. Consequently, we found that the hydrophilic SNPs plays a 
critical role in the formation of hierarchical NP-MP architectures, resulting in the significant 
improvement of both mechanochromic sensitivity and stretchability. 
To quantitatively analyse the strain sensitivity of mechanochromic composites, we monitored the 
changes in the intensity of red–green–blue (RGB) colour parameters under tensile strain (Figure 5.16). 
For the accurate investigation of colour change, the relative B/G intensity ratios (ΔC/C0, where C is the 
B/G colour intensity ratio) were analysed for mechanochromic polymers with different structures under 
tensile strain (Figure 5.17a). Compared to the nonporous structure, the porous structures exhibit larger 
colour intensity ratio, indicating a more vivid colour change in the porous structures. The pore-5 
structure exhibits the maximum colour intensity ratio of 1.5, which is five times higher than that of the 
nonporous structure (0.3). Decorating the pore-5 composite with SNPs further improves the colour 
intensity ratio to 3.0, which is 10 times higher than that of the nonporous structure. In addition to the 
large colour change, the porous structure displays an initial variation in the colour intensity ratio at a 
critical strain of 75−80%, which is ~2 times lower than that of the nonporous structure (150%; Figure 
5.17b). Decorating the pore walls with SNPs further decreases the threshold strain to 50−55%. The 
critical strain of 50% for the pore-5/SNP-300 composite is significantly lower than those of previous 
stretchable (stretchability > 200%) mechanochromic polymers based on SP mechanophores (critical 
strains of 75−500%; Table 5.1).49-51,240,252,256 Only the hard mechanochromic polymer with the 
irreversible stretchability of 70% exhibits a lower critical strain (10%).53 To quantitatively analyse 
mechanochromic sensitivity, strain sensitivity (S) was calculated as S = (ΔC/C0)/Δε, where ε is the 
applied strain (Figure 5.17c). For strain of 50–80%, all porous composites with SNPs show higher 
sensitivities (0.53–0.58) compared to the porous polymers without SNPs (0.08–0.14) and the nonporous 
structure (0). In the strain regime of 80%–240%, the pore-5/SNP-300 composite exhibits the highest 
sensitivity of 1.51, which is ~4.1 and ~5.6 times higher than those of porous composites without SNPs 
(0.37–0.8) and the nonporous composites (0.27), respectively.  
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To evaluate the stress concentration near the hierarchical NP-MP architecture, which significantly 
enhances the mechanochromic sensitivity, we further examined the strain–stress relationships by 
numerical finite-element analysis (FEA). Unlike the nonporous structure in which stress is 
homogeneously distributed throughout the matrix, the porous structure has a high stress concentration 
in the pore region (Figure 5.17d, left). Compared to the nonporous structure, the porous structures all 
exhibit higher maximum localised stress at strains up to 100% (Figure 5.17e and Figure 5.18). 
Furthermore, the porous structure with the smallest pore size amongst the samples possesses the highest 
PDMS/air surface area, resulting in a greater number of mechanochromic activation sites of 
concentrated stress near the interface (Figure 5.18). This produced a considerable enhancement in 
colour change and strain sensitivity, as shown in Figure 5.17a–c. For the porous composites decorated 
with SNPs, additional stress concentration occurs in the pore region near the SNPs because of the load-
bearing support provided by the hard SNPs at the inner surfaces of the soft pores (Figure 5.17d, right). 
Furthermore, the maximum localised stress near the SNPs gradually increases with SNP size (Figure 
5.17f and Figure 5.19), thereby enhancing mechanochromic sensitivity (Figure 5.17a–c). Based on the 
FEA results, we can conclude that both the amount of activation sites and the maximum stress localised 
around the pores and SNPs determine the overall mechanochromic sensing properties (relative colour 





Figure 5.15. Effect of SNPs with different polarity on the mechanochromic property of polymer 
composites (pore size = 5 μm, SNP size = 100 nm). SEM images of porous PDMS/SP composites 
with (a) hydrophilic SNPs and (b) hydrophobic SNPs. Average colour coordinates of porous PDMS/SP 
































































Figure 5.16 Variation in colour component intensities (R, G and B) of porous mechanochromic 
composites under loading strain at different wavelengths: (a,b) 488 nm. (c,d) 544 nm. and (e,f) 612 nm. 
The intensity of each colour component initially increases because of the decrease in light absorption 
caused by the concurrent decrease in film thickness. The intensity subsequently decreases because of 
the colouration of SP. 
  







































































































































































































Figure 5.17 Structure-dependent strain sensitivity of porous mechanochromic composites. (a) 
Normalised colour intensity ratio as a function of strain for mechanochromic polymers with different 
pore sizes (left) and with different SNP sizes at a pore size of 5 m (right). The colour intensity in 
response to strain is measured by spectroradiometer. (b) Enlarged plot from a in the strain range 20%–
100%. (c) Strain sensitivity [S = (ΔC/C0)/(Δε), where C is the colour intensity ratio and ε is the applied 
strain] of mechanochromic polymers with different structures. Sensitivity is estimated from the plot in 
a for the linear regimes of mechanochromic response. (d) Finite-element analysis (FEA)-determined 





























































































































































stress distributions of mechanochromic polymers with different pore sizes (left) and with 300-nm SNPs 
and a 5-μm pore size (right) under a tensile strain of 50%. (e,f) FEA-determined maximum localised 
stress near the pore surface in porous mechanochromic polymers with e different pore sizes and f 
different SNP sizes and a pore size of 5 μm as a function of strain. 
 
 
Figure 5.18. Stress distributions of porous PDMS/SP composites with different pore sizes (25, 10 and 
5 μm) placed under 50% tensile strain calculated numerically using ABAQUS software. For simplicity, 

















Fig. 5.19 Stress distribution of porous PDMS/SP composites (pore size = 5 μm) decorated with SNPs 
with different sizes (300, 100 and 20 nm) placed under 50% tensile strain calculated numerically using 
ABAQUS software. For simplicity, to understand the role of the SNPs at the pore walls, the elastic 
modulus of the porous matrix is set to 0.24 MPa. The elastic modulus of the SNPs is set to a general 

















The hierarchical NP-MP architecture of the mechanochromic composites also enhances the 
mechanochromic sensitivity in response to normal force in addition to tensile strain. This property 
allows the composites to be applied in touch-sensitive mechanochromic e-skins.92 We evaluated the 
changes in the RGB colour parameters of the composites in response to normal forces applied using a 
force gauge (Figure 5.20a). Under a normal force of 6 N, the porous PDMS/SP/SNP composites exhibit 
more vivid mechanochromic colour than the nonporous and porous structures (Figure 5.20b). Compared 
to the nonporous and porous structures, the changes in the relative red intensities were larger for the 
hierarchical NP-MP structures, indicating a more vivid colour change (Figure 5.21a). The relative red 
intensity decreased from 0.42 to 0.24 in conjunction with decreasing pore size (Figure 5.22a). This 
phenomenon is attributed to the increase in the area of stress concentration with decreasing pore size 
(Figure 5.22b). Meanwhile, decorating the porous structures with SNPs further increases the dynamic 
colour transition range to 85% (relative red intensity of 0.15 in Figure 5.21a) over a wide range of force 
(1–12 N). Amongst the composites with different SNP sizes, the composite with the largest SNPs (300 
nm) exhibits the largest colour variation (85%) without saturation (Figure 5.23a).  
Figure 5.21b shows the relative changes in the intensity of the green colour under different normal 
forces in increments of 0.1 N. With decreasing pore size, the critical stress required for the initial colour 
transition is reduced from 2.5 N (pore-25) to 1.8 N (pore-5). Decorating the pores with 300-nm SNPs 
further improves the pressure sensitivity, thus enabling detection at a minimum force of 1 N, six times 
lower than the minimum detection force of nonporous polymers (6 N). The improvement in 
mechanochromic sensitivity achieved by the addition of SNPs is attributed to the drastic increase in 
localised stress near the hard SNPs. The FEA calculations indicate that amongst the tested SNPs, the 
300-nm SNPs exhibit the strongest localised stress in response to normal force (Figure 5.23b). The low 
detection limit (1 N or 1 MPa) represents a significant enhancement (~50 times increase) over 
previously reported mechanochromic polymers (50 and 375 MPa; Table 5.1).50,55 The porous 
mechanochromic composites reported herein also provide a high lateral resolution for force sensing, 
enabling the mapping of local pressure distribution without the need for complex sensor array patterns. 
Figure 5.21c shows the optical mechanochromic pressure maps after contact with various microscale 
objects. The pressure-induced local colour distribution patterns match the shape and wall thickness of 
the round microtips. The mechanochromic e-skins exhibit a minimum line width of 80 μm for contact 





Figure 5.20. (a) Measurement system used to evaluate the colour transition properties of porous 
mechanochromic composites in response to normal stress. (b) Photographs of the mechanochromic 













Figure 5.21. Normal force detection capabilities of porous mechanochromic composites. (a) 
Relative intensities of the colour components (red, green and blue) of mechanochromic polymers with 
different structures as functions of normal force. The colour intensity in response to normal force is 
measured by I-phone camera and colour picker program. (b) Relative green intensity as a function of 
normal force for mechanochromic polymers with different pore sizes and different SNP sizes with 5-
m pores. (c) Optical images showing the local colour distributions of the porous mechanochromic 
composites after contact with various objects (microtips and needle). 
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Figure 5.22 (a) Relative colour changes of porous PDMS/SP composites with different pore sizes in 
response to applied normal pressure. (b) Finite-element analysis-determined stress distributions in 
porous PDMS/SP composites with different pore sizes under applied normal pressure.  
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Figure 5.23 (a) Relative colour intensities of porous PDMS/SP composites (pore size = 5 μm) decorated 
with SNPs of different sizes (20, 100, 300 nm) as functions of pressure. (b) Finite-element analysis-
determined stress distributions at the surfaces of pores in porous PDMS/SP composites with SNPs under 
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As a proof of concept, we have demonstrated the application of porous mechanochromic 
composites with hierarchical NP-MP architecture in mechanochromic e-skins. Figure 5.24a shows the 
colour changes of the mechanochromic e-skins attached to human fingers undergoing different hand 
motions, including folding/unfolding, rock, scissors and grasping objects. The colour changes enable 
the real-time detection of the spatial distribution of forces without any complicated monitoring 
instrument. Thus, the e-skins provide an intuitive perception of local forces according to various hand 
gestures. While the colour transition of the mechanochromic e-skin is typically limited to static force 
sensing applications,92 the present mechanochromic e-skins can be combined with flexible and 
transparent silver nanowire electrodes for use as triboelectric force sensors. These sensors can be 
applied in the spatiotemporal detection of both static and high-frequency dynamic forces (Figure 5.24b, 
left). In this triboelectric force sensor, triboelectrification and electrostatic induction between the porous 
PDMS (negatively charged) and plastic pen (positively charged) results in spontaneously generated 
triboelectric current in response to high-frequency dynamic forces (Figure 5.25, Section 5.2).26,257-258 
This generated current can be utilised in self-powered dynamic force sensors. In particular, porous 
structures with large surface areas and high compressibility provide enhanced triboelectric force 
sensitivity.28 Figure 5.24b (right) shows a dual-mode mechanochromic e-skin that can simultaneously 
detect the location and intensity of the writing force based on the mechanochromic colour and the 
writing speed based on the triboelectric output signals in real time. The triboelectric current and voltage 
of the mechanochromic e-skin depends on the intensity of the applied normal pressure (Figure 5.26a–
b) and the power density also increased up to a maximum of 4.2 μW/cm2 (Figure 5.26c). Furthermore, 
the triboelectric output current of the mechanochromic e-skin gradually increases as the frequency of 
the dynamic impact force increases (Figure 5.26d). This phenomenon can be attributed to the increase 
in dynamic modulus resulting from the elasticity of the porous mechanochromic composites.22,28 To 
evaluate the ability of our mechanochromic e-skins to detect sound, we monitored the output voltage 
induced by the acoustic pressure of a speaker (Figure 5.27). When the e-skin is exposed to the sound 
waves of the words ‘electronic’ and ‘skin’, the generated triboelectric output voltage closely matches 
the waveform of the sound source (Figure 5.24c, left). The time-dependent frequency obtained by short-
time Fourier transformation corresponds to the location and intensity of the recorded frequency, in 
accordance with the spectrogram of the sound source (Figure 5.24c, right). 
This study demonstrates that a hierarchical NP-MP architecture in porous mechanochromic 
composites can enhance both mechanochromic strain/stress sensitivity and stretchability. The 
experimentally determined structure–activity relationships and computational modelling results suggest 
the following general design principle: reducing pore size while increasing SNP size should enhance 
the mechanochromic sensitivity. Most material modifications that enhance the onset of 
mechanochromism also reduce extensibility, because mechanochromism is triggered by polymer chains 
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approaching their maximum extension. In constrast, the hierarchical NP-MP architecture of the porous 
composite structure in this study simultaneously reduces the onset of mechanochromism and enhances 
the extensibility. This advance will allow us to introduce mechanochromism to devices which operate 
under a range of strain conditions, from very small to large amounts of deformation. As a proof of 
concept, we fabricated an e-skin based on the composite material and used it as a wearable motion 
sensor and dual-mode touch audio sensor. The e-skin enabled the detection of static/dynamic force 





Figure 5.24. Applications of porous mechanochromic composites in wearable e-skins and dual-
mode static/dynamic touch and audio sensors. a, Images of wearable mechanochromic e-skins for 
the detection of various hand gestures (folding/unfolding, rock, scissor and grasp). b, Schematic of a 
dual-mode mechanochromic and triboelectric force sensor that enables the spatiotemporal detection of 
both writing force and speed. c, Waveforms of the sound sources of the words ‘electronic’ and ‘skin’: 
waveforms of the detected read-out signals (left) and short-time Fourier transform of the sound source 
along with the read-out signals from the dynamic force sensor (right). These applications are based on 
the pore-5/SNP-300 porous mechanochromic composite. 
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Figure 5.25. Schematic of the working mechanism of the single-electrode triboelectric sensor, which 
comprises a porous mechanochromic composite and silver nanowire-based electrode. Object is the 







































Figure 5.26. (a) Output triboelectric current of a mechanochromic composite in response to normal 
pressure. The sensitivity is 0.18 μA kPa−1 below 0.4 kPa and 0.002 μA kPa−1 in the range 1–108 kPa. 
(b) Triboelectric output voltage and (c) power density of porous PDMS/SP composites with 5-μm pores 
and 300-nm SNPs as functions of applied pressure. (d) Output current of the porous mechanochromic 
composite in response to dynamic normal pressure with different loading frequencies (0.1–4 Hz).  
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In the future, this strategy could be extended to improve the stress-reporting capabilities of other 
mechanophores.225,242,259-262 Previous work has indicated that (a) the extent of mechanophore activation 
can be directly related to the first invariant of the local strain,87 independently of whether the strain is 
applied in a uniaxial or biaxial manner, and (b) while the absolute magnitude of mechanophore 
activation depends on the mechanophore, the relative amount of mechanophore activation as a function 
of strain is constant across a range of strains in filled PDMS elastomers.246 The strain-focusing approach 
described here should therefore carry over to other mechanophores, and we anticipate that further work 
in this and similar composite materials will provide additional insight into the design of more active 
mechanochromic materials. Our hierarchical NP-MP framework is expected to allow the development 
of multifunctional and multiresponsive mechanochemical materials for user-interactive devices, smart 




Chapter 6. Human and biological skin-inspired electronic skin for 




With increasing attention paid to healthcare and growing demand to improving the quality and 
longevity of human lives, there has been much interest in the development of wearable devices that can 
sense the users’ motions and biosignals, thus allowing fitness tracking, as well as remote and real-time 
healthcare monitoring.1 To accurately detect and analyze the physical signals generated by the human 
body, flexible physical sensors are required to measure parameters such as temperature, pressure, and 
strain.22,122,135,195 In particular, body temperature, one of the main vital signs, is a critical indicator of 
human health conditions.263 Real-time monitoring of deviations from normal body temperature 
indicates abnormal states of health resulting from fever, insomnia, fatigue, infection, or organ 
dysfunction.111-112 For accurate diagnosis of health conditions, temperature sensors must be able to 
detect minute changes that may be as small as 0.1 ℃.111 In addition, the temperature sensors should be 
flexible and remain conformably attached on curved skin surfaces, and they must stably operate under 
bending or applied pressure, and rapidly respond to temperature variations.115 
Various types of flexible temperature sensors with high sensitivity have been reported, including 
thermocouples, resistive temperature sensors, pyroelectric sensors, thermoelectric sensors, organic 
transistors, and thermochromic sensors.10,146,264-267 Among them, resistive temperature sensors have 
attracted intense research interest because of their high sensitivity, flexibility, and simple fabrication 
process.268 In particular, most studies focused on metal-based resistive temperature sensors because of 
their advantages of high conductivity, linear temperature sensing in a wide temperature range, and 
flexibility with thin or narrow serpentine geometry.269-270 Owing to the low temperature sensitivity of 
commercial metal-based sensors (0.4 Ω ℃−1), however, additional equipment, such as high-gain 
amplifiers and high-precision analog-to-digital converters, is required for precise temperature 
measurement.113 On the other hand, resistive temperature sensors based on conductive polymer 
composites are attractive because of their high sensitivity when compared to that of metal-based sensors, 
mechanical stability, and flexibility.268 Because their temperature-sensing performances are mainly 
affected by the temperature coefficients of resistance (TCR) of conductive fillers such as nanocarbon 
materials, metallic nanostructures, or conductive polymers, the sensitivity of most previously studied 
resistive temperature sensors was not high enough to monitor small temperature variations of the order 
of 0.1 ℃.144,195,271 Jeon et al. demonstrated resistive temperature sensors based on conductive polymer 
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composites composed of Ni microparticles, poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), and polyethylene (PE).113 
Although the volume expansion of semi-crystalline PEO induces large changes (several orders of 
magnitude) in resistance near the melting temperature of PEO, its accuracy in temperature sensing is 
only ~2.7 ℃ and the sensing range is narrow (35–42 ℃).268 Therefore, for accurate and real-time 
monitoring of health conditions, new materials that meet all of the aforementioned requirements must 
be developed for resistive temperature sensors. 
In the study reported here, we developed a flexible and highly-sensitive temperature sensor based 
on a thermoresponsive polymer nanocomposite consisting of reduced graphene oxide (rGO), PEO 
microdomains, and a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) matrix. The resistance of the sensor was designed 
to decrease with increasing temperature owing to the negative temperature coefficient (NTC) of rGO. 
In addition, melt-induced volume expansion of PEO microdomains induced compressive stress in the 
neighboring polymer matrix, resulting in further decreases in resistance with increasing temperature. 
Our flexible resistive temperature sensor showed an ultrahigh TCR value of −6.94% ℃−1 and high 
temperature-sensing accuracy of 0.1 ℃. The ultralow thickness (~30 μm) of our sensor also enabled 
highly stable deformation-insensitive operation under external mechanical stimuli such as bending and 
applied pressure, facilitating wearable application for skin temperature monitoring with high accuracy 
(< 0.1 ℃). Finally, we encapsulated the temperature sensor with a thin thermochromic composite to 
form a dual-mode temperature sensor with simultaneous electrical and colorimetric sensing capabilities. 





6.2 Experimental Details 
Fabrication of rGO–PEO–PVDF composite film and dual-mode temperature sensors: First, 
PVDF (molecular weight: ~534,000, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was dispersed in DMF (20 wt%), which 
served as the solvent, and mixed with a certain amount of melted PEO at 70 ℃. Next, a GO–DMF 
solution, synthesized by Hummers method,174,272 was added to the PEO–PVDF–DMF solution in the 
desired mixing ratio. For the fabrication of the conductive and thermoresponsive rGO–PEO–PVDF 
composite film, the prepared GO–PEO–PVDF–DMF solution was poured onto a glass substrate and 
annealed at 160 ℃ for 1 h in a vacuum oven; GO was reduced to rGO and the residual DMF was 
completely removed. Using a sputter-coating system (E-1045, Hitachi, Japan) and a mask, a 
interdigitated Pt electrode was sputtered onto the fabricated rGO–PEO–PVDF composite film. To form 
the dual-mode temperature sensors, three thermochromic dyes of different colors (Nano I&C, Korea) 
and different response temperatures were mixed with the PDMS prepolymer and curing agent. The 
rGO–PEO–PVDF composite film with the electrode on the PDMS substrate was encapsulated by the 
thermochromic-dye–PDMS composite and annealed at 80 ℃ to cure the thermochromic composite film. 
Fabrication of 8  8 temperature-sensor arrays: A PEN or PDMS supporting layer was first 
coated with a Cr/Au electrode by using a horizontal electrode mask and spray coated with Ag nanowire 
for further conductive and stable electrode using Ag nanowire solution in ethanol (Nanopysis Corp., 
Korea). To avoid direct contact between the horizontal and vertical electrode lines, we used a parylene 
coater (Alpha Plus Corp., Korea) to cover the overlapping area between two electrodes with parylene. 
The vertical electrode was coated using the same method as that for the horizontal electrode. To form a 
patterned rGO–PEO–PVDF composite film, the GO–PEO–PVDF–DMS solution was poured on the 
substrate with an electrode using the mask; the composite-covered substrate was annealed at 160 ℃ for 
1 h in the vacuum oven. Finally, it was encapsulated by the parylene layer or thermochromic composite 
film. 
Characterization: The surface morphology of rGO–PEO–PVDF composite films was analyzed 
by field-emisson SEM (S-4800, Hitachi, Japan). To investigate the temperature-dependent changes in 
the morphology or phase, the rGO–PEO–PVDF composite films were measured by AFM (DI-3100, 
Veeco, Japan) and Raman spectroscopy (alpha300R, WITec, Germany) with a 532 nm excitation laser 
(laser power: 1.5 mW; integration time: 1 s; accumulations: 10). The thermal characteristics of the 
composite films were analyzed by DSC (Q200, TA Instruments, USA). The temperature measurements 
of the temperature sensors were carried out on a heating–cooling thermal plate (PT-CHS-C, Tokai Hit, 
Japan). The temperature-responsive electrical properties of the temperature sensors were measured by 
using a semiconductor parameter analyzer (4200-SCS, Keithley, USA) to obtain the pyroresistive 
signals. The color shift of the thermochromic composite films was measured with a spectroradiometer 
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(PR-655, Photo Research, USA). The 8  8 temperature-sensor arrays were measured using a 




6.3 Results and Discussion 
The thermoresponsive polymer composite films were fabricated by rod-casting of a mixture of 
graphene oxide (GO), PEO, and PVDF dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF); the GO–PEO–PVDF–
DMF mixture was dried at 160 ℃ for 1 h in a vacuum oven. The high-temperature annealing process 
completely removed the residual DMF and yielded pyroresistive composite films by reducing GO to 
rGO. The simple and scalable fabrication process allowed large-area (15 × 15 cm2) composite films to 
be easily fabricated (Figure 6.1a). Cross-sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the 
thermoresponsive rGO–PEO–PVDF composite films indicate the formation of PEO microdomains in 
the polymer matrix, which resulted from phase separation between PEO and the PVDF domains (Figure 
6.1b,c). In addition, spherical micropores were formed inside the composite films during film formation, 
followed by evaporation of DMF after the composite film was formed. The PEO microdomains were 
mainly located near the micropores, which can be attributed to the higher solubility of PEO in DMF 
solvent compared to that of PVDF in DMF solvent, as estimated by the Hansen solubility parameter.273-
274  
Similar to conventional temperature sensors based on conductive-polymer composites that detect 
temperature changes through the TCR effect of conductive fillers, the resistance of our 
thermoresponsive composites with rGO sheets decreased with increasing temperature owing to the NTC 
effect of the rGO sheets.22 To further enhance the temperature-sensing performance of the composites, 
we introduced semi-crystalline PEO microdomains in the composite films. Semi-crystalline polymers 
such as PEO, polyethylene, and polyethylene adipate show a large volume expansion near their 
respective melting points, caused by the phase transition from the crystalline phase to the amorphous 
phase.275 Previously, these semi-crystalline polymers were introduced for the fabrication of 
ultrasensitive temperature sensors because of their tendencies for large thermal expansion.113,265 Owing 
to the high thermal expansion properties of semi-crystalline polymers, the conductive networks between 
conductive fillers in the resulting sensors can be easily broken near the melting temperatures of semi-
crystalline polymers. Although the temperature sensitivity of this type of sensor is significantly higher 
than that of conventional temperature sensors, the temperature sensing accuracy is too low (~2.7 ℃) 
and the sensing range is very narrow (35–42 ℃), limiting their use to other areas of switching devices 
for preventing overheating and short-circuiting of electronic devices.268,276 The temperature-sensing 
mechanism of a rGO–PEO–PVDF composite is illustrated in Figure 6.1d. Among various semi-
crystalline polymers, we chose PEO for the study because its melting point can be easily tuned from 
−45 to 65 ℃ by adjusting its molecular weight. We utilized PEO with a molecular weight of 1000, 
which has a melting point near the human body temperature (~35 ℃). In addition to the NTC effect of 
rGO, the volume of semi-crystalline PEO microdomains increased as a result of the phase transition 
when the temperature increased toward the melting temperature of PEO. Because the PVDF matrix 
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prevented the movement of the PEO microdomains, the volume expansion of PEO induced compressive 
stress in the neighboring polymer matrix, resulting in further decreases in the sensor resistance with 
increasing temperature.  
 
Figure 6.1. Thermoresponsive composite film based on a semi-crystalline polymer. (a) Photograph of 
a flexible rGO–PEO–PVDF composite film with large area (15  15 cm2). (b) SEM image of rGO–
PEO–PVDF composite film. (c) High-magnification SEM image of rGO–PEO–PVDF composite film 
with PEO microdomains. (d) Schematic showing the temperature-sensing mechanism of rGO–PEO–
PVDF composite film based on the melt-induced volume expansion of PEO microdomains. The 


















The device structure of flexible temperature sensors based on a thermoresponsive composite film 
is schematically shown in Figure 6.2a. The thin rGO–PEO–PVDF composite film (~20 μm) with an 
interdigitated electrode was encapsulated by bottom polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer and top 
parylene layer, enabling conformal contact between the sensors and curved objects. The temperature-
sensing performances of the sensors based on thermoresponsive rGO–PEO–PVDF composite films 
with different PEO concentrations were evaluated by varying the temperature of the heating–cooling 
plate from 20 to 60 ℃ (Figure 6.2b). The temperature sensitivity continuously increased as the PEO 
concentration in the rGO–PEO–PVDF composite film increased, which can be explained by the effect 
of enhanced volume expansion of the PEO microdomains. The temperature sensitivity reached a 
saturated value when the PEO concentration of the composite film was 15 wt%. Sensors with PEO 
concentrations below 15 wt% showed no noticeable hysteresis, whereas sensors with PEO 
concentrations above 15 wt% showed a small hysteresis loop (Figure 6.3). Therefore, we chose a PEO 
concentration of 15 wt% as the optimal value. When the temperature was varied from 20 to 60 ℃, the 
temperature sensor with 15 wt% PEO showed a relative resistance (R/R0) of 0.04, which is 1/14
th of that 
(R/R0 = 0.56) of the temperature sensor without PEO. The temperature sensitivity can be quantified by 
the TCR value, which is defined as TCR = (ΔR/R)/ΔT, where R is the resistance of the temperature 
sensor and T is the applied temperature. The TCR of the temperature sensor with PEO microdomains 
was 6.94% ℃−1 at room temperature, which is 6.5 times higher than that of the sensor without PEO 
(Figure 6.4), indicating the critical role of semi-crystalline PEO microdomains in enhancing the 
sensitivity of our temperature sensors. We further optimized the temperature sensors by controlling the 
rGO concentration (Figure 6.5a). As the rGO concentration of the composite film increased, the 
temperature sensitivity increased owing to the enhanced NTC effect of rGO. However, when the rGO 
concentration of the composite film exceeded 2 wt%, the temperature sensitivity decreased again 
because the high rGO content resulted in a well mixed polymer blend between PEO and PVDF, without 
forming PEO microdomains (Figure 6.5b,c). When the temperature of the heating–cooling plate was 
increased from 32 ℃ in steps of 0.1 and 0.2 ℃, the optimized temperature sensors precisely exhibited 
stepwise decreases in resistance and returned to the original resistance value (Figure 6.2c and 6.6). The 
high TCR of 6.94% ℃−1 and the high temperature-sensing accuracy of 0.1 ℃ for our flexible 
temperature sensors can be favorably compared with previously reported flexible temperature sensors 
(Table 6.1), which exhibited much lower TCR values and sensing accuracy.22,115,195,271,277-282 One study 
demonstrated organic transistor-based temperature sensors with high TCR values, which are still lower 
than 6.94% ℃−1; moreover, the fabrication process was complex.280 Although several papers cited 




To verify the effect of PEO microdomains on the ultrahigh sensitivity of our temperature sensors, 
we used atomic force microscopy (AFM) to investigate the phase changes of rGO–PEO–PVDF 
composite films at different temperatures. The phase mode of an AFM is a useful tool to visualize the 
crystallization and melting process of semi-crystalline polymers.283 Figure 6.2d and 6.2e show the AFM 
phase images of rGO–PEO–PVDF composite films at 25 and 40 ℃, respectively. At the low 
temperature of 25 ℃, the differences between the two phases, crystalline PEO microdomains and 
crystalline PVDF matrix, were very small. When the temperature was increased to 45 ℃, the PEO 
microdomains transitioned from the crystalline to amorphous phase. As a result, mixed phases between 
amorphous PEO microdomains and the crystalline PVDF matrix could be clearly observed, confirming 
that melt-induced volume expansion of the PEO microdomains induced compressive stress in the 
neighboring polymer matrix, thereby resulting in further decreases in resistance with increasing 
temperature. The topographic images of rGO–PEO–PVDF composites at different temperatures were 
analyzed by the confocal laser scanning microscopy (Figure 6.7). At the low temperature of 20 ℃, the 
surface image and 3D profile show the roughness of the thermoresponsive composite, caused by well-
dispersed PEO microdomains near the micropores (Figure 6.7a,b). When the temperature was increased 
to 40 ℃, the depth of the depressions decreased owing to the phase transition-induced volume 
expansion of PEO (Figure 6.7c,d). These results indicate that the volume expansion of PEO 
microdomains on the film surface with increasing temperature. 
We also used Raman spectroscopy to check the temperature-induced phase transition of PEO 
microdomains in the composite film. We began by analyzing the temperature-dependent Raman spectra 
of pure PEO (Figure 6.8). At Raman spectra obtained at low temperature clearly show characteristic 
Raman peaks of PEO at 840, 1085, 1239, and 1484 cm−1, as well as a broad band between 2800 and 
3000 cm−1, which correspond to the C–O stretching mode, CH2 rocking mode, out-of-phase C–H 
twisting mode, in-phase CH2 bending mode, and C–H stretching mode, respectively (Figure 6.8a).
284-
285 The intensity of the characteristic peaks decreased with increasing temperature (Figure 6.8b). When 
the temperature was over 35 ℃, the characteristic peaks significantly decreased and broadened with 
increasing temperature, indicating the formation of an amorphous phase (Figure 6.8c).286 In the spectra 
of the rGO–PEO–PVDF composite films, most of the characteristic peaks of PEO overlap the 
characteristic peaks of rGO and PVDF (Figure 6.9).287-288 Thus, we investigated the phase transition of 
PEO in the composite films using the Raman peak at 2871 cm−1 instead, and this peak corresponds to 
the C–H stretching mode of PEO (Figure 6.2f). The intensity of the Raman peak at 2871 cm−1 decreased 
with increasing temperature, confirming the phase-transition-induced volume expansion of PEO in the 
rGO–PEO–PVDF composite. 
Because the melt-induced volume expansion of PEO microdomains and the NTC effect of rGO 
fillers were the two main factors of the ultrahigh sensitivity of our temperature sensors, we could tune 
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the critical temperature range of high sensitivity by adjusting the molecular weight of PEO. According 
to our analysis of the endothermic peaks in differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) thermo-diagrams 
(Figure 6.10a), the melting points of PEO with molecular weights of 1000, 1500, and 4000 were 35, 45, 
and 57 ℃. The DSC thermo-diagrams of the corresponding rGO–PEO–PVDF composites show two 
distinct peaks for the melting points of PEO and PVDF (Figure 6.10b). Depending on the molecular 
weight of PEO, a different critical temperature range was obtained for the composite (Figure 6.11a), 
and the temperature sensors showed different critical temperature ranges of 20–40 ℃, 30–50 ℃, and 
40–60 ℃, which correspond to the melting point of each PEO (Figure 6.11b–d). 
 
 
Figure 6.2. Temperature-sensing properties of flexible and highly sensitive temperature sensors based 
on a rGO/–PEO–PVDF composite film. (a) Schematic illustration of flexible temperature sensor. (b) 
Relative resistance as a function of temperature (20–60 ℃) of temperature sensors with different 
loadings of PEO (0 to 20 wt%). (c) Real-time temperature monitoring of temperature sensors as the 
temperature was increased from 32 ℃ in steps of 0.1 ℃. (d) AFM phase image of a rGO–PEO–PVDF 
composite film at a temperature of 25 ℃. (e) AFM phase image of a rGO–PEO–PVDF composite film 
at a temperature of 40 ℃. (f) Temperature-dependent Raman spectra of rGO–PEO–PVDF composite 
films; a magnified view of the Raman spectra is shown on the right. 
  































































































Figure 6.3. Hysteresis curve of temperature sensors with different PEO concentration. 
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Figure 6.4. TCR values of temperature sensors with and without PEO microdomains 
 
 
Figure 6.5. (a) Relative resistance of temperature sensors with different loadings of rGO as a function 
of temperature. (b,c) SEM images of rGO–PEO–PVDF composite films with 5 wt% rGO. 
  

























Figure 6.6. Decrease in resistance of temperature sensor as the applied temperature was increased in 





Figure 6.7. (a,b) Confocal laser microscopy image and 3D profile for surface morphology of rGO–
PEO–PVDF composite at 20 ℃. (c,d) Confocal laser microscopy image and 3D profile for surface 
morphology of rGO–PEO–PVDF composite at 40 ℃.  
 
 
Figure 6.8. (a) Temperature-dependent Raman spectra of pure PEO. (b, c) Magnified view of the 























































































































Figure 6.9. Raman spectra of (a) rGO and (b) PVDF. 
 
 
Figure 6.10. (a) DSC thermo-diagrams of PEO with molecular weight (Mw) of 1000, 1500, and 4000. 
(b) DSC thermo-diagrams of rGO–PEO–PVDF composites with PEO molecular weights of 1000, 
1500, and 4000. 
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Figure 6.11. (a) Relative resistance as a function of temperature of temperature sensors with different 
PEO molecular weights (1000, 1500, or 4000). Relative resistance as a function of temperature of 
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Snakes, which have a unique temperature-sensing system of pit membranes, can perceive minute 
temperature variations from infrared (IR) radiation of a mammalian prey at a distance.289 Similarly, 
ultrasensitive temperature sensors could perceive tiny temperature changes of warm objects at a 
distance (Figure 6.12a). Figure 6.12b shows the changes in relative resistance of our temperature 
sensors when a warm object with temperature of 30 ℃ was located at a certain distance and then 
removed. The measurements were repeated for five cycles with the distance varying from 3 to 30 cm. 
The temperature sensors exactly detect the positioning of the warm object, demonstrating fast and 
highly sensitive temperature-sensing performances of the temperature sensors based on rGO–PEO–
PVDF composites. We also tested these procedures with warm objects at 40 and 50 ℃ and obtained 
enhanced sensor signals (Figure 6.12c and 6.13).  
For temperature sensors to be useable in wearable devices, mechanical flexibility and 
mechanical-deformation-independent perception of temperature variations are critical requirements for 
exact temperature sensing under conformal contact with curved objects. The pressure-independent 
sensitivity of our temperature sensor was evaluated under different values of normal pressure and at 
different temperatures (Figure 6.12d). The temperature sensor did not respond to the applied pressure, 
but they exhibited significant changes in resistance at different temperatures, which can be attributed to 
the coplanar electrode design. When the thermoresponsive composite film was vertically sandwiched 
between two electrodes, the sensor showed a noticeable change in resistance in response to normal 
pressure (Figure 6.14). On the other hand, the temperature sensor with a coplanar electrode structure 
did not respond to the applied pressure. In addition, our temperature sensor was insensitive to bending 
deformation with different bending radii (Figure 6.12e). Owing to the ultrathin design of our 
temperature sensor, the resistance variations induced by bending deformation were negligible compared 
to the resistance variations from temperature change. Under deformation at a bending radius of 3.2 to 
13.3 mm, the temperature sensor could exactly perceive a temperature change (Figure 6.15a). The small 
variation at the increased temperature was caused by the rough contact between the bent temperature 
sensors and the flat heating plate. After 1000 cycles of the bending test, the temperature sensor still 
exhibited ultrahigh temperature sensitivity (Figure 6.15b). Furthermore, during repetitive cycles of 
heating from 20 to 60 ℃, the temperature sensors showed reliable and uniform temperature-sensing 
performance for up to 10 cycles (Figure 6.12f). 
The deformation-insensitive temperature sensor was successfully applied to wearable sensor for 
the monitoring of the skin temperature change. Benefitting from ultrathin thickness (~30 μm), the 
temperature sensor was conformally mounted on the back of hand (Figure 6.12g). Figure 3h shows the 
change in skin temperature detected by our temperature sensor and surface thermometer. In this time, 
skin temperture detected by temperature sensor was obtained from the non-linear power fitting of 
resistance change of temperature sensor (Figure 6.16). Because normal human always keep their the 
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skin temperature in certain boundaries through thermoregulation, we applied IR irradiation and cooling 
with fan to the skin for the dramatic shift in skin temperature during monitoring of skin temperature. 
The wearable temperature sensor exactly read the sharp increase and decrease of skin temperature by 
applied events and the skin temperature detected by our temperature sensor was well matched with that 
detected by surface thermomemer. Moreover, enlarged plot in Figure 6.12h shows that the accuracy of 
temperature sensor was much higher than that of surface thermometer (0.1 ℃), indicating superior 





Figure 6.12. Temperature-sensing performances in the presence of a warm object at a distance 
and deformation-insensitive behavior of temperature sensors for wearable application. (a) 
Schematic illustration of temperature sensing in the presence of a warm object at a distance. (b) Changes 
in relative resistance of temperature sensors when a warm object at 30 ℃ was located at a varying 
distance from the temperature sensors. (c) Relative resistance of temperature sensors as a function of 
the  distance from the warm object; the measurements were repeated when the temperature of the 
warm object was set to different values. (d) Relative resistance of temperature sensors with different 
temperature as a function of pressure. (e) Relative resistance of temperature sensors as a function of the 
bending curvature.  (f) Cycling stability of temperature sensors under repetitive temperature change 
from 20 to 60 ℃. (g) A photograph of deformation-insensitive flexible temperature sensor attached on 
the back of hand. The inset shows enlarged photograph of temperature sensor. (h) Body temperature 
change detected by the wearable temperature sensor (black) and surface thermometer (red). (i) Enlarged 
plot in Figure 4h showing temperature accuracy of our temperature sensor and surface thermometer. 
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Figure 6.13. Real-time monitoring of relative resistance of temperature sensors when the warm 




































Figure 6.15. (a) Temperature-sensing performances of temperature sensors in different bending 
states. (b) Relative resistance as a function of temperature of temperature sensors after 0–1000 
bending cycles. 
  

































Figure 6.16. Relative resistance as a function of temperature  of a temperature sensor. The data was 



























Dual-mode temperature sensor with simultaneous electrical and colorimetric temperature 
detection capabilities is advantageous in the simultaneous detection of an accurate temperature value 
from electric signals and the location of temperature variation from color changes. To prepare dual-
mode temperature sensor, the pyroresistive temperature sensor was encapsulated with thermochromic 
composite film (Figure 6.17a). Thermochromic materials, which undergo a color change in response to 
temperature variation, enable the intuitive visualization of different temperatures. We fabricated 
thermochromic composite films by mixing PDMS with thermochromic inks. To obtain a wide 
temperature-sensing range, we used three thermochromic inks of three different colors and three 
different response temperatures (Figure 6.18). The color changes of the thermochromic composite films 
in response to temperature variations were evaluated by red–green–blue (RGB) analysis and color 
coordination (Figure 6.17b,c and 6.19). Both analysis techniques showed clear differences in color as 
the temperature was changed in steps of 1 ℃, demonstrating the high temperature sensitivity of our 
thermochromic composite films over a wide temperature range. The changes in color with different 
temperatures can be easily perceived by the naked eye, enabling direct visualization of temperature 
changes even without any special analytical devices (Figure 6.17d). 
To further demonstrate the dual-mode temperature-sensing functionality of our temperature 
sensor, we investigated the electrical and colorimetric response to the time-dependent temperature 
variations during natural cooling of a water droplet on the dual-mode temperature sensor. Figure 6.17e 
shows the relative resistance of the pyroresistive temperature sensor. When warm water droplets with 
temperatures of 30, 40, and 50 ℃ were released onto the dual-mode temperature sensor, the relative 
resistance sharply decreased owing to the heat transfer from each water droplet to the sensor. The 
resistance then recovered to the original value owing to the natural cooling of the water droplets. These 
resistance variations exactly matched the temperature variations detected by an infrared (IR) camera. 
The enlarged plot in Figure 6.17e (Figure 6.17f) shows that the temperature variations detected by the 
IR camera matched the resistance variations detected by the sensor, demonstrating their fast and reliable 
operation. The dual-mode temperature sensor could be also operated as a thermochromic temperature 
sensor for direct visualization of temperature changes. Figure 6.17g shows the color changes of 
thermochromic composite films and temperature mapping images obtained by the IR camera for 
temperature variations of a warm water droplet on the sensor. The temperatures obtained from the color 
images of thermochromic composite films (Figure 6.17d and 6.17g) match well with the temperatures 
obtained by the IR camera. An RGB analysis of Figure 4g indicates the time-dependent color sensing 





Figure 6.17. Dual-mode temperature sensors for electrical and colorimetric temperature sensing. (a) 
Schematic illustration of dual-mode temperature sensors. (b) Intensities of the color components (red, 
green, blue) as a function of temperature of thermochromic composite films. (c) Changes in the CIE 
1931 color space chromaticity diagrams of thermochromic composite films when the temperature was 
changed from 28 to 39 ℃ in steps of 1 ℃. (d) Photographs of the thermochromic composite films in 
1 ℃ increments. (e) Time-dependent relative resistance of pyroresistive temperature sensors after the 
release of a warm water droplet and temperature variation of warm water droplet, obtained by infrared 
camera. (f) Magnified variations in relative resistance and temperature shown in (e). (g) Color 
changes of thermochromic composite films after the release of a warm water droplet and temperature 
mapping images, obtained by infrared camera, of warm water droplet. 
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Figure 6.19. Luminance as a function of wavelength for thermochromic composite film as the 




































Figure 6.20. RGB values of thermochromic composite films when warm water droplets with 






Although colorimetric temperature analysis provides information on the location as well as 
approximate temperatures, we fabricated flexible pyroresistive temperature sensors in 8  8 pixel arrays 
to perceive the exact temperature with location information. Figure 6.21a shows a schematic illustration 
of 8  8 pixel arrays of temperature sensors on a polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) substrate. The vertical 
and horizontal electrodes were composed of evaporated-Au-film/Ag-nanowire hybrid layers for stable 
operation under bending states, and the overlapping areas between two electrodes were separated by a 
parylene layer to avoid direct electrical contact between the electrode lines (Figure 6.21b and 6.22). 
Figure 6.21c shows the fabricated flexible temperature sensors in 8  8 pixel arrays. We evaluated the 
temperature-sensing performance of the  8  8 pixel  arrays in the temperature range of 20–60 ℃ 
(blue line), and the detected signals agree well with the signals from a single temperature sensor (red 
line) (Figure 6.21d,e). After encapsulation of the pyroresistive temperature-sensor arrays with 
thermochromic composite films, the dual-mode temperature-sensor arrays could differentiate the heated 
local regions from others, demonstrating the ability of the temperature-sensor arrays to sense any spatial 
temperature distribution. Various types of heated metal plates with different temperatures (30, 32, and 
40 ℃) were loaded on the dual-mode temperature-sensor arrays. The corresponding map of the 
pyroresistive sensor arrays exactly matches the color map of the thermochromic composite (Figure 
6.21f–h). When compared with the values of relative resistance obtained from the non-linear power 
fitting (Figure 6.16), the average values of detected pyroresistive signals from the three mapping images 






Figure 6.21. 8  8 dual-mode temperature-sensor arrays. (a) Schematic illustration of 8  8 pixel arrays 
of temperature sensors. (b) Magnified schematic illustration showing components of temperature-
sensor arrays. (c) Photograph of flexible pyroresistive temperature sensors in 8  8 pixel arrays. (d) 
Scheme for the temperature-measurement setup of temperature sensors in 8  8 pixel arrays on the 
heating–cooling plate. (e) Relative resistance of 8  8 pixel arrays (blue) and a single temperature sensor 
(red) as the temperature was changed from 20 to 60 ℃. (f–h) Pyroresistive temperature mapping images 
of three metal plates with temperatures of 30, 32, and 40 ℃ and photographs of corresponding color 
mapping of the thermochromic composite film. 
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We demonstrated a flexible and highly sensitive temperature sensors based on a 
thermoresponsive rGO–PEO–PVDF composite. The melt-induced volume expansion of semi-
crystalline PEO microdomains, as well as the NTC effect of rGO, yielded an ultrahigh TCR of 
6.94% ℃−1 and high temperature-sensing accuracy of 0.1 ℃. The ultralow thickness of our flexible 
temperature sensor enabled highly stable and deformation-insensitive operation under pressure and 
bending, which facilitates the application of wearable skin temperature sensor with high accuracy (< 
0.1 ℃). In addition, we fabricated dual-mode temperature-sensor arrays with electrical and colorimetric 
temperature-sensing performances by combining pyroresistive temperature sensors with 
thermochromic composite films, enabling simultaneous and accurate sensing of temperature and spatial 
temperature distribution. Our temperature sensors are expected to be suitable for various applications 
that require precise temperature measurement and visualization, such as wearable healthcare devices, 




Chapter 7. Summary and Future Perspective 
 
7.1 Summary 
Mimicking the structures and functions of human and biological skins, we suggested bioinspired 
e-skins with great progress in sensor performances and multifunctionality. Human skin, which is an 
ideal sensory organ, can sensitively perceive various tactile stimuli (normal, shear, tensile, bending 
stimuli) and thermal stimuli by transducing them into electrical signals in the mechanoreceptors. In this 
process, interlocked microstructures between dermal and epidermal layers, owing to the effective stress 
concentration between dermal and epidermal layers with different moduli. In this thesis, we emulated 
specialized sensory functions and structures of human skin for high-performance e-skins with high 
sensitivity, multidirectional force sensing capability, linear response to stimuli, and broad working range. 
In addition, the unique structures and functionalities of biological skins have provided us a great 
inspiration for novel designs of e-skins. Inspired by responsive color change in biological skins (such 
as cephalopods, chameleons, and turkeys), we developed highly sensitive colorimetric skins, which 
display tactile information by change in color. Furthermore, we demonstrated highly sensitive 
temperature sensor mimicking snake skin that have ultrahigh sensitivity in temperature change. These 
bioinspired e-skins have found broad application in wearable healthcare devices or equipment with 
accurate sensing and reliable actuation systems. 
In chapter 2, inspired by the interlocked microstructures found in epidermal–dermal ridges in 
human skin, piezoresistive interlocked microdome arrays are employed for stress-direction-sensitive, 
stretchable electronic skins. Here we show that these arrays possess highly sensitive detection capability 
of various mechanical stimuli including normal, shear, stretch, bending, and twisting forces. 
Furthermore, the unique geometry of interlocked microdome arrays enables the differentiation of 
various mechanical stimuli because the arrays exhibit different levels of deformation depending on the 
direction of applied forces, thus providing different sensory output patterns. In addition, we show that 
the electronic skins attached on human skin in the arm and wrist areas are able to distinguish various 
mechanical stimuli applied in different directions and can selectively monitor different intensities and 
directions of air flows and vibrations. Stretchable electronic skins with multidirectional force-sensing 
capabilities are of great importance in robotics, prosthetics, and rehabilitation devices. 
In chapter 3, we introduced interlocked microdome multilayer system for highly sensitive and 
ultra-large dynamic range e-skins with linear response. Our e-skins possess high sensitivity (47.7 kPa-
1, 1.3 Pa minimum detection) under the static/dynamic pressure due to stress concentration between 
interlocked micordome arrays and increased contact area change in multilayer system. In addition, 
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stress distribution between stacked layers enables linear and ultra-large range pressure sensing (0.0013 
– 353 kPa), maintaining their high sensitivity upto several hundreds of kPa. Flexible pressure sensors 
with a high sensitivity over a broad linear range can simplify the wearable sensing systems without 
additional signal processing for the linear output, enabling device miniaturization and low power 
consumption. For proof-of-concept demonstrations, highly sensitive e-skins are applied to precise 
detection of acoustic sound, respiration, and pulse pressure in weak pressure-regime. In addition, wide 
range pressure sensing ability is employed for the plantar pressure monitoring in high pressure-regime. 
In chapter 4, we demonstrated a highly-sensitive and linearly-responsible flexible pressure sensor 
by multi-layering PEDOT:PSS/PUD composites with interlocked structures. The multi-layer with 
gradient conductivity enabled regulation of saturation behavior of composite resistance in response to 
applied pressure. Further, the multi-layered pressure sensor could linearly perceive pressure over a 
broad working pressure range (0.8 Pa to 100 kPa) with an extremely high sensitivity of 3.8  105 kPa−1, 
which is the highest reported value for pressure sensors. In addition, the sensor indicated a rapid 
response time of 130 ms, a relaxation time of 11 ms, and high durability during 5000 repetitive cycles 
of pressure application (20 kPa). Finally, the pressure sensor could distinguish weak gas flows 
characterized by different densities, subtle manipulation of objects, and different pulse rates of the 
carotid artery and the internal jugular vein.  
In chapter 5, we reported a hierarchical nanoparticle-in-micropore (NP-MP) architecture in 
porous mechanochromic polymers to enhance the mechanosensitivity and stretchability of 
mechanochromic electronic skins (e-skins). The hierarchical NP-MP structure results in stress 
concentration-induced mechanochemical activation of mechanophores, significantly improving the 
mechanochromic sensitivity to both tensile strain and normal force (critical tensile strain: 50% and 
normal force: 1 N). Furthermore, the porous mechanochromic composites exhibit a reversible 
mechanochromism under a strain of 250%. This architecture enables a dual-mode mechanochromic e-
skin for detecting static/dynamic forces via mechanochromism and triboelectricity. The hierarchical 
NP-MP architecture provides a general platform to develop mechanochromic composites with high 
sensitivity and stretchability.  
In chapter 6, we demonstrated a deformation-insensitive, flexible, and highly sensitive resistive-
type temperature sensor that is made of a polymer nanocomposite with semi-crystalline polymer 
microdomains. Unlike previously reported resistive temperature sensors, whose temperature sensitivity 
is mainly affected by the temperature coefficients of resistance (TCR) of conductive fillers, our sensor 
shows an extremely large change in resistance due to the melt-induced expansion in volume of the semi-
crystalline poly(ethylene oxide) microphase, as well as the TCR of reduced graphene oxide. The 
optimized temperature sensor exhibits an ultrahigh temperature sensitivity of 6.94% ℃−1, high 
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temperature-sensing accuracy of 0.1 ℃, stable operation under mechanical stimuli, and accurate skin 
temperature monitoring performance. As a proof-of-concept prototype, dual-mode 8  8 pixel arrays of 
temperature sensors are encapsulated by thermochromic composite films, and they demonstrate 
simultaneous and accurate detection of temperature and spatial temperature distribution.  
In summary, this thesis covers various types of e-skins inspired by human and biological skins. 
The biomimicry of human and biological skins has become a great inspiration for realizing novel 
wearable electronic systems with exceptional multifunctionality (static/dynamic force sensing, 
multidirectional force sensing, self-powered sensing, visualization of stimuli, IR sensing from far object) 
as well as advanced sensory functions (ultrahigh sensitivity, linear response, broad working range, fast 
response, durability). Benefitting from their high-performances and multifunctionalities, the suggested 
bioinspired e-skins were successfully applied to various fields, including wearable motion sensor, 
wearable healthcare sensor, acoustic sensor, and cosmetics. Through thoese sutides, we believe that our 
bioinspired e-skins provide a great potential of electronic skins for next-generation sensor systems in 






7.2 Future perspective 
For the applications of e-skins in wearable and implantable electronics, several important factors 
are still needed to be considered such as signal processing, power supply, integration, and 
biocompatibility (Figure 7.1). In this section, we briefly introduce these factors for the realization of 
next-generation skin electronics and recent outcomes for addressing these challenges. 
Linear sensitivity over wide pressure range: The e-skin with linear sensitivity over a wide 
pressure range is beneficial for obtaining accurate sensor-output information without additional 
complex signal processing. In addition, the simplified process can meet the increasing demand for 
device miniaturization and low power consumption. Typically, conventional e-skins have shown a 
trade-off between sensitivity and pressure-sensing range, due to limited deformability or a nonlinear 
variation of contact area in a single film. Recent reports addressed this issue via novel geometrical 
approaches. For example, our group demonstrated a ferroelectric skin with a multilayer interlocked 
microdome geometry for ultrahigh pressure sensitivity and linear response over a wide pressure 
range.122 Cho and co-workers demonstrated a piezoresistive pressure sensor with a linear output by 
introducing a hierarchically structured graphene/PDMS film.123 Besides pressure sensors, several 
studies have focused on strain sensors with linear sensitivity based on PDMS-infused conductive 
(PEDOT:PSS/cellulose nanofibrils aerogel290 and tough hydrogels with PANI and poly(acrylamide-co-
hydroxyethyl methyl acrylate) (P-(AAm-co-HEMA) network.291  
Self-powered system: To realize wearable electronics, a sustainable electrical power supply is 
necessary for sensor operation, signal processing, and transmission. In this regard, self-powered systems 
that can harvest renewable energy by various mechanical and thermal stimuli have recently emerged.292 
The self-powered system can generate electrical power from various body motions or from surrounding 
environmental sources (wind, vibration, and solar), providing great possibility of device operation 
without the help of any external power source and the miniaturization of electronic devices. Self-
powered e-skins are largely based on four types of signal-transduction modes; piezoelectric, 
triboelectric, pyroelectric, and thermoelectric. 
Piezoelectric e-skin can produce electric charges in response to mechanical stress based on 
inorganic materials such as ZnO,24 lead zirconium titanate (PZT),293 and BaTiO3,
294 and organic 
materials such as PVDF,22 PVDF-based copolymers,295 poly-l-lactide,296 MoS2,
297 and non-synthetic 
biocompatible protein.298 To further improve the piezoelectric performance, surface micropatterns (e.g., 
dome, pyramid, and pillar)22,24,295 and bioinspired structures (e.g., interlocking, hierarchical, 
porous)24,299-300 have been used to greatly improve the piezopotentials, resulting from a large localized 
stress and large surface area. Triboelectric e-skins convert mechanical energy to electrical energy 
through a conjugation of triboelectrification and electrostatic induction, caused by various contact 
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motions such as vertical touch, shear friction from sliding motion, and torsional stress. Since the 
triboelectric output critically relies on differences in triboelectric polarity between two contacting 
materials and contacting surface areas, a rational design of material and structure is important to 
demonstrate high-performance triboelectric e-skin. For a structural approach, uniquely designed 
micro/nanoscale structures such as surface micropatterns, micropore, nanoscale assembly, and 
hierarchical nanoporous and interlocked micro-ridge structures28 have been suggested, which enables 
the increases in surface area and stress-induced deformability, thereby producing enhanced power up to 
a few tens of milliwatts. In addition, chemically modified surface charge by self-assembled monolayers 
using an end-fluorine terminated group,301-302 thiol with a different head group,303 and atomic-level 
halogens and amines304 influences the surface potential and surface-charge density, enabling control of 
triboelectric output. 
In addition to mechanical-energy harvesting devices, ambient-heat variation can be converted 
into electrical energy by pyroelectric and thermoelectric effects. While the pyroelectric effect harvests 
thermal energy by spontaneous polarization in certain anisotropic solids as a result of temperature 
fluctuation, the thermoelectric effect induces the diffusion of charge carriers following the thermal 
gradient in the materials (Seeback effect).30 For the pyroelectric nanogenerator, various ferroelectric 
materials such as P(VDF-TrFE),31 ZnO,32 PZT,33 and BaTiO3
34 have been introduced, but relatively low 
power density restrict the application for self-powered e-skins. For thermoelectric devices, various 
materials including conductive polymers such as PANI,35 polypyrrole,36 and PEDOT:PSS,37,266,305 
inorganic materials (such as Bi2Te3, Sb2Te3, and Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3),
38 and even ionic polymer solution39 have 
been introduced. Ionic skin is capable of generating an electrical potential by mechanical-deformation-
induced mobile charged ions, which have recently attracted much attention for self-powered e-skin.306 
The ionic materials can also be used for highly transparent, stretchable, and biocompatible conducting 
and dielectric materials, which provide great potential applications for transparent pressure sensors,307 
ionic loudspeakers,308 and energy harvesting devices.309  
Integrated system with flexible and stretchable properties: The integration of various sensors 
with electronic elements and the attainment of mechanical flexibility and stretchability are essential to 
the further development and wider adoption of skin-attachable and wearable electronics. One approach 
to address these issues is the geometrical approach integrating the multiple electronic elements with 
uniquely designed interconnects such as serpentine, wavy, and buckling configurations.78,310-311 Another 
one is the fabrication of highly stretchable and conformable sensor-matrix networks with high-density 
3D-integrated multiple sensors using meandering interconnects,61 where sensing elements are 
adjustable by stretching and expanding the meandering interconnects. The use of intrinsically 
stretchable materials to electronic components has been also introduced.312-313 This approach enables 
simultaneous achievement of both the intrinsic advantages of excellent electrical conductivity of fillers 
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and stretchability of elastomers by simple fabrication methods. In addition, stretchable semiconducting 
polymers by molecular design to promote dynamic noncovalent crosslinking,314 has been employed to 
construct intrinsically stretchable transistor arrays, for which all electronic conductor, semiconductor, 
and dielectric components are composed of intrinsically stretchable polymers.315  
Biocompatible or biodegradable materials and systems: For wearable electronics mounted onto 
skin or an organ, it is necessary to use biocompatible materials for reducing immune reaction.316-317 
Although various biocompatible dielectric polymers have been developed for biomedical applications, 
demonstrating biocompatible semiconductor and conductor materials for high-performance electronics 
is still challenged. Recent report demonstrated biocompatible semiconducting polymers incorporated 
with conjugated polymer (diketopyrrolopyrrole) with reversible imine bonds, which can be easily 
decomposed under acidic conditions.318 For the biocompatible conductor, a highly stretchable conductor 
based on Ag–Au nanowire and poly(styrene-butadiene-styrene) composite have been suggested;318 such 
conductors would enable soft wearable and implantable bioelectronics for monitoring 
electrophysiological signals and electrical and thermal stimulations. In addition, a new type of 
biocompatible e-skin patch based on conductive Au nanomesh has been demonstrated.319 Compared 
with conventional plastic and elastomer films with lower gas permeability, the Au nanomesh conductor 
significantly reduces the risk of inflammation caused by an on-skin sensor due to its large gas-
permeability and light-weight properties. In addition, direct skin-attachable property, high electrical 
stability, and excellent mechanical durability of the conductive nanomesh enables the accurate 
monitoring of touch, temperature, pressure and electromyograms.   
Recently, a concept of “transient electronics” has been introduced based on silicon 
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) consisting of water-dissolvable materials.320 In 
such a system, all the components—such as transistors, diodes, inductors, capacitors, and resistors—
consist of inorganic materials (e.g., Mg, MgO, SiO2 and silicon-based nanomembranes), and all 
components are completely dissolved by hydrolysis. Furthermore, this platform of transient electronics 
can be applied to biodegradable silicon electronic sensors in combination with silicon-based sensing 
elements,321 which can detect fluid, flow, motion, pH, or thermal stimuli. Biodegradable organic 
materials such as poly(glycerol sebacate),322 poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid),323-324 and poly-L-lactide296 
have been used in various biodegradable sensor systems. Bao and co-workers demonstrated a fully 
biodegradable capacitive sensor capable of independent sensing of strain and pressure.325 The 
combination of tunable biodegradability with multifunctional-sensing capability is expected to provide 
great opportunities for biomedical applications, including orthopedic, rehabilitation monitoring, 
cardiovascular patches, and reconstructive surgery. 
In this thesis, we found that recent electronic skins have accomplished a great achievements in 
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terms of improving sensor performance, energy harvesting, and multi-functionality, furthermore 
practical applications in current key technologies including smart electronics, wearable and healthcare 
devices. With a great demand for the next generation technologies such as Internet of Things (IoT), 
human-machine interfaces (HMI), virtual reality (VR), artificial intelligent (AI), an importance of 
interactive platform between the electronic devices/sensors and human or surrounding objects have 
been considerably increased. Key enabling technologies of interactive system include signal 
transmission, perception, and display of sensing information. Constructing the wireless-communication 
devices facilitates a remote monitor/control and a data collection from various sensors, which results in 
the applications for the personalized and real-time physiological and clinical diagnosis, and various 
interface devices.326 In addition, the study on perception mechanism of deep-learning and machine-
learning by pattern recognition, modeling, and developing intelligence will be essential factor for 
artificial intelligent robots, and advanced healthcare and wearable electronics.327 Furthermore, the 
display of tactile information by actuator and visualization will provide a great potential for haptic 
interface, and virtual reality application.328 Combined with these components with electronic sensor 
devices, electronic skin will change our lifestyle and will experience a technological innovation for 





Figure 7.1. Current and Future challenges for the demonstration of skin electronics. Current 
challenges: Linearity controlled by macroscopic and microscopic structure modification. (Bae et al. 
Adv. Mater. 2016, 28, 5300-5306). Self-powered e-skins based on piezoelectric, triboelectric, 
pyroelectric, thermoelectric and ionic properties. (Lee et al. Adv. Mater. 2014, 26, 765, Zhao et al. Nat. 
Commun. 2017, 8, 14214). Integration with stretchable electronic components controlled by 
extrinsically modified structure and intrinsically modified materials. (Kim et al. Science 2011, 333, 838, 
Wang et al. Nature 2018, 555, 83). Biocompatible and biodegradable electronics. (Lei et al. Proc. Natl. 
Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 2017, 114, 5107, Kange et al. Nature 2016, 530, 71). Future challenges: 
Transmission. (Gao et al. Nature 2016, 529, 509) Perception. (Rudovic. Et al. Sci. Robot. 2018, 3, 
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